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T

here is no God. This assertion is very
probably true. Humanists agree on
this point, although there may be
some difference in the level of certainty
assigned to this proposition.
But so what? What’s the practical significance of rejecting belief in
a deity? Why should humanists band
together in local or national groups,
publish magazines, hold conferences,
and so forth? It can’t be simply to show
that we are right and others are wrong
about the existence of God.
Humanists do share a number of
beliefs, of course, and not just their
belief that there are no gods. So
humanists form a natural affinity group
of sorts. But although being a member
of a like-minded group with similar
interests has its attractions, the level
of commitment of most of those who
are members of the Center for Inquiry
or the American Humanist Association
or other humanist groups indicates
that we think humanism is much more
important than being a member of an
astronomy club, sewing circle, or softball team. There has to be more to joining and supporting humanist groups

secularhumanism.org

than the opportunity to hang out with
people with similar worldviews.
Granted, there’s still substantial
stigma attached to being a nontheist,
at least in the United States, so mutual
support in the face of intolerance and
discrimination remains a valid reason to
be a member of a humanist group. With
the increase in nonreligious Americans,
however, let alone the tidal wave of
irreligion in Europe, there is reason to
think this prejudice against nontheists will diminish. Accordingly, joining
forces to protect the rights of the nonreligious cannot be the sole reason for
belonging to humanist groups—or, if
so, these groups may lose their raison
d’etre in a few decades.
No, there has to be something else.
There has to be some other motivation
that explains why people join together
to promote humanism.
And there is. It seems to me that
one of the principal reasons humanists belong to CFI or other humanist
groups is that we believe we can make
the world a better place. I would submit that we are correct in this belief,
but it’s important to understand how

it is we can improve the world—in
other words, what makes humanism
distinctive and better than religion as
a means to satisfy human needs and
advance human interests. In particular, it’s important to understand in
what way humanist morality can be an
improvement over religious morality.

T

o begin our analysis, we need to
recognize there are distinct types of
moral failings. We need to recognize
these distinctions if we are to have
an appropriate understanding of the
advantages (and limits) of humanism
and the extent to which it can improve
upon religious morality.
Someone can be a “bad” person
in the sense of having a bad moral
character. A person with a bad moral
character fails to manifest the common
moral decencies, that is, those virtues
that are important for successful, cooperative, day-to-day interactions with
others. A bad person may be dishonest, unreliable, untrustworthy, selfish,
thieving, uncooperative, mean-spirited, and so forth.
Having moral failings in this sense is
not correlated with belief or disbelief
in God. With respect to core moral
character, there is scant, if any, difference between religious people and
nonreligious people. I have detected
none in my six-plus decades of life, nor
am I aware of any empirical study that
would establish a significant difference. The traditional knock on nonbelievers, including humanists, has always
been that one can’t be “good without God.” We know that’s nonsense,
and, increasingly, believers are conceding this claim has no support. But the
opposite claim is also nonsense. When
it comes to moral character, religious
people can be and are good people as
well. The nature of one’s belief about
God is simply not a reliable predictor of
one’s moral character, and, because of
that fact, we can’t claim that humanist
morality is an improvement over religious morality when it comes to shaping one’s character.
If either religion or lack of religion
has no significant effect on a person’s core moral character, it follows
that humanism has little to offer by

way of improving this character. This
should not be a surprising conclusion.
We humanists think we have a better
understanding of what practices and
policies will lead to a better world,
but bad character is not a question of
ignorance, of not knowing the correct moral principles. A lying hypocrite
knows what he or she is supposed to
do—he or she simply will not do it.
Assuming we have the standard neurological equipment (yes, brain anomalies can produce sociopaths), then our
characters are largely a product of our

“Why should humanists band
together in local or national
groups, publish magazines,
hold conferences, and so forth?
It can’t be simply to show
that we are right and others
are wrong about the
existence of God.”
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upbringing and, in particular, how well
our parents or guardians instilled in us
core moral norms (e.g., were we habituated into “playing well with others”).
With respect to the success of this
moral training, religious faith or lack
thereof seems to have little effect.
So how then is humanism a significant improvement over religion
with respect to matters of morality?
I’ve already alluded to the answer in
the last paragraph. We humanists can
achieve a better understanding of the
practices and policies that will lead to
a better world because—if and when
we actually engage in the critical thinking we espouse—we use reason and
evidence to examine the consequences
of different courses of action and how
secularhumanism.org
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these relate to the promotion of common human interests. In other words,
we give serious thought to the moral
aspects of our policies and practices. By
contrast, too many religious people still
adhere to their religious doctrines (or
to religious leaders who interpret the
doctrines for them) as a guide for moral
decision-making. These doctrines are
not typically justified by showing how
adherence to them will improve the
human condition. Instead, they are justified because they supposedly reflect
the will of God. In practice, this means
that they reflect the musings of some
semiliterate, God-intoxicated, self-designated prophet from centuries ago.
This is no way to reason about moral

“. . . It seems to me that one of
the principal reasons humanists
belong to CFI or other humanist
groups is that we believe we can
make the world a better place.”

issues, especially moral issues that relate
to public policy. As indicated, humanists do have a significantly better way
of addressing these issues. We don’t
look for answers in scripture. We have
no holy texts. We don’t defer to some
authority who will instruct us on what
to do. We have no authorities. Instead,
we carefully consider the objectives of
a particular policy or practice, examine
the relevant evidence, and then reason
together. Humanists don’t look above
for answers; we look to each other.
Humanist ethics is far superior to religious ethics if for no other reasons than
it is focused on the good of humanity
and its principles are subject to rational
debate, testing, and revision.
This different approach is illustrated
by the different viewpoints that most
6
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humanists and many religious (especially religious fundamentalists) have
on public-policy issues. For example,
some religious rely on their interpretation of scriptural texts to condemn
homosexuality and same-sex marriage.
Humanists support LGBT rights and
marriage equality because we base our
understanding of human sexuality on
human experience and scientific studies, and we ask whether allowing two
loving people to marry is consistent
with the state’s interest in supporting committed relationships instead
of rigidly and mindlessly adhering to
“traditional” marriage. Some religious
oppose contraception either because
of their interpretation of scripture (the
notorious story of Onan; Gen. 38:7–
10) or because they defer to some
church figure who denounces contraception as “unnatural.” Humanists
see no reason why people should not
be able to exercise control over their
own reproduction and support contraception, assuming the method in
question is safe and reliable. Some religious oppose physician-assisted dying
because all life belongs to God and is
sacred and killing is never permissible.
Many humanists support physician-assisted dying, assuming it’s properly
regulated, because they believe each
person should have the right to determine whether or not to hasten his or
her own death, provided others are not
harmed. Moreover, if we consider the
norm against killing not as something
imposed on us by a deity but rather as
a norm that promotes the peace and
stability of the human community by
helping to ensure that people will not
be deprived of their life against their
will, we can see that the rationale for
that norm doesn’t apply in the situation where competent, terminally ill
patients voluntarily seek to end their
suffering.
There’s no need to multiply further
examples. When humanists apply their
critical reasoning skills, they derive better solutions to moral issues and public
policy problems than those who rely
on what they claim is God’s word. This
is true even when the religious person
may have good intentions and, persecularhumanism.org

haps, some appreciation of the empirical evidence relevant to an issue. Pope
Francis seems to be a well-intentioned
person; he also has recognized the critical problems arising out of climate
change and the role of human-generated greenhouse gases in causing
these changes. Yet, at the same time
that he urges us to pay attention to climate change, he continues the Catholic
Church’s adamant opposition to any
sort of contraception, which is a major
cause of overpopulation in developing
countries—and accelerated population
growth, in turn, leads to an exacerbation of the problem of greenhouse
gases. His Holiness, despite good intentions, is boxed in by the irrational, dogmatic foundation for his moral outlook.

S

o, “Better without God?” The answer is a qualified “yes.” It’s qualified because there is no inevitability
that humanists will come up with better policies. You may have noticed that
in discussing the advantages of humanistic, secular reasoning, I emphasized
that humanists can achieve a better
understanding of the policies and practices that will lead to a better world.
Whether they will or not depends on
whether humanists, and secular thinkers in general, commit themselves to
the use of critical thinking on matters
of ethics and public policy. Some have
abandoned religion only to embrace
some secular dogma, some ism or ideology that they think will provide them
with all the right answers. It’s always
tempting to turn one’s thinking over to
others; it’s a great time-saver. But that’s
no way to achieve progress in ethics.
We can make the world a better place,
but whether we do so depends on us—
that’s both the promise and the challenge of humanism.

Ronald A. Lindsay is the president and CEO
of the Center for Inquiry. He is the author
of The Necessity of Secularism (Pitchstone,
2014), which addresses at greater length
the differences between secular morality
and religious morality.

Op-Ed

Tom Flynn

Where Have All the Anti-altruists Gone?

E

ven among freethinkers, intellectual trends ebb and flow. For a
historical example, consider the
idea that the universe has existed eternally. Physicist/science historian Taner
Edis noted in The New Encyclopedia of
Unbelief that “unbelievers . . . typically
identified with the philosophical tradition of an eternal universe.” Late nineteenth-century agnostic Robert Green
Ingersoll surely did so; he declared in
his lecture “Why I Am an Agnostic” that
“Matter and force were not created.
They have existed from eternity.”
Nineteenth- and early to mid twentieth-century unbelievers embraced
the theory of an eternal universe in
part because it contradicted the creation story of Genesis and its point
when everything began. In those days,
it remained an open question in science whether or not our universe had
a beginning. When the Big Bang theory emerged in the 1930s, atheists and
other freethinkers tended to be dismissive. (It didn’t help that the theory
was pioneered by Georges Lemaître, a
physicist who was also a Catholic priest.)
British astronomer Fred Hoyle, an atheist, thought the “Big Bang”—a term of
derision he coined in a BBC interview—
smacked of mysticism. Numerous unbelievers embraced Hoyle’s doomed steady
state theory rather than accept a “Let
there be light!” moment. But after Arno
Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson
announced their accidental detection
of the cosmic microwave background
radiation in 1964, the Big Bang had to
be taken as fact. Whether it superficially
resembled Genesis or not, unbelievers

would have to deal with it.
And deal with it we did—so thoroughly that contemporary freethinkers
are often astonished to learn that less
than sixty years ago, no small number
of us desperately wanted the Big Bang
theory to be false.
From this example, we see that
given the right circumstances, commonplace intellectual certainties can
change relatively quickly, quietly, and
sometimes so completely that only two
generations later, popular consensus
can scarcely believe that things used to
be as they truly were.

I

think our movement is nearing the
end of another such transition. This
time has to do with the acceptance
of altruism, the human tendency to
behave so as to increase the fitness of
another while decreasing one’s own.
Younger humanists and atheists may
find this hard to believe, but only a
quarter-century ago there was bitter
controversy within our movement over
whether altruism existed and whether
it was a good thing. On one side of that
controversy stood Free Inquiry founder
Paul Kurtz, a believer in altruism. In
his aspirational “Affirmations of Humanism” (1980), which continues to
appear in selected issues of this magazine (including the inside back cover
of this one), Kurtz wrote: “We believe
in the common moral decencies: altruism, integrity, honesty, truthfulness,
responsibility.” Many Free Inquiry readers welcomed a list of moral decencies
that, boldly by the standards of the
time, began with altruism. Many oth-
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ers did not. “As a reasonable man, the
most decadent and cannibalistic concept I have ever encountered is altruism,” protested one letter-to-the-editor
writer in 1987.
So heated did this debate become
that then-editor Timothy Madigan
opened a Readers’ Forum on the topic
(FI, Winter 1989/90). “The word ‘altruism’ offends me,” Mary Lou Wright
opined. “Caring for others without due

“. . . Contemporary
freethinkers are often
astonished to learn that less
than sixty years ago,
no small number of us
desperately wanted the
Big Bang theory to be false.”

respect for the self does not make a
better world; unless we understand our
own needs we cannot know the needs
of others.” Maribel Montgomery wrote,
“My first objection to altruism is that it
is a logical impossibility for both parties
to a social transaction to be altruistic.”
At Free Inquiry’s national conference in
November 1990, a panel on altruism
featured three egoists (anti-altruists)
against one altruism advocate. That
lopsidedness reflected the difficulty
faced by conference organizers (myself
among them) in finding presenters pre(Continued on page 44)
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Faisal Saeed Al Mutar

OP-ED

Why Raif Badawi Matters

R

aif Badawi is a Saudi writer and
activist who was arrested in 2012
for insulting Islam in his blog and
brought to trial on that and other
charges, including apostasy. He was
sentenced to ten years in prison, a fine,
and 1,000 lashes. The first fifty lashes
were administered this past January.
This part of his sentence was then suspended due to concerns for his health,
but now the Saudi Supreme court has
heard his appeal and affirmed the
lower court’s decision, opening the
door for the lashings to continue.

“. . . If I had been living in the
Middle East and caught by
the government or an Islamic
militia, I could be in Badawi’s
position.”

Throughout all this, I and others have
campaigned to free him. Many people
have commented on my frequent postings in this cause. It’s personal: of the
many cases of persecution of dissidents,
perhaps I relate to Badawi’s case the
most. Both of us are Arab, and both of
us are liberals. In my case, I am an atheist
and very public about it; if I had been
living in the Middle East and caught by
the government or an Islamic militia, I
could be in Badawi’s position. Actually,
I wish I could take his place. Unlike him,
I am neither married nor have children.
8
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He is far braver than me and many other
people.
I started on the road to secular activism back in Iraq during the first Iraqi
elections held after the U.S. invasion
in 2005. I was very afraid that Iraq was
headed for sectarian conflict. I take no
pleasure in the fact that, unfortunately,
I was right.
Two countries play the biggest
roles in feeding that sectarian conflict: Wahabi Sunni–based Saudi Arabia
and Williayat Al Faqih Shia–based Iran.
Wahabism presents more danger than
Shia Islam, not because Shia Islam is
more benevolent but because Sunni
Islam is followed by the majority of
Muslims in the world and also because
the main tenets of Wahabism appeal
to Islamists. Mouhammad Abdul Al Wahab, the founder of the Wahabi Sunni
Islam school of thought, was by most
definitions a reformer in the same vein
as Martin Luther. He advocated for a
return to “pure Islam” and the study of
the lessons from the life of the Prophet.
He rejected modern Islamic schools of
thought led by Al Azhar and other
clerics and instead emphasized the history and the fundamentals of Islam.
Wahabi Islam has formed the foundation for many Islamist and jihadist
groups around the region, the newest
one being the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria, sometimes known as ISIS or ISIL
or just IS (that’s what they like to be
called).
Although many observers have been
critical of the influence of Wahabi idesecularhumanism.org

ology in Saudi Arabia, one person has
stood out because he challenged it not
from the outside but from the inside.
Raif Badawi cofounded a forum for
liberal thought in Saudi Arabia called
Free Saudi Liberals to do exactly that.
His main argument is that, in order
for liberalization and secularization to
happen across the region, his country
of birth must be liberalized.
Saudi Arabia is by definition the
most difficult country in which to even
start this discussion. Leave aside for
the moment that it is the birthplace of
Islam; it is also home to the most radical
version of the religion, and the majority of the population is not just conservative but ultra-conservative. The
Middle East Eye has published a graph
of the differences between ISIS and
Saudi Arabia (available at http://www.
middleeasteye.net/news/crime-andpunishment-islamic-state-vs-saudiarabia-1588245666). They have a lot
in common. To take but one example,
they prescribe nearly identical punishments for crimes.
Saudi Arabia is very important and
dangerous at the same time because
of its position as a major supplier of the
world’s oil. Even if the United States or
other countries in the West cut all ties
with Saudi Arabia tomorrow, it would
not lack for markets. China and Russia,
superpowers that don’t really put a
priority on human rights, stand out as
possible buyers. So Saudi Arabia has
(Continued on page 46)

OP-ED

Greta Christina

Skepticism and Emotional Responses to Terrible Ideas

D

oes being a good skeptic mean
listening calmly and patiently to
every idea and considering each
one with a completely open mind?
Strike that. Let me phrase that question in a more honest way, a way that
makes my position clear: How on earth
did we come up with the cockamamie notion that being a good skeptic means not having an emotional
response to terrible, harmful ideas and
not treating those ideas with the contempt they deserve? Where did we get
the notion that being a good skeptic
means treating every idea, no matter
how ridiculous or toxic, as equally worthy of consideration? Where did we
get the notion that bad, harmful ideas
should not make us angry and that we
should never get angry at anyone who
brings them up?
Ron Lindsay recently wrote a piece,
“Questioning Humanist Orthodoxy:
Introduction to a Series” (No Faith
Value blog, May 18, 2015), in which he
criticized, among other things, humanists who respond angrily and emotionally to supporters of the death penalty and who don’t calmly make what
Lindsay considers to be good, rational
arguments against it. P. Z. Myers has
already responded to the core content
of Lindsay’s essay (“Brave Ron Lindsay,”
Pharyngula blog, May 19, 2015), so I’m
not going to do that here. And in any
case, I don’t want to pick on Lindsay:
he is very far from the only person
to put forth this idea. Several prominent atheists and skeptics have chided

progressives for expressing anger over
debates about abortion (citations collected at “Having a Reasonable Debate
About Abortion,” Greta Christina’s Blog,
March 13, 2014), and Massimo Pigliucci
described these debates about abortion as “a tempest in a teapot” (“David
Silverman and the Scope of Atheism,”
Rationally Speaking blog, March 14,
2014).
This is a very common idea in the
skeptical world: that being a skeptic
means being willing to entertain and
discuss any and all ideas, with a completely open mind, with no attachment
to any particular outcome—and with
no emotional response.
It’s an idea that should be taken out
into the street and shot.
Let’s set aside abortion and the
death penalty for a moment. Let’s use
some different examples, ones that will
make my point clearer. Let’s imagine
that someone shows up at your dinner
party, or comes into your online forum,
and says that husbands should be
allowed to beat and rape their wives.
Or that homosexuality is a serious and
dangerous mental illness and gay people should be locked up in mental institutions. Or that black people aren’t
fully human.
How are you going to respond?
Are you going to say, “Hmm, that’s an
interesting idea. I don’t agree, but I’m
curious why you think that. Let’s calmly
look at the evidence and examine the
pros and cons”?
Or are you going to say some version
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of, “That is vile. That is despicable. The
fact that you’re even proposing that is
morally repulsive. Apologize or get the
hell out”?
And assuming that you did call the
idea vile and toss the person out—how
would you respond to someone telling you, “You’re a bad skeptic! You
shouldn’t be so emotional! If someone is questioning black people’s basic
humanity, you should be willing to
debate that dispassionately and with
an open mind!”?
Now, some may say that if we want
to change people’s minds about their
horrible toxic ideas, we need to be willing to engage with them—and if we
want them to listen, we have to do it in
a calm and respectful manner. It is certainly true that we sometimes change
people’s minds by debating, listening,
showing evidence, and making good
persuasive arguments. But that is not
the only way we change minds. We also
change minds by demonstrating that
some ideas are repugnant and outside
the limits of basic human decency.
Other people’s opinions can act
as a reality check. And that doesn’t
just happen through the exchange of
information and analysis. It also happens by emotional demonstration. In
fact, a show of anger, insult, revulsion is an exchange of information—
the information that the idea being
expressed is considered morally bankrupt. Emotional responses get atten(Continued on page 46)
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Take action with us.

You can help promote science,
reason, and secular values.

Imagine a world where religion and pseudoscience do not influence public policy—a world
where religion no longer enjoys a privileged position. The Center for Inquiry is working
toward these goals and educating the public to use reason, science, and secular values rather
than religion and pseudoscience to establish public policy.
The Center for Inquiry advances its mission through advocacy, education, and outreach
programs. No other organizations advance science and secularism on as many fronts as CFI
and its programs, the Council for Secular Humanism and the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry.

Donate today.

When you make a donation to CFI, you become a member of a worldwide movement of
humanists, skeptics, atheists, and freethinkers—all working together to promote the secular
worldview and give voice to your values.
Our major goals include:
n Protecting the rights of nonbelievers
n Advocating for science-based medicine
n Sustaining and expanding the secular movement
Make your most generous gift today, or request information on planned giving or making a bequest.
To receive a brochure elaborating on what we are doing to achieve our important goals and how
you can help, please complete and return the attached card or contact us at:
Center for Inquiry
Development Office
PO Box 741
Amherst, NY 14226
1.800.818.7071
development@centerforinquiry.net
www.centerforinquiry.net/donate

OP-ED

Mark Rubinstein

Application for the Position of Biblical Evangelist*
(Current Year: Fifty years after the death of Jesus)

D
E

Pen name: Matthew

Given name: Unknown

Current address: Unknown

Mother and father: Unknown

Proposed title of Gospel: None

Will you be signing or dating your Gospel? No

V
O
R

SOURCES OF INFORMATION:
Acknowledged sources: Hebrew Bible
Will the events described be modified to fit with the
prophecies of the Hebrew Bible? Of course

Is there any positive physical evidence for your Gospel? No
Do you mention any of the letters of Paul written twenty
to thirty years ago? No

R
P

Percentage of Gospel based on eyewitness testimony: 0
Where did the people you talked with find out about
Jesus? From other people
And where did they find out about Jesus? From other
people

A

Extent of plagiarism: Most of proposed Gospel (copied
from Gospel of Mark)
MIRACLES:

How many miracles will you be reporting? Over thirty

Will your miracles be fashionable for their day? Yes,
particularly healing by exorcism
Will anyone in your Gospel admit the smallest doubt that
any of its miracles could be fraudulent? No
Do you explain why other earlier Christian sources, such as
the letters of Paul, do not include miracles? No

OTHER:

Are the lessons of your Gospel (A) clear, or (B) unclear,
sufficient to fuel centuries of controversy and
bloodshed? B

Will there be any indication that you have been
influenced by Greek philosophy, methods of reporting
true history, or the best science? No
Will your Gospel contain prophecies that within a few
decades, or even at the time of their publication, can
be seen to be false? Yes
In significant ways, will your Gospel be logically and
factually inconsistent with the writings of other
evangelists? Yes
How many copies will you be printing? Sorry, printers
haven’t been invented yet
Do you have any other qualifications you would like to
mention? No

*Discovered by Mark Rubinstein, a columnist for Free
Inquiry.
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LOOKING BACK

35 Years Ago in Free Inquiry
“An anti-humanist TV film entitled
‘Humanism: Let Their Eyes Be Opened,’
is now appearing on television throughout the country. . . . I am portrayed in
this film [produced by televangelist Pat
Robertson’s 700 Club organization] as a
‘leading humanist spokesman’ and . . .
as such, I am the main target. . . .
“Although the film purports to be
a documentary account of humanism,
it presents only a distorted caricature.
According to the film, humanism is the
chief villain in American society, and is
responsible for the breakup of the family, the degradation of American values, drug abuse, pornography, teenage
pregnancy and licentiousness, the mur-

25 Years Ago in Free Inquiry
“. . . Secular humanists respect religious
humanists in their position. But that
position is clearly distinct from ours, at
least regarding questions of the human
future. Religious humanism advocates,
and attempts to justify, the resort to
certain kinds of emotional closure
regarding life’s meaning and its probable outcome. Whether called faith, commitment, or some other term, religious
humanism accepts ways of reaching
beyond the rational that secular humanism does not.
“True, most humans feel what Paul
Kurtz has called the ‘transcendental
temptation,’ the emotional drive to
festoon the universe with large-scale
meaning. To some religious humanists,
this constitutes evidence that the religious impulse is natural and healthy
and ought to be indulged with a clear
conscience. (The impulse to bludgeon
one’s enemies is natural too, but religious humanists accept the desirability
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der of unwanted infants (abortion) and
old people (euthanasia), the increase
of violence, and the decrease of test
scores in our schools. It repeats the fundamentalist litany of charges: Humanist
Manifesto II and situation ethics are
wicked theories undermining God and
country, the humanists have taken over
the schools, and America will follow the
path of the Roman Empire to sin and
destruction. . . .”
—Paul Kurtz, “The 700 Club’s
Anti-Humanist ‘Documentary,’”
from Free Inquiry Volume 1, No. 3
(Summer 1981).
Note: Dr. Kurtz never accepted another
invitation to be interviewed by Pat
Robertson’s organization.

of curbing it.) Secular humanists suspect there is something more gloriously
human about resisting the religious
impulse; about accepting the cold truth,
even if that truth is only that the universe is as indifferent to us as we are
irrelevant to it; about facing the existential vacuum in all its horrible majesty;
and constructing a life of compassion
and exuberance at its brink without
relying on the dubious shelter of faith.
“Secular humanists strive to overcome the natural fear of believing all life,
ourselves included, to be an unplanned
byproduct of unintended and meaningless world processes. We accept and
affirm an existence without purpose or
guarantee. Realizing that, it’s tempting
for us to call out to religious humanists,
‘Seize your strength. Dare to be wholly,
radically secular!’. . .”
—Tom Flynn, “The Difference
a Word Makes,” from Free
Inquiry Volume 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991)

Letters

ISIS: Medievalism in
Modern Times
It was clever of Shadia Drury to
use postmodernism to shed light
on the current problem with ISIS
(“Beheadings for Postmodernity,”
FI, June/July 2015). Postmodernism
teaches that one way is just as
good as another. So why shouldn’t
ISIS use force and violence to
accomplish their deadly ends? The
postmodernist claims that there
is no compelling interest in doing
otherwise.
However, in the larger sense,
claiming that one way is just as
good as another is sheer nihilism.
It leaves humanity without values. This makes a society untenable. Chaos is the result. There
is nothing to restrain violence
except a greater threat of violence. Indeed, as Drury notes, this
was the way of the Middle Ages,
for which ISIS apparently longs.

John L. Indo
Houston, Texas

Religion Losing Its Grip
I read with interest James
Haught’s article in the June/July
2015 issue of Free Inquiry (“Slip
Slidin’ Away”). He pointed out
how the Christian religion has
evolved over the centuries, how
they now accept gays and homosexuals in an ever-increasing
number and ignore Leviticus 20:1.
Most Christians no longer believe

the world is flat or that the sun
goes around Earth, yet in 1600
Giordano Bruno was burned at
the stake by the Catholic Church
for saying that Earth was not the
center of the universe.
A huge majority now think
slavery is wrong, although the
Bible approved of slavery and
even Jesus thought slavery was
normal. Most believers now find
no problem with interracial marriage, birth control, or couples living together and having children
without being married. Divorce
no longer carries the stigma it did
in the fifties and sixties.
Religion is at a point now
where same-sex marriage was
only a decade ago. Americans
don’t realize that one in four of
us is a nonbeliever. I think we
should advertise and push the
momentum. Ask pointed questions and let people contemplate
some of religion’s absurd beliefs.
When the public sees that others
have doubts, they may question
their own beliefs.

Wilson Westbury
Maggie Valley, North Carolina

Confronting
Overpopulation
So Free Inquiry has now joined the
call for curtailing immigration to
the United States (“Population,
Immigration, and the Global
Future,” June/July 2015). The
magazine’s latest issue leaves no
doubt, with five articles arguing
for restrictions on immigration,
both legal and illegal, on the
grounds that the growth in population it brings is harmful to
the environment. The issue has
not a single article taking any
contrary view, such as population
and environmental protection
being global issues that will be
not be addressed by countries
sealing their borders and ignoring what happens elsewhere. For
example, climate change—probably the greatest environmental

threat—is linked to worldwide
carbon emissions and deforestation, which cannot be addressed
by limiting movement across
borders. Instead of stigmatizing
the overwhelmingly poor and
desperate individuals who cross
borders in search of a better
life, advocates for environmental protection should target the
lifestyles of affluent natives of
the advanced countries who use
more than their share of environmentally destructive fossil fuels.
Confining potential migrants to
their poverty-stricken homelands
provides no net benefit for the
global environment.

Bill Mosley
Washington, D.C.

It is laudable that the Center for
Inquiry had the most recent issue
of Free Inquiry on the topic of
population. I am not distressed
that a number of the articles had
depressing facts and pessimistic
projections. Facing reality is difficult but must be done to change
our path to point to a better
future. I was pleased to see writers also express that the best and
most humane solution to human
overpopulation is to “empower
women, educating our youth,
and expanding family planning
information and services.” This is
a sensible humanist position.
In contrast, two articles later I
was deeply shocked and ashamed
for you to see an article from the
Center for Immigration Studies
(CIS)—a think tank founded by
racist John Tanton. Their concern
is less worldwide environmental
havoc than a “NIMBY” attitude
about more human beings coming into the United States. Subtle
tip-offs include word choices such
as aliens. It’s exactly because of
groups like CIS that people are so
leery to discuss overpopulation. A
real humanist would not embrace
the true philosophy of CIS, which is
just a racist spin on Scrooge’s hardhearted quote to “decrease the
surplus population.”
secularhumanism.org

Beware the racist wolves in
environmentalist sheep’s clothing!

Kate Amon
By E-mail

As I read Tom Flynn’s and Robert
Walker’s articles (“Overpopulation,
Immigration, and the Human
Future” and “Four Out of Five
Scientists Agree: Population
Matters,” respectively), I realized
that they are well aware of the
need for reproductive health services and the rights of women. My
question is, what are the scientists doing about the “harebrained
political assaults on family planning
clinics” and increasing “the number
of women eligible for contraceptive services”? Why is overpopulation and immigration not on
every TV news show and Internet
news site? One of the National
Organization for Women (NOW)
Top Six Priority Issues is “Advancing
Reproductive Freedom.” Has any
contact been made with NOW,
Planned Parenthood, and other
poorly funded nongovernment
organizations (NGOs) or financial
assistance been given to help them
in their work on this issue?
Our country has been “playing”
with immigration for at least the
last six years without accomplishing anything. We need to process
the people who are already in the
United States and then set limits on who can immigrate here
before all our natural resources
are gone. Maybe we do need
that wall on the borders, north
and south of the United States.
The information that has been
shared through Free Inquiry magazine needs to be broadcast
everywhere so we can start to
keep enough resources in our
country for our country’s citizens.

Jocelyn Morris
NOW National Board Member
and Chair, NOW Task Force to
End Racism
Richland, Missouri
(Continued on page 65)
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The Myth of an Afterlife
Introduction
Tom Flynn

I

expected to be frustrated when I searched Amazon.
com’s Books department on the keyword afterlife. I wasn’t
disappointed. (Or should I say that I was disappointed?)
My search returned 9,209 results. Setting aside works of
fiction, my first page of search results yielded the following
allegedly nonfiction titles:

• Answers about the Afterlife: A Private Investigator’s 15-Year
Research Unlocks the Mysteries of Life after Death
• Evidence of Eternity: Communicating with Spirits for Proof
of the Afterlife
• Proof of Heaven: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Afterlife
• AfterLife: What You Really Want to Know About Heaven
• The Afterlife of Billy Fingers: How My Bad-Boy Brother
Proved to Me There’s Life After Death
• Signs From The Afterlife: Identifying Gifts From The Other
Side
• My Son and the Afterlife: Conversations from the Other Side
• Wake Me Up!: Love and The Afterlife, whose cover helpfully
assures us that it is “A True Story.”
Completely absent was a single title taking a skeptical view
of this topic. A fluke, you say? Eight further pages of search
results offered up an unbroken parade of uncritical books,
each one crying out “Yes, there is life after death.” Only near
the bottom of my ninth search page did I encounter a hint
of balance: The Myth of an Afterlife: The Case against Life
after Death, edited by Michael L. Martin and Keith Augustine.
Recently released from Rowman and Littlefield, this massive
708-page interdisciplinary anthology marshals overwhelming
evidence against the idea that human consciousness can survive physical death.
This is a hugely needed book. It addresses profound questions that are too seldom answered from a naturalistic point
of view and answers them authoritatively yet surprisingly
accessibly. In view of its scope and comprehensiveness—and
especially because critical books on the afterlife have been so
rare—the release of The Myth of an Afterlife is a noteworthy
publishing event.
The book is divided into four broad sections, focusing on
the evidence for and against survival after death, the shortcomings of common ways of imagining an afterlife, internal
inconsistencies between the afterlife doctrines of major
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religions and the ethical principles they claim to teach, and,
finally, incisive critiques of the principal categories of evidence for posthumous survival.
For longtime readers of Free Inquiry, special section coeditor the late Michael Martin requires little introduction. We
are saddened to report that he died unexpectedly while this
issue was in production. (See our tribute to him on p. 29.)
A professor of philosophy emeritus at Boston University, Martin
was the author of the imposing Atheism: A Philosophical
Justification and editor of The Cambridge Companion to Atheism,
among many other works. His article “Three Arguments for
Nonbelief”—presenting that ultimate rarity, then-novel reasons
to reject the existence of gods and the supernatural—appeared
in FI’s Fall 2001 issue. Coeditor Keith Augustine is executive director and scholarly paper editor of Internet Infidels; his critiques of
afterlife doctrines have been discussed in multiple issues of The
Journal of Near-Death Studies.
In this issue, Free Inquiry is privileged to reprint two essays
from The Myth of an Afterlife. Comprising more than eleven
thousand words, they nonetheless only scratch the surface
of the volume’s rich offerings. First, Welsh psychologist Steve
Stewart-Williams presents a provocative memetic account of
how beliefs in the afterlife might have originated and thrived.
This essay appears as the book’s foreword. We follow with a
hard-hitting article by Michael Martin himself, “Problems with
Heaven.”
My only regret is that The Myth of an Afterlife is so expensive. Directed toward the professional/academic market, the
hardback retails for $85.00, the e-book for a penny less. Secular
humanist local groups might consider purchasing a copy for
members to borrow; further, because of the title’s uniqueness,
it is not unreasonable to hope that many libraries will snap it
up. But I hope that many of those who can afford the price (or
the modestly better deal available from Amazon.com) will
open their wallets wide. Martin and Augustine deserve the
rewards their labors merit—and Rowman and Littlefield
deserve a clear signal that the market will support audacious
publishing projects of this quality and importance.

Tom Flynn is the editor of F ree I nquiry .

On the Origin of Afterlife Beliefs by
Means of Memetic Selection
Steve Stewart-Williams

M

y grandmother died when I was fourteen. It didn’t
both have immediately assumed that she’d had a dream or
come out of the blue; she’d been teetering on the
hallucination about her parents, and we would not have seen
edge of life for several months, and I don’t think
the connection between the statement “it’s time to go” and
anyone was in any doubt about where things were headed.
my grandmother’s subsequent death. The only reason that
For some time, she’d been too unwell to live alone in her
we saw any other interpretation is that, at some point in the
little flat, so she’d moved into my aunt and uncle’s house—a
past, we somehow picked up the idea of an afterlife from our
large house in a small town where I’d spent many happy
culture. So, where did this idea come from in the first place?
summer holidays as a child. One night, shortly before the
A Plethora of Theories
end, something strange happened. My aunt and uncle were
This is not an easy question to answer. The problem is not
woken abruptly in the middle of the night by a series of
bumps and bangs coming from out of the darkness. They
that there aren’t any plausible theories to explain it; the
got up to find out what was going on. What they found was
problem is that there are too many. Some claim that the
my grandmother—Granny—packing her suitcases. “What’s
belief in an afterlife is wishful thinking; others that it’s a
going on? Why are you packing?” they asked, gently guiding
way of promoting socially desirable behavior; and others
her back to bed.
still that it represents ancient people’s best effort to explain
She responded: “I just saw my parents, and they told that
strange phenomena such as dreams. More recently, it has
me it’s time to go.” She died the next day.
been suggested that religious beliefs, including afterlife
This is one of my favorite stories. At the time it happened,
beliefs, are the handiwork of evolution by natural selection,
I still believed (or half-believed, or wanted to believe)
in an afterlife, and this struck me as evidence consistent with that belief. Of course, on its own, it wasn’t
clinch-the-deal-type evidence. But it wasn’t the only
story of its kind. There were many similar stories floating around, as there still are, and although each on its
“. . . Afterlife beliefs are products of natural selection,
own might only have offered a fragile wisp of a reason but not natural selection operating on genes or any other
to believe, together they added up to a reasonable
biological entities. Instead, afterlife beliefs are products
case that perhaps we really do survive death. That, at
of natural selection operating on ideas or memes.”
least, is what I thought back then. It’s not what I think
anymore. As much as I love my grandmother’s story,
it’s all too easy to come up with plausible alternative
explanations for what happened—explanations that
don’t invoke supernatural causes. The same is true of
every other near-death story I’ve come across. Even if
or by-products of various evolved psychological capacities. All
you’re a believer yourself, you could no doubt come up with
of these ideas look plausible enough on the face of it, so the
any alternative explanation that I might suggest.
question becomes: How can we choose among them? Here
So, rather than picking apart the evidence, I’d like to
I have a definite bias; I would prefer not to have to choose
focus on another, more puzzling issue. If you didn’t already
among them unless absolutely necessary but instead to intehave the concept of an afterlife in your repertoire of ideas, it
grate them into a broader explanatory schema. There is one
wouldn’t have occurred to you that my grandmother’s story
approach to explaining religious belief that, it seems to me,
could be given a supernaturalistic interpretation. Nor would
provides a useful framework for doing just that. According
it have occurred to me at the time it happened. We would
secularhumanism.org
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to this approach, afterlife beliefs are products of natural
selection, but not natural selection operating on genes or
any other biological entities. Instead, afterlife beliefs are
products of natural selection operating on ideas or memes.
Unfortunately, I don’t have enough space here to develop
this argument in detail. What I propose to do, though, is
run through the traditional theories for belief in an afterlife,
pausing to note their strengths and weaknesses, and then
sketch an outline of how they might fit together within the
overarching framework of a memetic approach.1 The first
theory we’ll consider is the wishful-thinking theory.

“Perhaps religious beliefs persist not because
they provide comfort, but because, once acquired,
discarding them produces acute discomfort.”

Wishful Thinking
According to some scholars (and many barstool philosophers), religion is all about comfort and consolation. Religious
beliefs are mollycoddling illusions. This includes afterlife
beliefs. Indeed, afterlife beliefs are Exhibit A in the case that
religion is a product of wishful thinking. The belief in life after
death may eliminate—or at least weaken—the fear of personal extinction, the overwhelming sadness we experience
when a loved one dies, and the sense that a life of finite duration would be meaningless. Importantly, it may also help us
to comfort and console other people when they lose a loved
one or come face-to-face with their own impending demise.
Of course, it is not the case that each of us invents comforting
religious stories for ourselves. Most people hold the religious
beliefs that they do simply because they were taught them
as children by their parents and the surrounding culture. But
why did people dream up these particular beliefs in the first
place? Why did these beliefs get so popular? And why are so
many people so unwilling to relinquish them, even in the face
of strong evidence that they’re false? These are the questions
that the wishful-thinking theory purports to answer. In short,
people invent, retain, and refuse to relinquish religious beliefs
because they provide a balm and salve for the pains of life—
our own and those of the people we care about.
To my mind, the wishful thinking theory contains an
important grain of truth—more than a grain—but it’s incomplete. It’s incomplete for at least two reasons. First, it isn’t
entirely clear that afterlife beliefs provide much comfort.
16
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Believers still tend to fear death and grieve the loss of their
nearest and dearest (a point I’ll come back to later). Perhaps
religious beliefs persist not because they provide comfort,
but because, once acquired, discarding them produces acute
discomfort. An analogy can be drawn with nicotine addiction. Once addicted, cigarettes give relatively little pleasure.
But as soon as we try to give them up, we experience intense
and unpleasant cravings. The addiction is maintained less by
the pleasure it produces than by the displeasure it keeps at
bay. Perhaps afterlife beliefs are the same. So that’s the first
reason that the wishful-thinking explanation is incomplete.
The second reason is that wishful thinking does not
account for the fact that so many afterlife beliefs
are anything but comforting. Millions of people
have lived in fear of Hell or eternal damnation, or
other frightening postmortem possibilities. Indeed,
the idea that an eternity of suffering might await
oneself or a loved one is a good candidate for the
most unpleasant idea devised by human minds.
Charles Darwin called it a “damnable doctrine” and
wrote: “I can indeed hardly see how anyone ought
to wish Christianity to be true” (1839/2002, 50).
Rather than relieving people’s fears, afterlife beliefs
often create fears that people wouldn’t otherwise
have. So, although wishful thinking might be part
of the story, it can’t be the whole story. We need to explore
other avenues.

Social Glue
The social-glue theory is probably the second-most popular
theory of religion. The idea is that religious beliefs are the
cement that holds societies together. According to thinkers
such as Emile Durkheim, the rituals and doctrines of religion
provide social solidarity and foster a sense of community by
providing common beliefs and values, and by motivating people to be moral. The social-glue theory has a major advantage
over the wishful-thinking theory—namely, that it can explain
not only our comforting afterlife beliefs but also our frightening ones. In a nutshell, the comforting beliefs are designed
to encourage socially beneficial behavior (“if you’re good, the
reward is eternal life”), whereas the discomforting beliefs are
designed to discourage socially harmful behavior (“if you’re
bad, the punishment is eternal suffering, or rebirth into undesirable conditions, or some other negative outcome”). There
are two main sticking points for the social-glue approach,
however. The first is that not all religious beliefs are socially
beneficial—history shows us that religion can sometimes tear
groups and nations apart rather than building them up. The
second sticking point is that no mechanisms are suggested for
putting these socially beneficial beliefs in place to begin with.
Like the wishful-thinking theory, the social-glue theory may
turn out to contain a grain of truth, but it is difficult to imagine that it could be the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

THE MYTH OF AN AFTERLIFE
Social Control

explanation would be that part of us leaves the body: an
ethereal element capable of exploring strange worlds quite
unlike the world of waking life. And it doesn’t end there.
Sometimes we have vivid, emotionally charged dreams in
which we encounter people who have died (this is presumably what happened to my grandmother). How can we
explain this? Well, perhaps the part of us that leaves the body
during dreams survives bodily death. And voila!—we see how
religious beliefs, including afterlife beliefs, could emerge from
people’s honest efforts to explain the things that happen to
them. These beliefs may sometimes be comforting or socially
useful, but that’s not the point. They are efforts to explain the
facts of our experience and to gain knowledge of the world.
As with the earlier suggestions, there appears to be some
merit to this approach. However, the primitive-science theory
doesn’t explain why, if knowledge is our only goal, so many
people are so resistant to giving up their afterlife beliefs
when confronted with contrary evidence. And it doesn’t
explain why, if religious beliefs are primarily explanations for
puzzling but commonplace experiences, so many religious
beliefs are so completely disconnected from the evidence of
human experience. Again, the approach may be a piece of the
puzzle, but we must avoid mistaking it for the whole puzzle.

These problems open the door to a cynical twist on the
social-glue theory. According to this view, rather than religious beliefs functioning for the good of society or individual
believers, they function for the good of . . . the people who
promote the beliefs! They are tools of social manipulation.
Parents and teachers use them to control children; husbands
use them to control wives (and vice versa); slave owners use
them to control slaves; the ruling classes use them to control
peasants or the proletariat; and priests, kings, and other leaders use them to control tribes, guilds, and nations. Applied
to afterlife beliefs, we might suggest that people attempt to
control others’ behavior with the promise of Heaven and the
threat of Hell in exactly the same way that parents attempt
to control their children’s behavior by telling them that, if
they’re good, Santa will bring them presents, but if they’re
naughty, he won’t. Now in claiming that religious beliefs are
sometimes used manipulatively, I’m not denying that some
religious people genuinely believe what they claim to believe.
In the past decade or so, I’ve read about two cases where religious leaders have attempted to demonstrate the power of
faith by walking on water; in both cases, the demonstration
failed and the leader drowned. Clearly, some people
do truly believe. However, the true believers may be
innocently perpetuating beliefs that began as the
manipulative lies and deliberate deceptions of their
less-scrupulous colleagues.
Again, as plausible as the social-control theory
“. . . The idea that an eternity of suffering might await
might sound, it faces various criticisms. One of the
oneself or a loved one is a good candidate for the most
main ones is that religious beliefs are often grassroots phenomena and have sometimes been used
unpleasant idea devised by human minds.”
to liberate people from the clutches of their leaders
and exploiters, rather than to shackle them. It seems
highly unlikely that all religious beliefs were invented
for the purpose of exploitation. Nonetheless, it is plausible that people’s efforts to manipulate one another
are one of the many factors shaping the religious
Evolving an Afterlife
ideology of any culture.
Let’s turn now to the more recent approaches to the explaPrimitive Science
nation of religious belief: those informed by evolutionary
A rather different style of explanation is found in the idea
theory. The most obvious way to apply Darwinian thinking
that religious beliefs are a sincere, though failed, attempt of
to religion is also probably the least plausible. This is the idea
earlier peoples to understand the phenomena of life. They
that religion is a direct product of natural selection. Just as
are, in other words, fossils of our early efforts to explain the
teeth and claws and eyes and wings were selected because
world around us. The classic example comes from the anthrothey advantaged the individuals possessing them, religious
pologist Edward Tylor. Tylor pointed out that, in the normal
beliefs were selected because they advantaged religious
course of their lives, people have a number of anomalous
believers. Thus, afterlife beliefs may be adaptive because
experiences, experiences that would have been very hard for
they give believers confidence and purpose, or because they
prescientific peoples to explain. For instance, when we lie
lower anxiety and thereby improve health, or because they
down to sleep, our bodies remain where we left them—and
bind groups together and thereby further the interests of the
yet we often have the experience of being elsewhere and
group and its members. The main problem with all of these
doing other things. How might we explain this in the absence
suggestions is that people’s religious beliefs vary so much,
of a mature scientific understanding of the world? Well, one
across cultures and historical epochs, that it is very difficult to
secularhumanism.org
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imagine that they are all instances of the same adaptation. In
the realm of afterlife beliefs, for instance, some religions posit
a disembodied existence, others reincarnation, and others still
bodily resurrection. These ideas have little in common with
one another, and the main thing that determines which belief
a particular person holds is where in the world he or she grew
up. This suggests that specific afterlife beliefs are products of
culture rather than biology. Furthermore, millions of people
manage to make their way through life without any afterlife
beliefs at all. This makes these beliefs weak candidates for
adaptations; after all, the most plausible examples of psychological adaptations, such as the basic emotions, are found in
all normal human beings, and you can’t just talk yourself out
of having them.

“. . . The belief in life after death may be
an accidental, incidental by-product of the
capacity for ‘theory of mind.’”

One might argue that particular religious beliefs are not
adaptations but that the tendency to follow the religious
beliefs of one’s community is an adaptation. However, even
if the tendency to acquire the local religious beliefs can be
traced to an evolved tendency of mind, this is probably best
construed not as a tendency to imbibe religion specifically but
rather a tendency to conform to local beliefs and practices,
whatever these happen to be. If this is correct, then religious
beliefs are not direct products of evolution but by-products
of another, more general tendency of mind. And this brings
us to a more promising evolution-minded explanation for
religious belief: the by-product approach.

A Spandrel in the Works
According to the by-product approach, religion itself is not a
product of natural selection; instead, it piggybacks on other
aspects of the mind that are. In other words, religion is what
Stephen Jay Gould and Richard Lewontin (1979) call a “spandrel.”2 So, for example, the belief in life after death may be an
accidental, incidental by-product of the capacity for “theory
of mind.” Theory of mind is the (somewhat awkward) name
given to the capacity to construe others and oneself as agents
possessing beliefs, desires, and other mental states. This
capacity is found in all normally developing human beings; it
18
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is absent or largely absent in all other animals and is plausibly
a product of natural selection. An implication of this view
is that humans naturally think about physical objects and
minds using distinct mental “vocabularies.” For instance, we
construe physical objects, but not mental states, as possessing
spatial dimensions. This makes it easy for us to imagine that
minds are something distinct from bodies. It doesn’t force this
conclusion, and it certainly doesn’t force the further conclusion that the mind could exist independently of the body or
survive bodily death. But it does mean that these ideas come
naturally to us. They’re easy for us to accept because they fit
the natural contours of our minds. Thus, a curious by-product
of theory of mind is that we are prone to believe, falsely, that
the mind (or soul) is something distinct from the activity of
the brain and that it could ascend to Heaven or be
reborn into another body or merge back into some
kind of collective consciousness. I’m a big fan of
the by-product approach; I think it has a lot going
for it. But for now, let’s turn to the final Darwinian
approach to the origin of afterlife beliefs and see
how it might help us make sense of the various
ideas we’ve already considered.

Afterlife Beliefs as Selfish Memes
So far we’ve looked at four traditional, nonevolutionary explanations for afterlife beliefs (i.e.,
afterlife beliefs as wishful thinking, social glue,
manipulation tools, or primitive science) and two
evolutionary explanations (i.e., afterlife beliefs as adaptations
or spandrels/by-products). Now it’s time to consider the third
and final evolutionary explanation. This is, in my view, by far
the most exciting recent addition to the stable of explanations for religious belief. The approach is known as memetics,
and it focuses not on selection among genes but selection
among memes. The word meme was coined by Richard
Dawkins (1976) and refers to a unit of culture or a cultural
variant (Boyd & Richerson, 1985, 33). Less precisely, a meme is
an idea. A joke is a meme; the first four notes of Beethoven’s
Fifth are a meme; catchphrases, urban legends, mannerisms,
embarrassing YouTube videos, and irritatingly catchy tunes
are all memes as well. The central claim of memetics is that,
like genes, memes are subject to a form of natural selection. The memes that come to predominate in a culture are
those that, through accident or design, have properties that
increase their chances of predominating—properties that
make them more likely to capture people’s attention, more
likely to stick in people’s minds, more likely to be passed on
from brain to brain by word of mouth. Memes aren’t necessarily selected because we like them; catchy tunes (also
known as “earworms”) are memetically successful despite
the fact that we often strongly dislike them. And memes
aren’t necessarily selected because they’re useful to us; the
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“smoking tobacco” meme has survived for many centuries
despite the fact that it tends to kill its hosts (and despite the
fact that it doesn’t even provide much pleasure). A meme
might be selected because it’s useful to us, but it doesn’t have
to be useful to be selected. It only needs to have attributes
that keep it in circulation in a culture. Applied to religion, the
memetics approach holds that religion is a product of cultural
evolution rather than biological evolution, and that religious
beliefs will have properties that keep them in circulation, perhaps even at our expense.
As I see it, the memetics approach does not displace the
other theories about the origins of afterlife beliefs. What it
does is provide a useful, overarching framework for integrating the grain of truth contained in each of these theories into
one cohesive overall picture. Here’s how it might work. With
each of the earlier approaches, thinkers have identified a psychological or cultural “selection pressure”
acting on religious memes. These are: (1) selection for
beliefs that comfort us or comfort the people we care
about; (2) selection for beliefs that foster social cohesion; (3) selection for beliefs that help us manipulate
other people’s behavior; and (4) selection for beliefs
that explain (or give the appearance of explaining)
the world around us. No doubt there are others as
well. As with biological evolution, these selection
pressures can come into conflict with one another
and pull in different directions. So, for instance, we
may want to believe something because it is comforting (selection pressure #1) but be unable to do so
because it would clash too violently with the evidence
of our own eyes (selection pressure #4). This suggests
that one kind of memetically successful religious belief would
be a belief that promises to provide comfort and consolation
but which is also not too readily falsified in everyday life.
The belief in life after death fits this description perfectly.
People tend to want to believe that it’s true, and we encounter little in everyday life that explicitly contradicts it. Not only
that, but the belief may also make sense of some anomalous
experiences!
Note that the memetic approach and the by-product
approach are often viewed as natural enemies; many assume
that if one is correct, the other must be false. This doesn’t
seem right to me. It seems entirely possible (and in fact absolutely necessary if we want an accurate picture of things) to
integrate the two approaches. The basic idea would be that
particular memes are themselves by-products of evolved psychological tendencies of thought (e.g., theory of mind) and
that the memes that gel best with these tendencies are the
most likely to catch on and spread—the most likely to “go
viral.” In essence, the spandrel approach describes the environment to which religious memes (and indeed any memes)
must adapt.

With the memetic perspective at our disposal, we can
start piecing together a story about the cultural evolution
of afterlife beliefs. The story begins in the dark recesses of
prehistory, with the evolution of big brains and human-level
intelligence. Our sophisticated intellectual abilities were presumably selected because they enhanced our ability to survive and reproduce. Exactly how they did this is still an open
question; it may have related to the development of tools
and tactics for making a living in a hostile physical environment, the capacity to navigate a complex social landscape,
the capacity to entertain and attract prospective mates, or
perhaps some combination of these things. But however it
evolved, our intelligence had an unfortunate, “unintended”
side effect: it permitted us an understanding, unique among
the animals, that one day we’re going to wake up and it will

“With the memetic perspective at our disposal,
we can start piecing together a story about
the cultural evolution of afterlife beliefs.”

be the last time that we ever do. One day, in other words,
we’re going to die. In this way, the evolution of intelligence
created a psychological selection pressure for beliefs that
allayed our concerns about death. The belief in some kind of
afterlife may initially have prospered because it was welcome
news to creatures who found themselves in the awkward
predicament of possessing an evolved desire to survive but
also the cognitive capacity to recognize their own mortality
(a terrible combination!). This was not a recent innovation.
We know that human beings were burying their dead for
many thousands of years before the emergence of large-scale
civilizations, and we know that the burials were attended by
complex and costly rituals and offerings. This strongly suggests that our Paleolithic forebears had some conception of
life after death. Afterlife beliefs may be tens of thousands of
years old.
The next Great Leap Forward in the cultural evolution of
our afterlife beliefs came with the development of agriculture. As soon as people started domesticating plants and
animals, they began to live in much larger and more densely
packed groups. The anthropologist Robin Dunbar (2010)
secularhumanism.org
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has argued persuasively that for groups of up to around 150
people, our social instincts are adequate to keep our societies
running smoothly. As soon as groups get much bigger than
this, though, social cohesion starts to break down, and the
groups ultimately fall apart unless cultural institutions are put
in place to artificially foster the cohesion of the community.
Thus, agriculture created a cultural selection pressure for
memes that helped maintain social cohesion. Those groups
that happened to come up with memes fitting the bill persisted, grew, and spawned daughter groups; those that
didn’t, didn’t—and thus we don’t see them or their descendants in the world today. Which memes would do the job?
Well, afterlife beliefs were probably a strong contender. They
already had a foot in the door in human populations. Indeed,

“. . . The evolution of intelligence created
a psychological selection pressure for beliefs
that allayed our concerns about death.”

people might already have been using them to influence
one another’s behavior. However, with the advent of agriculture, the selection pressure for memes useful for this purpose might have dramatically increased in strength. Afterlife
beliefs (and religious beliefs in general) may have become
progressively better adapted for fostering social cohesion in
large-scale human societies.
Thus far, nothing I’ve said about the meme approach
goes beyond the traditional theories; it merely ties them
together under the banner of the word meme. However,
memetics can do more than that. First, it may help us understand the historical development of our afterlife beliefs. To
see how, we must remember that memes don’t just adapt
to fit the evolved design of the mind; they also adapt to one
another and compete with one another. Here’s an example.
The earliest recorded ideas about the afterlife are decidedly
underwhelming in comparison with our modern conceptions. The underworld of the Greeks and Sumerians was not
a perfect paradise; it was a somewhat bleak and impoverished existence. The same is true of the netherworld of the
Mesopotamians and “Sheol” of the early Hebrews. Compare
this to today’s notions of Heaven as infinitely wonderful and
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Hell as infinitely terrible. This historical change is not due to
changes in the basic design of the human mind. One might
suggest instead that, over the course of history, there has
been an ongoing “arms race” between different religions and
religious factions, with each upping the ante, step by step, in
order to attract adherents and exert some control over them.
Over time, Heaven got better and better, while Hell got worse
and worse. This may be an example of a memetic arms race,
comparable to the arms races seen in biological evolution.
In addition, the meme theory highlights something that
none of the other theories do, namely, that for a belief to
prosper, it does not need to be advantageous to the believer;
it only needs to be “advantageous” to itself. This insight may
prompt us to ask important new questions about the nature
of afterlife beliefs. For instance, a lot of people are
convinced that losing their belief in life after death
would make their lives unpleasant or even unlivable. But a lot of people have lost this belief without too much trauma. Sure, they might experience
some initial discomfort (the withdrawal symptoms
we talked about earlier). However, after a period
of readjustment, most people are about as happy
(or unhappy) as they were before. Why, then, do so
many people have the idea that losing their belief in
immortality would be so terrible? As Daniel Dennett
likes to ask, cui bono (who benefits)? One possibility
is that no one benefits; people are just wrong about
how they would react. But another possibility is
that the beneficiaries are the afterlife beliefs themselves. The
idea that losing these beliefs would be truly horrible serves
to protect the beliefs by discouraging us from challenging
them too vigorously. Perhaps this idea can be understood as
an adaptation—not a biological adaptation belonging to us,
but a memetic adaptation belonging to our religions and spiritual belief systems. There is no need to suppose that anyone
sat down and thought up this tactic for retaining believers.
Instead, it may just be that the afterlife beliefs that have survived in our culture are those that happened to get attached
to such notions as that, without these beliefs, life would be
bleak and unbearable. This is, of course, an entirely speculative scenario. It shows, though, that if nothing else, the meme
approach is a fertile source of new ideas about how afterlife
beliefs originated and persist.

Why Go There?
There’s one last issue that I want to touch on before wrapping
up: Why press this issue? Why risk taking people’s comforting
illusions away from them? The standard response is that we
should face the fact that our time is finite because this gives
us the best opportunity to make the most of the one short
life that we have. This isn’t a bad response, I suppose, but
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there are at least four other reasons that it might be important to promote the view that death is the end. First—and I
think we sometimes underestimate the importance of this
point—it’s important because it’s true. The truth matters as
an end in itself, and we should tell the truth just because it
is the truth. Second, as we’ve seen, afterlife beliefs are not
always comforting; many cause grief and suffering, and given
the manifest falsity of our afterlife beliefs, this suffering is
utterly unnecessary. Third, by clearing away our superstitious
beliefs, we help usher in a more accurate view of the world,
and this view is beautiful in a stark kind of way. According
to modern science, the universe is an explosion, and you
and I and my grandmother are little bits of that explosion,
built from the ashes of ancient supernovas, assembled by a
mindless process in such a way that, somehow, these ancient
atoms have become conscious of themselves and capable of
understanding the nature of the universe of which they are
a part. There’s a price to be paid for this naturalistic view of
things, but a good case can be made that it’s a price worth
paying. And finally, one could argue that we have a moral
obligation to confront the true nature of death. In particular, we have a moral obligation to grieve the death of our
loved ones. I owed it to my grandmother to grieve her death,
because her death was a genuinely sad event. It would hardly
be respectful to her memory to try to pretend that actually it
hadn’t happened and that she was still alive, just somewhere
else. I owed it to her to honestly confront what had happened
to her, even if this made the pain worse; I owe the same to
everyone else I’ve lost since then.
So those are my top four reasons to think that we should
engage in this conversation, even if we risk taking away people’s comforting illusions. To some extent, though, it’s a moot
point, because, as I mentioned earlier, it is far from obvious
that the belief in an afterlife actually provides much comfort
anyway. Not when it really comes to the crunch. It’s not as if
we can look at a grieving wife or husband, child or parent,
and say: “This person seems to coping well with his loss. He
must believe in an afterlife.” And it’s not as if we can look at
another and say: “This person isn’t coping at all. She must be
an atheist.” Afterlife beliefs might be a source of some solace,
but there’s certainly room to doubt that they are. And this
tells us something important. It tells us that, even if these
beliefs really are comforting, they couldn’t be hugely comforting. If they were, it would be plain for all to see, and there
wouldn’t be room to doubt it. Thus, we may conclude that
afterlife beliefs are minimally comforting at best. At first
glance, this is somewhat surprising. Many afterlife beliefs look
like they’re custom-made to provide comfort. So why aren’t
people comforted? There are many possible answers to this
question. One answer, though, is this: People don’t really
believe. Not completely. They might talk the talk, but when it

really comes down to it, they can’t quite walk the walk. If this
is correct, then the contributions in this volume will not and
cannot take away anyone’s belief in an afterlife, because
most people don’t really believe anyway. At the most, they
may just help people to admit to themselves what they
already know to be true. Life ends.
Adapted from The Myth of an Afterlife, edited by Michael Martin and
Keith Augustine. Copyright © Rowman & Littlefield. Used by arrangement with the publisher. All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt
may be reproduced or printed without permission in writing from the
publisher.

Notes
1. Anthropologist Stewart Guthrie (2007) has an excellent discussion
of the traditional theories of religious belief.
2. In architecture, a spandrel is the space that forms between a curved
archway and a rectangular surround. This space has no function but is
simply a by-product of other aspects of the structure (i.e., the arches and
surround). Gould and Lewontin used the term to describe any aspect of
an organism that has no biological function but is a by-product of other
aspects of the organism that do have such a function.
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Problems with Heaven
Michael L. Martin

B

elief in Heaven is an essential part of the great monotheistic religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Famous theologians have written about it, and ordinary
theists hope to go there after death. Unfortunately, atheists
have had little to say about Heaven, though some atheist
writings are indirectly relevant (e.g., Flew 1984). However,
the concept of Heaven is neither clear nor unproblematic. As
I will show in what follows, there are three serious problems
with the notion of Heaven. First, the concept of Heaven lacks
coherence. Second, it is doubtful that theists can reconcile
the heavenly character of Heaven with standard defenses
against the argument from evil such as the free will defense.
Third, Heaven is unfair and thus is in conflict with the goodness of God.

The Traditional Doctrine
Paralleling Jonathan L. Kvanvig’s characterization of the doctrine of Hell (2010, 632), the traditional doctrine of Heaven
can be spelled out in terms of the following theses:
1. The reward thesis: the purpose of Heaven is to reward people whose earthly lives and behavior warrant it.1
2. The permanence thesis: once one is in Heaven, one does
not leave.
3. The anti-universalism thesis: some people will not get to
Heaven.
4. The individual external existence thesis: Heaven is a place of
individual conscious existence.
All of these doctrines can in principle be questioned by theists
and, in fact, some have been. For example, some Christians
have denied (1) and maintained that Heaven is a gift of God’s
love that is completely unmerited. Other theists have denied
(3) and argued instead that everyone will be saved eventually
and go to Heaven. I do not know if anyone has rejected thesis
(2), but one could certainly maintain that a human being who
gets into Heaven might do wrong there and be demoted,
for example, by being sent to Hell.2 Finally, although among
Western theistic believers it is rare to deny (4), it is common
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among the followers of Eastern religions and pantheism to
argue that attaining Heaven consists in a merging with God
in which individual consciousness is lost.
The doctrine of Heaven that I have outlined has at least
three variants. In one common variant, the immaterial soul
of a human being—not the body—goes to Heaven shortly
after his or her death. In this variant, Heaven is considered
“a place” but is not in time and space. In the second variant,
the body of a dead person is resurrected shortly after death
in an altered form in some different space—a space that
is completely unconnected to the space in which human
beings now live—and is rewarded in that space (Hick 1975,
198–200). In a third variant—one that many scholars believe
is the original Christian view—Heaven does not exist now but
will exist in the future with the Second Coming of Jesus. With
the Second Coming, people’s bodies will be resurrected in an
altered form, but they will be rewarded in the space in which
we now live.

The Coherence of Heaven
All three variants of the doctrine of Heaven have deep conceptual problems that affect their intelligibility. Take the
immaterial soul variant. It is difficult enough to imagine even
in a rough way what disembodied existence would be like in
time and space. How would a soul move from place to place?
How would it recognize other souls? What would disembodied souls do all day long, since presumably there would be
no need to sleep? The problem becomes insuperable when
it is combined with the idea that Heaven is outside of space
and time. All of our mental concepts—for instance, thinking,
willing, and desiring—are temporal notions that take time to
perform and take place at some particular time. Nontemporal
thinking and desiring are inconceivable. Yet in this variant,
souls think and desire nontemporally.
The two resurrected body variants are perhaps initially less
problematic than the immaterial soul variant, but they have
conceptual difficulties of their own. There are two conceptual
problems with the notion that when people die, their bodies
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are immediately resurrected (although in an altered form)
in a different space—a space completely separated from our
space, that is in principle impossible to travel to from our
space. It is difficult to make sense of the idea of such a space.
On the one hand, how can there be two separated physical
spaces, spaces in principle unconnected by space travel? On
the other hand, if the space inhabited by the resurrected
bodies is not physical space, what kind of space is it? Second,
why should we suppose that the body in this different space is
that of the same person who recently died in our space,
rather than a replica of this person? Suppose that Mr.
Smith dies and his body—call it body “B1”—is buried.
Suppose, too, that another body, “B2,” is resurrected in
a different space. What grounds are there for believing
that B2 is Mr. Smith rather than a replica of him? Unless
we have a good reason for thinking that B2 is Mr. Smith
rather a replica, we have no reason in this variant for
thinking that Heaven is a reward for our earthly life.
Consider the variant where Heaven does not exist
now but will exist in the future when people’s bodies are resurrected in altered form but in space as we know it. Here we
do not have the problems associated with the second variant:
Heaven is in our physical space and there is only one body for
each deceased person. But still there are difficulties. Bodies
that are buried decay, and the atoms that constitute them
might become dispersed. Indeed, some of these atoms might
eventually become parts of the bodies of people who are
now living. And much the same thing is true of bodies that
are cremated. In view of problems like these, theistic philosophers such as Peter van Inwagen have argued that not even
an all-powerful God can resurrect a body that is completely
decayed. But since human bodies do decay, this is a problem.
Van Inwagen has suggested a solution to this problem
so bizarre that, were it not for his status within the field, the
idea would not warrant serious comment.3 He has suggested
that, despite appearances to the contrary, human bodies do
not decay. Rather, God preserves our bodies—perhaps at
the moment of death—and substitutes replicas that either
rot or are cremated (Van Inwagen 1978/1994, 389–392).
Unfortunately, this proposal reintroduces some of the problems associated with the second variant. Why should one
suppose that the rotting or cremated bodies are the replicas
and not the bodies that are preserved? Further, where are the
preserved bodies stored? If it is held that they are stored on
some distant planet or in a different space from ours, problems immediately arise. The latter possibility introduces the
problem facing the second variant. The former suggestion,
moreover, leaves open the possibility of future empirical verification, in that space exploration could in principle find the
planet where God stores the preserved bodies.4
Independent of its intrinsic bizarreness and problematic implications, there is something puzzling about Van

Inwagen’s suggestion. Why should God go to such lengths to
make it appear that people pass into complete nothingness?
Van Inwagen suggests that if bodies did not rot or mysteriously disappeared after death, this would be sure evidence of
a power beyond nature. He says that although God wants us
to believe in him, he does not do all that he can do to provide
us with undeniable evidence. Van Inwagen concludes, “perhaps it is not hard to think of good reasons for such a policy”
(1978/1994, 392).

“. . . There are three serious problems
with the notion of Heaven.”

Perhaps it is harder than Van Inwagen supposes. Theodore
M. Drange (1993, 1996) has presented powerful arguments
that show that the usual arguments given for God’s failure to
provide us with powerful evidence for his existence are very
weak. For example, one cannot argue that being presented
with powerful evidence interferes with one’s free will since
free choice is compatible with having powerful evidence. In
any case, if it were found that bodies did not rot or disappeared after death, this would hardly be undeniable evidence
for the theistic God since this state of affairs is compatible
with many nontheistic interpretations, such as an evil demon
trying to confound us.

The Problem of the Heavenly Character of Heaven
One aspect of Heaven that I have not yet considered creates
difficulties for such well-known attempts to solve the problem of evil as the free will defense (FWD). The FWD is commonly used to explain the large amount of moral evil in the
world. Since, however, the inhabitants of Heaven presumably
have free will, yet Heaven is presumably relatively free of
moral evil, the existence of Heaven casts doubt on the FWD.
Although theists believe that immaterial souls or resurrected persons are different in some ways from earthly persons, they must believe that these entities have freedom of
choice. Such choice, according to theists, is an essential part
of human nature. Moreover, one is inclined to say that by
definition existence in Heaven is better than our earthly one.
“Better” in precisely what respects is not completely clear, but
the improvement surely must include freedom from all, or at
least most, of the difficulties and evils of earthly existence.
After all, Heaven is supposed to be a paradise. This means that
it is free from death, sickness, suffering, and the ravages of old
age. Presumably this freedom from—or at least the extreme
secularhumanism.org
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lessening of—the evils of earthly existence must also include
moral evils. Heaven would hardly be the paradise it is thought
to be if murder, torture, rape, cruelty, and the like exist there
in any appreciable amount.
The question arises as to why Heaven is virtually free of
moral evil. Certain explanations can be ruled out immediately.
Presumably, not everyone who goes to Heaven is a saint.
Indeed, on some accounts, one’s moral character is not even
relevant for salvation. Thus, on at least one interpretation
of Christianity, a person is saved by faith in Jesus and not by
good works. Moreover, it is not clear that a person’s character is transformed in Heaven. Even if evil people do not go
to Heaven, one would assume that those who do go can do
wrong while they are there—they can make moral errors,
backslide, be overcome by temptation, and so on. But if in
Heaven they have free will yet do not do wrong, one wonders
why earthly existence does not follow suit.

than his theistic critics. If God could have actualized a world
with free will in which Heaven is an essential part, it is difficult
to see why he did not actualize a world with free will that is
heavenly in its entirety.
One reason that might be given for why there is little or
no moral evil in Heaven but so much on Earth is relevant to
another famous defense against the problem of evil. The
soul-making theodicy (SMT) maintains that evil is a necessary
condition for forming human character. Perhaps the reason
why there is moral evil in our earthly existence is that it provides obstacles to overcome—obstacles that are necessary to
the building of human souls. Once our souls are formed in
this life, there is no need for more moral evil in Heaven, and
God, therefore, arranges things so that human beings have
free choice but do not do bad things in Heaven. There is at
least one serious problem with this retort, however: moral
evil is not necessary to provide obstacles to overcome because
there is natural evil. The suffering and destruction that
results from disease, tidal waves, hurricanes, and volcanoes provide obstacles enough. There is consequently
no need for evil that is the result of human free choice.

“Why should God go to such lengths to make
The Unfairness of Heaven
it appear that people pass into complete nothingness?” According to the standard

It may be suggested that an explanation for the lack of
moral evil in Heaven is a change in physical ability, not in
moral character. Presumably, in a disembodied existence we
would not have the physical abilities to, for example, murder,
rape, and torture. Moreover, even if Heaven contains embodied denizens, their bodies may not be subject to the same
physical laws as the bodies in our earthly existence. However,
these suggestions create a new problem. For if human beings
with free will can exist in a form (either disembodied or
embodied) such that less moral evil results, then why are they
not created in this form in their earthly existence?
Recall that according to the FWD, a world with free will
is a better place than one without it. The FWD provides an
explanation of why there is so much moral evil: human beings
misuse their free will and cause evil. God does not interfere
with these choices, for to do so would be to interfere with
free will. However, philosophers such as John L. Mackie have
argued that there is a possible world where human beings
are free and yet they always do what is morally correct (1955,
208–209). Since God could have actualized such a possible
world but did not, Mackie argues, the FWD fails. Theists
counter by maintaining that, although there is such a possible world, not even God could actualize it (see Nagasawa,
Oppy, and Trakakis 2004). However, the theistic assumption
of Heaven suggests that Mackie may be more nearly correct
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view of Heaven, some
people are sent there as a reward for something that
they do in their earthly existence. On a variant of the
anti-universalist view mentioned earlier, Heaven is a
gift of God that is completely unmerited. In either case,
the fact that some people go to Heaven and others do not
seems unfair.
On the anti-universalist variant, the gift of Heaven seems
arbitrary and unfair. A father who bestowed unmerited gifts
on some of his children and not on others would be considered unjust and arbitrary. Surely, much the same thing could
be said about God if he were to act in a similar way. But
suppose we accept the standard view that going to Heaven is
based on merit. It still seems unfair. Suppose that Heaven is a
reward for belief, for example, in Jesus as the Savior. Millions
of people through no fault of their own have never heard of
Jesus, or at least have not been exposed to Scripture. These
people’s failure to believe is hardly grounds for punishment,
that is, lack of reward.
Moreover, even if people have been exposed and have
failed to believe, why should they be punished? Many nonbelievers reject the Gospel message for the good reason that
the evidence shows the improbability of many of the major
doctrines of Christianity: the Resurrection, Virgin Birth, and
Incarnation (Martin 1991).
Even if these doctrines are true and not improbable in the
light of the evidence, rational people surely can fail to be
impressed by the evidence. It would be going beyond what
the evidence dictates—if not being in conflict with the evidence—to accept Jesus as the son of God. Furthermore, even
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if nonbelievers have misevaluated the evidence and it does
indeed provide solid grounds for belief, many nonbelievers
sincerely believe that the evidence is lacking. Why would a
good God want to withhold the gift of Heaven to a sincere
nonbeliever who might lack sufficient insight, knowledge, or
analytical skills to appraise the evidence correctly?
Suppose the reward of Heaven is based not on belief but
on moral behavior. This is still unfair. Millions of people have
not been exposed to the moral teachings of the Bible. That
they do not live according to biblical standards is not their
fault. Moreover, even those who have been exposed to the
Bible may find its moral message unacceptable on moral
grounds. God as portrayed in the Old Testament is often
cruel and arbitrary, and in the New Testament even Jesus is
pictured as having a flawed moral character (Martin 1991,
162–196). Moreover, even for those who accept the Bible, the
question is, what behavior should be rewarded? What the
Bible teaches concerning morality is subject to various
conflicting interpretations. But how in all fairness can
Heaven be a reward for following the correct moral standard of Scripture, since what this represents is unclear?
On the other hand, advocating universalism also has
its problems. What is the point of Heaven if everyone
goes there eventually? What is the meaning of earthly
existence with its suffering and trials and tribulations?
Although in this case one can perhaps no longer complain of unfairness, one can complain of the meaninglessness of the exercise.5 Human existence becomes
apparently absurd and a deep mystery. Why do we have an
earthly life at all? Why not start life in a heavenly state? If
theists want to avoid either the charge of unfairness or the
charge of pointlessness, they will seriously have to revise their
theory of Heaven.
What conclusions can we draw from our arguments so
far? First, the notion of human existence in Heaven—be it
disembodied or embodied—is conceptually unintelligible.
Second, it remains a mystery how the denizens of Heaven
can have free will and yet presumably do little that is morally
wrong. Third, the existence of Heaven as a realm of human
existence that is relatively free of moral evil undercuts the
traditional free will defense to the argument from evil. Finally,
the anti-universalism thesis is unfair, while universalism seems
pointless.
However, my argument is not complete. There are objections that could be raised to my argument that must be
answered.

Objection 1
It might be objected that in my critique I fail to mention
the practical issues involved in Heaven. The Bible, it may be
claimed, is “brimming with practical import,” and if it is taken
seriously, life is no longer about the here and now but is
“bound up with eternal considerations.” This can be “extraor-

dinarily liberating” (Wanchick, 2004). The beauty of Heaven,
one could maintain, dims the hideousness of life, and even
helps us enjoy life today.
However, although belief in Heaven may sometimes be
liberating, it has more often been politically and socially repressive, hindering social change and making people complacent
about poverty, political oppression, and injustice. Promises
of reward in Heaven have induced people to accept the hideousness of human existence without trying to improve their
earthly lot. Dictators, tyrants, and even church leaders know
this well and often use religion with its promise of pie in the sky
to keep people in their place and to maintain the status quo.
But there is another aspect of belief in Heaven that suggests that its practical beneficial import is less impressive than
one might think. Bound up with belief in Heaven is a belief in
Hell. Threats of eternal punishment go hand in hand with the
promises of eternal reward. Ministers, priests, and clergy have

“If God could have actualized a world with
free will in which Heaven is an essential part,
it is difficult to see why he did not actualize a world
with free will that is heavenly in its entirety.”

threatened eternal punishment for everything from masturbation to heresy, homosexuality to adultery, working on the
Sabbath to questioning the Bible. Needless to say, rather than
being liberating, such threats have the effect of repressing
and diminishing the human spirit.

Objection 2
One could object that I have omitted what might be called the
intermediate state/future resurrection (ISFR) view of Heaven
(Wanchick 2004), a model that some believe is held by the
majority of Christians. According to this view, immediately
after death a person’s immaterial soul enters a nonspatial but
temporal Heaven. At some future time after that, this immaterial soul will become joined with a resurrected body. One
might argue that such a model avoids the problems of the
views of Heaven that I criticized in my paper (Martin 1997).
How one can be so sure that the ISFR view of Heaven is
held by the majority of Christians is uncertain. The ordinary
Christians to whom I have spoken do not have a clear view
of Heaven and the afterlife. Belief in the resurrection of the
body tends to be held only by rather sophisticated believers. In any case, I did not intend my analysis to apply just to
Christians. I meant to cast my net to include all believers in the
Western tradition of theism. In addition, it is not clear why
the future resurrection of the body is needed for allocating
secularhumanism.org
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rewards, given the existence of an immaterial soul in Heaven.
On the ISFR view, postmortem rewards or punishments
are meted out before the resurrection of the body, and thus
bodily resurrection seems irrelevant. The combination of the
two ideas appears more like a clumsy attempt to synthesize
the Greek and Christian traditions than an attempt to develop
a plausible view. After all, what is the point of a bodily resurrection in which the soul returns to the body to experience
a bodily Heaven when the soul has experienced a nonbodily
Heaven for perhaps hundreds, if not thousands, of years?
To be sure, Jesus is supposed to come again to resurrect the
bodies of the dead and to judge the quick and the dead. But
the idea of an immaterial soul residing in Heaven assumes
that a judgment has already been made and executed. Jesus’s
Second Coming is pointless if there are immortal souls.

“. . . The fact that some people go to
Heaven and others do not seems unfair.”

But let us grant that the ISFR view is a position that is held
by many Christians. To be sure, it is correct that some of the
problems that I discussed in relation to other views of Heaven
do not apply to ISFR. But this is not to say that it is free from
problems of its own. First, ISFR has conceptual problems.
I do not understand how there can be human thoughts
that are not located in some space. Suppose my Aunt May
dies. On the ISFR view, she exists after her death as an immaterial soul. Suppose that she now has good thoughts about
me. According to ISFR, these thoughts are literally nowhere.
One obvious problem with this view is that of identification.
Suppose there are two immaterial souls who have my Aunt
May’s memories, and both of them believe that they are Aunt
May. How would it be possible to tell which soul really is Aunt
May without some bodily criteria? Even if there were only one
soul claiming to be Aunt May, how could one tell whether the
soul “in” Heaven is the same soul that was embodied in Aunt
May’s body? It is no good saying that one can trace the trajectory of Aunt May’s embodied soul to its disembodied state,
for this makes it seem as if Aunt May’s soul traveled from
her dead body to Heaven in some sort of space. However,
there is no space. In addition, how can it be that Aunt May’s
disembodied soul, that now exists nowhere, will exist in a resurrected body sometime in the future? Surely if ISFR is true, it
will someday be correct to say that Aunt May’s good thoughts
about me exist in some particular place. How is the transition
from nonspatial thoughts to spatial ones made? Again, the
same problem of identification arises. How do we know that
26
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the soul in Aunt May’s resurrected body is the same soul that
existed in Heaven?
Another conceptual issue has to do with the state of the
soul that survives death. Suppose that my Aunt May became
senile several years before her death. In the afterlife, was her
impaired mental function restored to its normal state? Even
more pressing, let us suppose that Aunt May had a severely
mentally disabled child who died at age two. What is the
status of the child’s soul? Is it still mentally disabled? Has its
mental capacity changed? To what? Remember, it was never
normal. Moreover, nine months before Aunt May was born,
there presumably was no soul of my aunt. When she was
born there was such a soul. When did the soul first appear?
Christians still argue over when the soul enters the body
without any objective way of settling the dispute (Haring
1970, 127–130). Finally, in the evolution of the human
race there was a transition from the ancestors of Homo
sapiens to Homo sapiens. When did the soul first enter
the evolutionary process? Who was the first creature
to acquire one? Again, any specific answer seems arbitrary, and Christians still debate the issue without any
objective way to reconcile the issue (Dee 2004).
Independent of the conceptual issues, there are
powerful empirical considerations that tell against
the idea that immaterial souls survive bodily death.
Neurology, aging studies, pharmacology, and brain injuries
all indicate that memory, thought, personality, emotion, and
the like are correlated with brain states. Yet ISFR depends
on the view that the mental properties of a soul—thoughts,
memories, emotions—can exist independently of the brain.
Another problem with the ISFR view is the low probability
of future resurrections. This aspect of the doctrine is a biblical
prophecy and must therefore be judged by the probability
of biblical prophecies coming true. Such a prophecy conflicts
with all of our scientific background knowledge, and the
track record of biblical prophecies taken in isolation from this
background knowledge has not been good. Many biblical
prophecies have failed (McKinsey 1995, 291–312), among
them Jesus’s false claim that he would come again within
his listeners’ lifetimes, i.e., before this generation has passed
away.6 If Jesus was wrong about this, what is the likelihood
that billions of people will be resurrected sometime in the
future?

Objection 3
A critic might well take issue with my view that it is hard to
reconcile the FWD with the assumption that Heaven is free
of moral evil. The FWD is supposed to explain moral evil in
our world. But in Heaven there is free will and yet no moral
evil. Why couldn’t God create a Heaven-like world—one with
free will and no moral evil? A sophisticated Christian could
argue that neither a deductive nor an inductive argument
will be successful in showing any incompatibility between
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God’s inability to actualize a world without moral evil and
God’s ability to actualize Heaven with no moral evil. He could
argue that a deductive argument would fail since it would
presuppose a premise that could not be justified, and an
inductive argument would fail because it would presume
that we as “finite knowers” have knowledge that we could
not have and that only God could have (Wanchick 2004). The
counterfactuals of freedom that God has to work with might
exclude world W1 (earthly existence) without moral evil but
allow world W2 (paradise) without moral evil. If this were so,
it is not something that humans could know.
Christian apologists may be tempted to use Alvin
Plantinga’s FWD in terms of counterfactuals of freedom without acknowledging the grave problems with Plantinga’s position (LaFollette 1980; Smith 1997, 148–156). Hugh LaFollette
(1980) exposed flaws in Plantinga’s possible worlds FWD,
including an inconsistency at its very core. When discussing
humans, Plantinga claims that moral good cannot
be produced without also producing moral evil, but
when discussing God, Plantinga assumes that moral
good can be produced without also producing moral
evil. Quentin Smith (1997) considers the inconsistency identified by LaFollette in light of three senses
of freedom in Plantinga’s possible worlds FWD:
external freedom, internal freedom, and logical freedom. Smith argues that an omnipotent, omniscient,
and wholly good God could have—and thus would
have—created a world without moral evil, i.e., a world containing only rational creatures who, like God, are internally
and externally free but are logically determined to always
choose the good.
Given these criticisms, one has a right to be skeptical of
the force of Plantinga’s argument. In addition, apologists
may forget that God does not have to use counterfactuals of
freedom that will result in wrong choices. Let us call the combination of W1 (our earthly existence) and W2 (our heavenly
existence), W*. For the sake of the argument, let us grant that
given the counterfactuals of freedom available to God, He
could not have actualized W1 without moral evil. So moral
evil must be found in W* since W1 is part of W*. But why did
God have to actualize W1 at all? Why could God not have just
actualized W2? Thus, we can allow that God had some counterfactuals of freedom to work with in which human beings
do nothing wrong. God knew what they were in advance. It
seems that God could have actualized only a world where
there is no moral evil using just these counterfactuals of freedom; that is, those that constitute W2 or a world very much
like it. If God could not have done this, we need an explanation of why not.

Objection 4
In the first part of this article, I also argued that Heaven is
unfair. I suggested that on some accounts, the human beings

who go to Heaven are arbitrarily chosen by God. Apologists
disagree. They first take issue with my use of the term unfair,
maintaining that God owes human beings nothing, and that
we can demand nothing from God. It is rather a question of
God’s loving nature (Wanchick 2004). Why would a loving
God not place all his creatures in Heaven?
According to some Christians, God places into Heaven those
who have trust in Christ as the Messiah (Wanchick 2004). One
could object that millions of non-Christians have never been
exposed to the Gospel message, and through no fault of their
own have no trust in Christ. Thus, it is unloving (if not unfair) for
God to deny them Heaven. However, one rejoinder is that God
knows that if these non-Christians had been exposed to the
Gospel message, they would have rejected it. So ultimately it is
their disposition toward “wickedness” that prevents them from
going to Heaven, and it is not important in God’s eyes that they
have not actually heard the Gospel message (Wanchick 2004).

“. . . Advocating universalism also
has its problems. What is the point of
Heaven if everyone goes there eventually?”

Let us call this view of acceptance or rejection of the Gospel
message the “hypothetical view”: what a person would have
done had he or she been presented with Jesus’s teachings but
in fact never received them. The trouble with this hypothetical view is that it makes Jesus’s incarnation, preaching, and
resurrection unnecessary. If God could tell that an African
native in the fifth century B.C.E. would have rejected the
Gospel message had he or she been presented with it, then
God could tell that the actual people Jesus preached to in
Jesus’s own time would have rejected the Gospel message if
Jesus would have but did not present it. It follows that there
was no need for Jesus to actually have preached his message
at all. There was no need for Jesus to have been incarnated.
God could have known who would reject his message had
he not actually been incarnated and had he not actually
preached his message to anyone.
This hypothetical view of things can be taken one step
further. There seems to be no reason for God to have actually
created human creatures to inhabit the earth. For God could
have known that if such and such a human being had been
created and had been preached to, he or she would have
rejected his message. On the other hand, if other human
beings had been created and they had been preached to,
they would have rejected his message. Presumably, Paul
would fall into the former category and Judas would fall into
the latter category. On this reading, actual history is redunsecularhumanism.org
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dant, and God could assign souls to Heaven or Hell without
going through any preliminary stage. If so, one can only wonder why God did go through a preliminary stage.
But what is perhaps the most serious problem concerning
the fairness of Heaven is often completely ignored. Down
through the ages, millions of human beings who were not
morally accountable have died: prenatals, neonatals, very
young children, severely mentally disabled adults. Assuming
that all of these humans have souls, the question arises as to
their postmortem disposition. Richard Schoenig (1999) proposed a formal definition of unfairness and considered the
four ways that the reward/punishment doctrines of salvation
handle the postmortem fate of people who die without ever
attaining the state of moral accountability. Drawing on these
considerations, Schoenig argued correctly that an omnipotent,
omniscient, and omnibenevolent god who acts in any one of
these ways is unfair.

Conclusion
The objections considered above do not undermine my argument. Heaven has a negative practical import that is often
neglected. The ISFR theory of Heaven is conceptually problematic and empirically improbable. The question still remains
why God could have actualized a world like Heaven yet not
created our world without evil. So the problematic moral
nature of Heaven also remains. No evidence has been provided that all humans are given a fair chance to accept some
god or other, let alone accept Christ, and in any case no reason is provided as to why their rejection of God would be
grounds for supposing that they are wicked. In addition, the
unfair disposition of the millions of people who die without
being morally accountable remains unanswered.
Adapted from The Myth of an Afterlife edited by Michael Martin and
Keith Augustine. Copyright © Rowman & Littlefield. Used by arrangement with the publisher. All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt
may be reproduced or printed without permission in writing from the
publisher.

Notes
1. One related popular view that I will not consider further is this:
Heaven, it is said, makes up for or compensates us for the horrors of
earthly existence. But, as will be shown later, Heaven may not be very
heavenly. Even if it were, some horrors are beyond compensation, such
as Ivan’s stories of the torture of innocent children in chapter 25 of The
Brothers Karamazov (Dostoevsky 1880/1990) or Mark Vuletic’s story of a
brutal rape (2002).
2. It might be suggested that Satan is a being who was once in
Heaven and was demoted because of bad behavior. However, according
to the traditional story, Satan did not achieve Heaven as a reward only to
be demoted. Further, Satan is not a human being but a fallen angel with
powers far beyond those of humans.
3. His solution can be considered either a fourth variant of the
doctrine of Heaven or else as an unorthodox interpretation of the third
variant.
4. However, given the vastness of space, failure to find the location of
such a planet would not tend to disconfirm its existence. Technically, the
hypothesis “There is a planet where God preserves the bodies of human
beings who die on Earth” is an unrestricted existential statement and
thus is not falsifiable by observational evidence.
5. I say “perhaps” because the fairness question might be raised
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with respect to universalism as well. Is it fair that everyone will be saved
when some people have lived incredibly evil lives, while others have lived
wonderfully good lives?
6. Matthew 4:17, 10:23, 16:28, 24:34; Mark 9:1, 13:30; Luke 9:27,
21:23; John 5:23.
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one of the most formidable academic champions of
atheism, died unexpectedly at the age of eighty-three
in Boston on May 27. Dr. Martin received a BS in business
administration in 1956 from Arizona State University, an MA
in philosophy in 1958 from the University of Arizona, and a
PhD in philosophy in 1962 from Harvard University. He started
his teaching career at the University of Colorado in 1962 as
assistant professor before beginning his lifelong career at
Boston University in 1965. He was professor of philosophy
emeritus at Boston University before retiring.
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You Are Not Even Worth Despising
Rafida Bonya Ahmed

E

very day I try to grow more alive. The wounds on my
body stare at me; I don’t want to think of the wounds in
my life yet. The life I had built bit by bit for many years, I
left that on the sidewalk of the Dhaka Boimela. I awaken at
midnight and see Avijit’s bloody body on the street. In the
silence of the afternoon I can hear the sounds coming from
the injured, semiconscious Avijit lying beside me in the hospital. When the doctor removes the stitches from the cleaver
wounds in my head, my forehead, I feel rattled then as well. I’m
often startled when I spot my left hand missing my thumb. In
the mirror I cannot even recognize my own face.
My wounded brain seeks answers; it seeks causes and
sequential progression. Then deep in my heart, from that place
of irreparable loss, there is born a strange feeling. I can see
again those creatures who looked human, who emerged from
the caves of medieval values into the broad avenues of Dhaka
wielding naked cleavers, whose roars are gradually drowning
out the voices of civilization.

“The wounds on my body stare at me; I don’t
want to think of the wounds in my life yet.”

As I write this, their roars and cleavers have emerged
triumphant in Dhaka again. They have celebrated the onemonth anniversary of Avijit’s murder with yet another murder. The glee of the fanatical small-minded continues to
drench Bengal’s soil. [The author refers to the assassination
of blogger Washiqur Rahman in Dhaka on March 30. On May
12, after this essay was written, blogger Ananta Bijoy Ras was
killed in the northeastern city of Sylhet. Al Qaeda has claimed
credit for all three attacks. —Eds.]
But then, as a student of science and history, I am reminded
that you creatures were always there. Human civilization has
progressed only by battling you, the fanatical forces of religion. Like hordes of hyenas, you have always tried to scavenge the flesh of progress. Intellectual and scientific thought,
progressive art and literature—these have terrified you in all
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periods of history. You have always picked up your weapons
to impede the forward march of knowledge and science.
But the glass houses you built are shattered at the slightest
scratches of pens. Your faith is so weak that it is shaken by
the winds of freethought. You rush at us with swords, with
cleavers—your faith is saved only by cutting throats.
You always existed.
You were the ones who shredded Hypatia’s flesh. You
burnt to death uncountable “witches.” You gloried in sati,
burning widows. You found monstrous glee in burning
Bruno. Like a frog in a well you punished Galileo and burped
in satisfaction thinking, now, now you’ve succeeded in stopping the revolution of the earth forever.
Awhile back Avijit had written an essay on Hypatia. If you
are even partially literate, read it and see that there is no
difference at all between you and the religion-mad fanatics
from fifteen hundred years ago. Just change the time, context, and the weapons, and you will see your own face in
theirs. In thousands of years, no matter the time, the country,
the religion, the race, you have not changed.
Like the assassination of the intellectuals during the 1971 war,
Cyril (the Christian Patriarch of Alexandria) was engaged in a
celebration of death, picking out Neoplatonists to murder. On
such a day, on her way to work, Hypatia became the victim
of the wrath of the fanatics, much like our Humayun Azad of
today. But with Hypatia the brutality was worse. A detailed
account of Hypatia’s murder can be found in the writing of
Socrates Scholasticus of the fifth century:
“Some of them therefore, hurried away by a fierce and
bigoted zeal, whose ringleader was a reader named Peter,
waylaid her returning home, and dragging her from her carriage, they took her to the church called Caesareum, where
they completely stripped her, and then murdered her with
tiles. After tearing her body in pieces, they took her mangled
limbs to a place called Cinaron, and there burnt them.”
Hypatia was murdered in March 415 A.D. As her murderers, the ones noted were namely the Parabolani of the
Jerusalem church, fanatical priests, and the Nicene Christians.

Do not make the mistake of believing that we think you
are contained merely in the pages of history. It is impossible
to not see that you are stronger in this twenty-first century,
engaged in a festival of destruction like wounded, violent
beasts. When the ISIS butchers behead, when they force girls
of other faiths into sexual slavery, when Boko Haram abducts
hundreds of young women and sells them off in medieval
style, when the Taliban massacres innocent schoolchildren,

we see you again: you still exist, just as you had in the past.
We know the powerful patrons you have across the globe;
those who have helped you survive through the centuries,
those who have profited from the business of religion. I have
witnessed around me, always, examples of your folly, your
small-mindedness, and your animal brutality; now I have seen
it in my own life.
The cleaver wounds in my head have not fully healed yet.
My thumbless hand still startles me. And Avijit’s unmoving,
still body is always there, in front of my eyes. And it is then
that I realize—no, I cannot even despise you, I cannot. It
offends me to despise inhuman creatures like you. You lack
even the sliver of humanity I need to be able to despise you.
You are not worth my hate.
Avijit, Washiqur, I, and thousands like us who are in the
pages of history today and yesterday—we bear witness to
your evil. Human civilization will shiver when it discards you
in the trash pile of history, when it sees your barbaric insanity;
from there it will vow to forge ahead.

L

et me speak of another issue. I’m amazed when I think
that we have not yet heard a single word from the government of Bangladesh. Even in the country where we are
“naturalized” [the United States], citizens made some noise;
the government of the country we were born in said nothing,
cowering in fear! Tell me, what are you afraid of? Or is this
just a political game?
I heard that the prime minister quietly called Avijit’s father.
A few ministers came to meet him. They made sure that the
news was kept on the down-low. The country we were born
in; the country where we grew up; the country for which
we wielded our pens instead of thinking of ease in our life
abroad, of a good job, cars, a house; the country to which we
returned again and again for love—did the government of
that country have nothing to say?
The blogging world and mainstream media, internationally as well as in Bangladesh, have protested strongly; several
platforms have begun translating and disseminating Avijit
Roy’s writings. In many towns and cities in Bangladesh, as
well as outside—in London, Washington, D.C., in Florida, in
Toronto, New York, Berlin, Sydney—there have been protest
rallies and human chains. Not a single word emerged from
your lips protesting the hacking to death of a writer such as
Avijit in the crowded, well-lit, flawlessly secure Boimela. Yet
you are the ones who, giving in to the demands of your religious fanatic friends, imprisoned atheist bloggers. I don’t see
an atom now of the energy that was displayed in jailing them!
There are times when silence speaks volumes. Shall we
assume that the murders of Avijit or Babu, the assault on me,
all of these have your quiet acquiescence? That you are telling
us to succumb to a national culture of machetes retaliating
against pens?
As I write this, a month has passed. Even the slight urgency
to the investigation in the beginning has dissipated. We do
not hope for sympathy from you; we have abandoned hopes
of support a long time ago. We understand your politics has

to take into account votes; you have to indulge many forces.
But we truly want to know the reason for your silence.
We all know that religious fundamentalism has gradually rooted itself in Bangladesh. It’s not unknown who act,
nationally and internationally, as their patrons. Avijit’s murder was not accomplished by one or two. Behind them is an
organized, Islamist fundamentalist terrorist group; that was
proved immediately. Otherwise, a group such as Ansar Bangla
7 could not claim responsibility for the murder so fast. Isn’t it
time to think where our future is headed unless these forces
are uprooted now? Is it our destiny to be pushed along the
same path of ISIS, Boko Haram, or al-Qaeda?

A

t a time when human civilization is figuring out how to
build settlements on Mars, we have begun our journey
backward, riding on the back of a strange medieval camel.
The powerful have always used religion and religious fundamentalism as a weapon to stifle progress. Sometimes they
have won. But no matter how long it took, human civilization
has always defeated them and moved forward.
Avijit did not only write; throughout his life he attempted
to establish a strong platform in our country for the practice
of freethought. Kaberi Gayen, a Dhaka University professor,
wrote to me in a personal message, “I know it has become
our legal culture to use cleavers to protest writing. Still, after
Avijit’s murder, the taboo we had of taking a stand for an
atheist and practitioner of freethought has broken down.
Everywhere people are speaking up. Almost every day people
are writing, holding protest meetings and rallies.”
Without going into the logic of attaining this gain at the
cost of Avijit’s brutal murder, let me say this: society does not
move ahead in a straight line. Sometimes it stumbles; sometimes it moves step by slow step; sometimes, empowered by
the strength of the people, it forges ahead. Today, in the
wake of countless injustices, murders, anarchy, and corruption, the people who gaze uncomprehendingly at the immobile body on the sidewalk hacked by cleavers, the people who
cannot even think of stepping up to help, perhaps one day
they will awaken. History tells us we too will move ahead;
perhaps time will tell us how many steps back we need to
take before we can take two forward.

Rafida Bonya Ahmed was attacked along with her husband, Avijit Roy, in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, on February 26, 2015. They were leaving a book
fair that was featuring Roy’s latest book, Biswasher Virus (The Virus of
Faith). Ahmed is also a leading freethinker: she is closely involved with
Mukto-Mona.com, a Yahoo group for freethinking Bengalis, and she is
the author of Biborton Er Poth Dhorey (Treading in the Path of Evolution),
considered to be the best book in Bengali on evolution. This article was
translated by Shabnam Nadiya.
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Bangladesh: A Backgrounder
Ryan Shaffer

B

marked by corruption, assassinations, and arrests of political
rivals, including Hasina’s 2008 arrest for extortion. At the
same time, Muslim extremism has cast a large shadow, with
terrorist attacks killing large numbers of people, including
most notably two dozen deaths and hundreds of injuries following Hasina’s public antiterror speech in 2004. Indeed, the
country has weak governance and vocal religious extremists,
and unstable conditions are further complicated by poverty
and terrorism.
Politicians have used Islam to broaden their appeal; they
tap into populist support for the nation’s official religion.
Specifically, the government has been harassing atheists and
humanists for “hate speech” over their online posts critical of
Islam. Still, when Haider was killed, tens of thousands protested
on the streets in support of him; Prime Minister Hasina even visited his family to pay her respects. Authorities arrested
several men involved in the crime, who subsequently
confessed. The religious also rallied together—in their
“Since the 2013 murder of Ahmed Rajib Haider, a blog- case, to call for the death of bloggers who committed
“blasphemy.” Shortly after, five writers, including four
ger who criticized Islam, the Bangladeshi government
bloggers and a newspaper editor, were arrested for
has walked a fine line between safeguarding its ‘official’
writing articles that were “critical of the government’s
attempts to appease the Islamist demands or said the
religion of Islam and trying to protect nonbelievers
government had failed to address the concerns of
from violent Islamic extremists.”
minority religions,” according to The Hindu website.
After several months of incarceration, the bloggers
were granted bail pending trial. They face a decade
These murders are just the latest in a campaign against
in prison.
atheists in the country. Since the 2013 murder of Ahmed
The Bangladeshi government has successfully foiled other
Rajib Haider, a blogger who criticized Islam, the Bangladeshi
murder plots. In October 2014, police in Dhaka announced that
government has walked a fine line between safeguarding its
they had “foiled an attempt by suspected Islamic militants to
“official” religion of Islam and trying to protect nonbelievers
murder an ‘atheist’ school teacher.” Police arrested one man
from violent Islamic extremists.
with a gun and seized “two syringes full of a poisonous liquid,”
Bangladesh has its origins in religious strife and sectarianbut two other suspects escaped. During interrogation, the
ism following its 1947 independence, when British India was
suspect revealed they were members of the banned Jamayetul
divided to create a separate Muslim land. Originally founded
Mujahideen Bangladesh. The men claimed the unidentified
as a majority-Muslim nation called “East Pakistan,”the country
teacher had “anti-Islamic views” and that he had “forced a
underwent a devastating “war of liberation” against West
colleague to shave off his beard and had converted a prayer
Pakistan in 1971 and became Bangladesh, a nation of ethnic
space into a classroom.”
Bengalis. The country has a secular democracy, but Islam is
The following month, however, authorities failed to prevent
the official state religion and Muslim political parties play
or even subsequently arrest the murderers of Shafiul Islam,
significant roles in crafting laws and influencing prosecutions.
a professor at Rajshahi University. In November 2014, Islam
The current ruling party, however, is the Awami League,
was attacked near his campus home by four men and died
from lacerations and brain damage. He had been a follower of
a left-leaning secular socialist party, and the prime minister
Lalon, a nineteenth-century Bengali poet and philosopher who
is Sheikh Hasina, a woman who also governed the country
called for unity and opposed religious sectarianism. Islam’s son
from 1996 to 2001. Bangladesh’s recent history has been
angladeshi atheists and secularists are under attack from
their government and Muslim extremists. In the last
year, several leading Bangladeshi secularists have been
murdered in rapid succession. In late 2014 and early 2015,
four vocal professors, authors, and bloggers were all killed by
extremists in a similar way, being “hacked” to death in public.
The first murder was of Shafiul Islam, who was killed by
several machete-wielding men near his home following allegations that he had banned female burkas in his university
classes. Then Avijit Roy, a Bangladeshi-American writer critical
of Islam, was attacked by three men with machetes and died
at a nearby hospital from his injuries. Most recently, Washiqur
Rahman and Ananta Bijoy Das, both atheist bloggers, were
killed by assailants with machetes in separate but nearly identical attacks.
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on the fate of the American citizen critical of Islam being killed
described him as a progressive and supporter of humanism. A
in Bangladesh. Locally, sympathizers demanded the arrest
frequent critic of Jamaat-e-Islami, an Islamist party, Islam had
warned his family that he might be targeted by extremists after
of the murderers and staged strikes. Hundreds of teachers,
a 2010 pro-Jamaat newspaper claimed he “banned” burkas
writers, and bloggers gathered in the streets and promised
from his class. Within an hour of the murder, a Facebook page
continued demonstrations if the suspects were not caught.
by “Ansar al Islam Bangladesh 2” took credit for the crime.
Law enforcement announced they were giving special attenThe post stated: “Our Mujahideens have killed an ‘atheist’
tion and resources to solving the crime, but Ajoy Roy, who has
of Rajshahi University who had banned wearing burqa in his
received his own death threats, accused the police of not doing
department.” Images on the account included crossed out
enough. The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation became
photos of Islam as well as Rajib Haider and Ashraful Alam, both
involved and the United States embassy released a statement
previously killed, with the word finished. It also posted images
calling the crime “horrific in brutality and cowardice.” Less
of Asif Mohiuddin and Rakib Mamun, two of the bloggers
than a week after the murder, police arrested Shafiur Rahman
arrested in 2013, which suggested they are being targeted as
Farabi, a student, for making a February 9, 2014, threat online
well. The online posting also issued a wider and vague warning
that stated: “Avijit Roy lives in America. So it’s not possible to
to unbelievers about “consequences” of their atheism.
kill him now. He will be killed as soon as he returns home.” It
The fallout from Islam’s murder had immediate effects
was revealed that Farabi’s threat followed an online debate
around the country. Major universities, including Chittagong
between the two. Meanwhile, no arrests have been made
University, Dhaka University, Jagannath University,
and Rajshahi University issued statements demanding that the killers be caught, while teacher groups
“Bangladesh … has a secular democracy,
expressed concern about security. Rajshahi University
students blocked a nearby highway and boycotted
but Islam is the official state religion and Muslim political
classes, issuing “a 24-hour ultimatum to catch the
parties play significant roles in crafting laws
killers threatening to wage tougher movements othand influencing prosecutions.”
erwise.” Police felt the pressure and detained dozens of people, including a Jamaat leader who was
also head of Islamia College. Though the authorities
announced that the murder was a deliberate and
for the murder. In his Free Inquiry column, published posthucoordinated attack, the case appeared to stall with no further
mously, Roy described terror attacks, including the January
leads. In late December, three men involved with the Ansar al
2015 terrorist attack on the Charlie Hebdo office in France, as
Islam Bangladesh 2 Facebook page were charged with crimes
evidence that “faith-based terrorisms are nothing but viruses”
because “they created confusion” with the posts and “tried to
and wrote that “if allowed to spread, they will wreak havoc on
shift the attention of police to a wrong direction.” Islam’s mursociety in epidemic proportions.”
der, however, has remained unsolved.
Even as Roy’s death continued to be investigated, another
In February 2015, Avijit Roy and his wife, Rafida Ahmed
secularist blogger was murdered the following month. In late
Bonya, attended a book fair in Bangladesh to promote Roy’s
March 2015, Washiqur Rahman, a travel agent, was targeted
Bengali books, The Philosophy of Disbelief and The Virus of
for his atheism and was “hacked” to death by three men with
Faith. A well-known Bangladeshi-born American, Roy created
machetes as he left for work. Two of the three killers were
Mukto-Mona (Free Mind), a Bengali-language website devoted
captured by local people, who typically do not get involved
to discussing religion from a secular viewpoint. The website
in such crimes. Rahman, who posted pseudonymously about
was a popular online meeting point for Bengali secularists who
religion, just one month earlier publicly offered his support
faced threat of prosecution from the government and violence
following Roy’s murder. He had changed his Facebook profile
from the extremists. Roy was also an active writer in both his
to hashtag “#iamavijit” on a black background. Rahman’s posts
native language and English with articles appearing in magconsisted of criticism about religious extremism and extremazines such as Free Inquiry, which earned him fierce criticism
ist parties as well as arguments for minority religious rights.
from Muslims. His father, Ajoy Roy, is a notable physicist and
Rahman’s writing was more obscure than Roy’s work, which
freethought activist who translated the first chapter of Richard
provoked commentators and activists to highlight the growing
Dawkins’s The God Delusion into Bengali for Mukto-Mona.
dangerous implications of the attack. Mahfuz Anam, editor of
Despite online threats from extremists for his writings, Avijit
Bangladesh’s The Daily Star, wrote that Rahman’s murder “is
Roy and his wife traveled from their home in Atlanta, Georgia,
a spine-chilling warning to us all that we all can be targets.”
to Dhaka to visit family and speak about his books. On his way
Calling for “urgent” government action, he continued: “All that
home from the book fair, the two were brutally attacked, leavneeds to happen for any of us to be killed is that some fanatic
ing Roy dead and his wife severely injured.
somewhere in the country, decides that someone or anyone,
Unlike the murder of Shafiul Islam, which went largely
needs to be killed.”
unnoticed outside Bangladesh, Roy’s death received worldOther Bangladeshi writers and bloggers worried that withwide attention with outlets such as CNN and the BBC reporting
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out capturing and punishing Roy’s murderers, extremists would
only be encouraged to copy the crimes and target more atheists. In March, Ananta Bijoy Das, an atheist blogger, wrote on
Facebook: “If the killers are not tried, it is understood that they
will hone another machete for another strike!” Unfortunately,
this proved true, and Das himself was killed about two months
later, in mid-May. His murder followed the same pattern as the
previous killings, with four attackers “hacking” him to death
after he left his home in Sylhet in northeast Bangladesh. A twitter account posted a photograph of his body and later stated:
“Al-Qaeda in Indian Sub-Continent (#AQIS) claimed responsibility of [sic] killing #AnantaBijoy in #Sylhet.” Just one week
before, Das was invited to Sweden to speak about the threats
facing atheists but was denied a visa by the Swedish embassy.
With three secularist bloggers killed in 2015, supporters led
demonstrations throughout Sylhet calling for the government
to stop the violence and arrest the murderers.
The Bangladeshi government caters to the majority in a
republic that has extremist groups and Islamist parties, and it
also must protect the rights of a minority that do not believe in
the nation’s official faith. At the same time, the country suffers
from poverty, a lack of infrastructure, and a literacy rate that
lags behind more developed countries. This makes the task of
Bengali rationalists and humanists more difficult as they challenge superstition where many people do not have access to
education and religion is legally protected. Yet, many secularists continue to educate, despite the consequences of direct
and real threats from legal prosecution and death by extremists. Asif Mohiuddin, one of the arrested bloggers threatened
with prison and murder, continues to blog and speak out
because he takes “issue with people enforcing Sharia law” and
extremists “should not decide that a woman shouldn’t go out
or not study.”
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Theology of the Odd Body:
The Castrati, the Church, and the
Transgender Moment
Leah Mickens

T

ransgender issues have become a major concern within
the last few years, both in popular culture and in the
realm of public policy. Once dismissed as mentally ill,
transgender people are demanding the right to have their
lives, their bodies, and their identities taken seriously by
mainstream society.
For conservative religious bodies such as the Catholic
Church, which have yet to reconcile themselves with the
existence of cis-gender lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and asexuals, this “transgender moment” must be particularly baffling.
To my knowledge, there has been no official statement from
Rome explaining how “orthodox” Catholics ought to make
sense of transgenderism (The Catechism of the Catholic
Church, for example, makes no mention of the subject),
but this passage from a December 2012 speech by Pope
Emeritus Benedict XVI seems to be as authoritative as anything else on the matter:
According to the biblical creation account, being created by
God as male and female pertains to the essence of the human
creature. This duality is an essential aspect of what being
human is all about, as ordained by God. This very duality as
something previously given is what is now disputed. The
words of the creation account: “male and female he created
them” (Gen 1:27) no longer apply. No, what applies now is this:
it was not God who created them male and female— hitherto
society did this, now we decide for ourselves. Man and woman
as created realities, as the nature of the human being, no
longer exist. Man calls his nature into question. From now
on he is merely spirit and will. The manipulation of nature,
which we deplore today where our environment is concerned,
now becomes man’s fundamental choice where he himself
is concerned. From now on there is only the abstract human
being, who chooses for himself what his nature is to be. Man
and woman in their created state as complementary versions
of what it means to be human are disputed. But if there is no
pre-ordained duality of man and woman in creation, then neither is the family any longer a reality established by creation .
. . When the freedom to be creative becomes the freedom to

create oneself, then necessarily the Maker himself is denied
and ultimately man too is stripped of his dignity as a creature
of God, as the image of God at the core of his being. The
defense of the family is about man himself. And it becomes
clear that when God is denied, human dignity also disappears.
Whoever defends God is defending man.

“For conservative religious bodies such as the
Catholic Church, which have yet to reconcile
themselves with the existence of cis-gender
lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and asexuals,
this ‘transgender moment’ must
be particularly baffling.”

Benedict links the ability for transgender people to change
their sex to blurred gender roles, the denial of God, the
breakdown of the “traditional family,” and the usual ills religious conservatives attribute to the growing acceptance of
LGBT rights. For conservative theologians such as Benedict,
being male or female takes on a transcendental meaning, so
that any attempts to alter gender roles, much less external
genitalia, is interpreted as mocking God’s intentions to place
each person in a specific body for a specific reason. Humans
are either male or female, men and women, with nothing in
between.
What then, are we to make of the castrati?
For readers unfamiliar with this term, castrati were male
singers castrated in childhood to preserve their high singing
voices into adulthood. Castrated males have existed for a variety of reasons since antiquity, but the castrati were a peculiar
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creation of the Christian church. For much of its history, the
Catholic Church believed that the New Testament prohibition of women speaking in churches (see 1 Corinthians 14:34
and 2 Timothy 2:12) extended to singing, meaning that the
soprano and alto parts in church music needed to be sung
by young boys or adult male falsettists. However, neither of
these options was considered ideal, especially for the complex
polyphonic music that emerged in the sixteenth century. Boy
sopranos by nature had short careers, because the inevitable
effects of puberty changed the timbre of their voices, and
their small larynxes made it difficult for them to project their
voices in large cathedrals and chapels—a not insignificant
problem in the centuries before electronic amplification.
Falsettists had the vocal prowess that boy sopranos lacked
but produced an inferior sound that lacked sonorous depth.
The castrati combined the pure sound of the boy soprano
with the lung capacity of the adult male to create a unique
sound that has no equivalent in the singing voice of the intact
male or the adult female. However, producing a castrato
required parents to have their sons forcibly castrated, usually

“For conservative theologians . . . any attempts
to alter gender roles, much less external genitalia,
is interpreted as mocking God’s intentions. . . .
What then, are we to make of the castrati?”

between the ages of six and nine. A boy who survived the
crude operation (many died from blood loss or overdosed
on the opium or cheap alcohol that was used to sedate
them) was then placed in a music school, where he would
endure a brutal regime of music instruction that would last
until he was in his middle to late teens. Those students who
succeeded at their studies were placed in choirs in churches,
cathedrals, and chapels; failures faced a life of penury and
loneliness, as there was no place for the castrati outside of a
musical setting.
The first castrati entered the Sistine Chapel Choir in the
late sixteenth century. They quickly became a staple of church
choirs throughout Italy, particularly in the Papal States. The
Catholic Church’s employment of castrati ran counter to
canon law, which forbade the deliberate amputation of body
parts except in the case of medical emergencies, but the
popularity and skill of castrati singers was such that their existence was rationalized as a means of glorifying God through
music. The peculiar charm of the castrati voice soon found
a home in the new art form of opera, and some superstar
castrati such as Farinelli (born Carlo Broschi, 1705–1782) and
Caffarelli (born Gaetano Majorano, 1710–1783) were the
object of hysterical devotion by fans across Europe. Since
it was considered unseemly for women to appear on stage
in many countries during the Baroque era, castrati often
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played male and female roles in opera performances, as the
intense musical education the castrati received made them
more technically versatile than normal adult singers of either
sex. Famous classical composers including Handel, Mozart,
and Johann Christian Bach wrote music specifically with the
castrati voice in mind; Philip V of Spain so loved the voice
of Farinelli that he kept the famous castrato as his personal
performer for twenty-two years. Far from being fringe characters, the castrati were a vital part of sacred and popular
culture for hundreds of years.
The castrati had a peculiar “in-between” status in European
society, in that they were biologically male but weren’t considered men in the social or psychological sense. Canon
law forbade them from getting married (though some did
anyway under false pretenses), which prevented them from
enjoying normal family life. Although most castrati worked
in ecclesiastical settings, they were forbidden from becoming priests because their incomplete anatomy disqualified
them from being acceptable as an “other Christ” in the Mass.
Castrati were also forbidden from serving in governmental
posts or in the military. The effects of prepubescent
castration caused the castrati to develop unusual physical features, including excessive height, stoutness,
unusually long limbs, and hairlessness, particularly as
they aged. Some castrati had more feminine features
and were subject to accusations that they led “honest
men” into homosexuality with their sexual ambiguity. Run-ins with pretty androgynous castrati pepper
the memoirs of noted sexual adventurer Giancomo
Casanova, including this one: “In the middle of the
confusion, I saw a priest with a very attractive countenance come in. The size of his hips made me take him for
a woman dressed in men’s clothes, and I said so to Gama,
who told me that he was the celebrated castrato, Beppino
della mamana. The abbe called him to us, and told him with
a laugh that I had taken him for a girl. The impudent fellow
looked me in the face, and said that, if I liked, he would shew
me whether I had been right or wrong.”
As Casanova’s anecdote implies, it was not unusual for
some castrati to become the sexual favorites of high-ranking
prelates in the Church, much to the indignation of Christian
moralists and social reformers. The association of the castrati
with homosexuality and effeminacy, combined with the widespread distaste in which performers in general were held by
“respectable” people, meant that even the richest and most
famous castrati were viewed as freakish musical adepts at
best and degenerate monstrosities at worst.

D

espite the immense popularity of the castrati during the
Baroque and Classical periods, changing musical tastes—
as well as the gradual inclusion of women on the dramatic
and musical stage—caused them to fall out of favor with
audiences by the late eighteenth century. The “heroic tenor”
became the preferred singing voice for leading male roles in
the opera, and composers ceased writing music for the castrati. However, only the most skilled castrati ever worked in

opera, as most of them were produced and employed for the
purposes of singing in Catholic institutions. A more serious
threat to the future of the castrati was the French Enlightenment, which considered the practice of forced child castration
to be a perversion of the duty for parents to care for and protect their young. Rousseau, for example, accused the fathers
of boys sent to be castrated of being little better than pimps,
deploring the existence of “fathers so cruel as to sacrifice
nature to fortune, and . . . submit their children to this operation that they may gratify the pleasure of the voluptuous and
the inhuman.” Aside from the savagery inherent in the mass
mutilation of children, the Enlightenment philosophes also
believed that the castrati were “against nature” because they
had been deprived of their manhood in every sense of the
word and socialized to exist in a sort of sexual no-man’s-land
between male and female. Noticing the sexual dimorphism
that existed in many nonhuman animal species, Enlightenment thinkers regarded the sexually ambiguous castrati to be
a violation of the natural order that seemed to decree a clear
delineation between the sexes.
By the time of the French Revolution, castrati were considered a symbol of ancien regime excess and degeneracy that
had no place in a modern republic based on reason and secular values. The Napoleonic Code, which outlawed castration
for musical purposes, spread the French distaste for the castrati throughout Europe during the Napoleonic Wars. Thus,
by the nineteenth century, the Catholic Church in general and
the Papal States in particular constituted the only source of
demand for the services of the castrati.
The Enlightenment critique of the castrati and the subsequent loss of France, the so-called “Eldest Daughter of the
Church,” to revolutionary anti-clericalism and republicanism
caused many in the Catholic hierarchy to regard any criticism
of castration as an attack on the Church itself. Consequently,
the castrati were still a presence in the Papal States, including
the Sistine Chapel Choir, when the temporal kingdom of the
pope was absorbed into the Republic of Italy in 1870. In fact,
the only thing that finally ended the production of castrati in
the former Papal States was the Republic of Italy imposing its
law against castration on the areas in question. Although Leo
XIII began phasing out the castrati from the Sistine Chapel
Choir in 1878, I suspect his decision was based on the realization that Italy’s anti-castration laws would make it impossible
to obtain replacements for retiring castrati, not because he
thought that castrating children to sing in church was inherently wrong. Indeed, the last castrato, Alessandro Moreschi,
didn’t leave the Sistine Chapel Choir until 1902.

G

iven the Vatican’s long, sordid history as a castrati provider, it begs the question of why is it permissible to alter
one’s genitals to sing in the Sistine Chapel Choir, as the castrati
did for hundreds of years, but not okay to alter one’s genitals
because one is transgender. Were the castrati mocking God
when they took advantage of their artificially high voices to
sing Allegri’s Miserere Mei during Easter? What about the
thousands of people who profited from the castrati, ranging

from the back-alley surgeons who performed the operations
right up to the popes who employed them, most of whom
probably considered themselves to be good, even orthodox
Catholics? As with many of the Catholic Church’s more dubious actions, the existence of the castrati depended on hundreds of years of institutional support at the highest level, so
the Church’s use of them cannot be blamed on the actions of
a few misguided people.
The castrati issue needs to be raised more as a reminder that
in the not-so-distant past, the Catholic Church didn’t have a
problem with certain people modifying their bodies in ways that
it would now consider to be “against nature.” In fact, the current
Church teaching that a person’s birth sex should never be
altered or blurred has more in common with the eighteenth-century Enlightenment view that the Church once found so threatening than its own previous opinion that considered the existence of a perpetual eunuch class to be essential to the operation of the Church. The Catholic Church of the Baroque and
Classical eras could appreciate and exploit the sense of the grotesque and the uncanny that castrati evoked, whereas the contemporary Church must defend a rigid gender binary to justify
its reactionary teachings on the all-male priesthood, LGBT rights,
and the role of women. The production of the castrati also happened within a Catholic context that the hierarchy was able to
control and from which it could benefit, whereas transgenderism is a secular phenomenon based on modern ideas about the
ability of the individual to craft one’s own identity free from
traditional constraints such as religious dogma, family pressures,
or biology. At least modern transgender people are deciding of
their own volition as to whether they want to change their gender, rather than being forced into it by some combination of
parental greed, poverty, or the Church, and they are slowly
receiving the respect that the castrati never received from their
own societies.
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Secular Humanism’s Second Wave:
How Scholarship Undermines
Religion
James H. Dee

I

think most secularists would agree that something unexpected has happened in America since 2004 when Sam
Harris’s End of Faith burst onto the scene. Its timely appearance, at the height of the Bush administration’s courting of
the Religious Right and Bush’s hubristic invasion of Iraq, had
a galvanizing effect on the growing segment of the population that isn’t at all religious. Even more remarkably, it was
followed in swift succession by equally forthright volumes
from Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, the late Christopher
Hitchens, and the Center for Inquiry’s own Victor Stenger—
sometimes (along with Michel Onfray, Michael Martin [with
Ricki Monnier], Nicholas Everitt, Alex Rosenberg, and George
Levine) collectively described as the “New Atheists.”
I call that development the “First Wave.” It carried out
an initial assault on the territory of religion and established
a beachhead for further operations. The New Atheists have
been remarkably successful at getting attention for their

“. . . Would anyone say that The God Delusion has
‘changed the world’? It’s clear that secularists
can’t just rely on just the First Wave.”

viewpoints, providing an unexpected burst of energy for this
previously seemingly dormant group. But you might recall the
Penn and Teller quote on the Dawkins book’s dust jacket: “If
this book doesn’t change the world, we’re all screwed.” More
than a decade later, would anyone say that The God Delusion
has changed the world? It’s clear that secularists can’t rely on
just the First Wave.
Of course, the other side, stung by the suddenness and
ferocity of the New Atheists, has mounted a desperate counterattack. Although the Divine Being itself hasn’t inspired
any books lately to reaffirm its continuing existence, its
supporters have tried to make up for that awkward silence
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with a swarm of pro-theistic volumes. These authors include
Karen Armstrong, Peter Hitchens (yes, Christopher’s brother),
Timothy Keller, Keith Ward, Peter Williams, and coauthors
John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge. Occasionally, the
pro-theists do score some points: the sharpest critiques of
the New Atheists have focused on their lack of professional
credentials in religion and their relative naïveté when they
deal with things such as theology, philosophy, and Bible
scholarship.
So, borrowing a phrase from Alvin Toffler, who was famous
decades ago for writing Future Shock (1970) and The Third
Wave (1981), I’m calling into existence, through this article, a
“Second Wave” of secular humanism. I will do so by assembling a set of experts with impeccable credentials who can
move comfortably within this metaphorical “enemy territory”
and whose published works can “undermine religion” from
the inside. Accordingly, I hereby declare them “allies” in our
campaign, although some might not want to find
themselves “on the side of the Devil.” As it happens,
some of their most striking comments are buried in
academic tomes and journal articles that only professors and graduate students will ever read, so one
purpose of this essay is to bring those remarks into
public view.
The most important word in my subtitle, scholarship, involves a significant parallelism. We all know
the role of the scientific method in dispelling religiously driven superstitions of the past; “scholarship”
implies a similar methodology in modern Biblerelated research. In that field, the phrase serious people apply
to their work is “historical-critical,” indicating a rejection of
such elements as divine inspiration and miracles and also at
least the intention to test what purports to be evidence by
normal, rational standards. Two examples will show the terminology in action. In 1835, the twenty-eight-year-old David
Friedrich Strauss issued a 1,487-page work titled The Life of
Jesus, Critically Examined. He may have been the first to use
the term critical with reference to the study of Jesus, meaning not that he was taking a negative view of the subject
but that he was exercising judgment in assessing evidence
and drawing conclusions—the Greek root krit- in the word

critical originally meant “sift,” in the sense of sifting wheat
from chaff. In 1979, Newsweek ran a cover story, “Who Was
Jesus?” (published, conveniently, on December 24), including
a quote from the eminent Jesuit scholar Joseph Fitzmyer: “In
Scripture matters, education today is so retrograde that one
cannot even raise a critical question without shocking people.” Fitzmyer uses that word, critical, to identify the modern
approach—which was a very recent development within the
Catholic Church. The Anti-Modernist Oath of 1910, which
condemned all nonliteralist approaches to Bible interpretation and was mandatory for priests and teachers, had been
rescinded only a dozen years earlier.
In the following survey of secular humanism’s unrecognized allies, I will deal with four topics where underappreciated resources are available to secularists: the Hebrew
Bible; Biblical Archaeology; the Historical Jesus and the New
Testament; and the Resurrection.

The Hebrew Bible
The vast majority of people in this country don’t know
Hebrew or Greek, although the texts of the Bible are written
entirely in those two languages (aside from a little Aramaic).
So we have a situation that has only a few parallels in the
whole long and depressing history of religion—vast numbers
of folks who have a fervent belief in their sacred text but
have never actually read it in its original languages. Even
stranger, most leaders of Christian communities can’t read
it that way either. To put it very bluntly: there is at
the core of American Christianity an astonishing
amount of sheer ignorance and brazen hypocrisy;
at least 99.99 percent of its adherents have never
actually read the Bible—and they don’t seem to
care. Stephen Prothero, chair of Religious Studies
at Boston University, made the same observation
(without my tartness of expression) a few years
ago in his book, Religious Literacy—echoing Will
Herberg a half-century before, who noted that
many Americans don’t believe in specific dogmas
but that they “believe in belief.” A possible bumpersticker comes to mind: “Read the Bible Responsibly.”
Alas, Google says that I’m not the inventor of the
phrase; several Bible schools say in their catalogues, “We will
teach you to read the Bible responsibly”—which almost certainly is what they won’t do. My use has, obviously, a double
meaning: the mischievous allusion to alcohol ads conveys the
(entirely justified) suggestion that the Bible can be a toxic
substance with the power to do real harm, and the surface
of the phrase hints that responsible reading means reading
in the original—or, since that’s impossible for most people,
reading it with the aid of truly competent scholars. And that
brings us to the personnel of the Second Wave.
It would be nice to “begin at the beginning,” with Genesis,
long read in grotesquely literal fashion by sizable numbers of
our fellow citizens. Unfortunately, the definitive resource—
the long-awaited scholarly commentary on Genesis in the
Anchor Yale Bible series—is still in gestation. Its author is

Ronald Hendel, professor of the Hebrew Bible at Berkeley,
who’s been at work on this project for more than two decades.
I have no idea when it will appear, but in an e-mail exchange
several years ago, William Propp, the Anchor Bible Exodus
commentator, assured me that it was “in good hands,” which
in context clearly implied that Hendel would be as skeptical
as Propp himself is in his Anchor Exodus volumes. Of course, a
thorough dismissal of “historicity” in Genesis might arouse a
furious response; but, as we will see momentarily, something
like that has already happened with Exodus—and hardly
seems to have been noticed.
However, there is a passage that illustrates what two
centuries of the historical-critical method have concluded
about the “truth-value” of Genesis. In the two-thousandpage third edition of the Oxford Annotated Bible, Michael
Coogan, professor of Religious Studies at Stonehill College
(a Catholic institution in Easton, Massachusetts), says this at
the end of a subsection titled “The Historicity of the Ancestral
Narratives in Genesis”: “Biblical writings probably do preserve
some authentic historical memories, but these have been so
refracted by the processes of transmission and the idealization of the ancestors that it is impossible to designate any
of the individuals mentioned in Genesis as historical or to
establish anything resembling a precise chronology.” Coogan
might have risked censure and perhaps even excommunication if he had published that sentence before the Church
rescinded the Anti-Modernist Oath.

“. . . Borrowing a phrase from Alvin Toffler
. . . I’m calling into existence, through this article,
a ‘Second Wave’ of secular humanism.”

We have better luck with an equally central Hebrew Bible
text, Exodus. There are two recent scholarly commentaries—
one, on a modest scale, by Carol Meyers, professor of religion
at Duke, and the other, a huge two-volume, 1,600-page
work by the aforementioned Propp, professor of Hebrew at
the University of California, San Diego. Both commentators
address the issue of “historical truth”—and fervent believers
might be dismayed to see that both say quite openly that the
claim of literal historicity is untenable. Consider these three
quotes from Meyers: “It may look like a history book . . . but it
is no longer useful to think of Exodus in such terms.” The second is more striking: “After more than a century of research
and the massive efforts of generations of archaeologists
and Egyptologists, nothing has been recovered that relates
directly to the account in Exodus of an Egyptian sojourn and
secularhumanism.org
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escape, or of a large-scale migration through Sinai.” Finally:
“The archaeological evidence from Egypt and Sinai is all negative.”*
At the very end of volume two, Propp is even more candid
about the need to separate the credulous mind-set of religion
from the serious study of history: “The Torah describes unnatural occurrences so bizarre that, were they the testimony of a
modern witness, I would unhesitatingly consider him/her to
be schizophrenic or ‘under the influence’. Because of the peculiar history of biblical research as a subdiscipline of theology,
it is embarrassingly necessary to insist that the supernatural
has no more place in academic scholarship than it has in the
courtroom.” Note Propp’s emphatic use of my theme-word,
scholarship.
Propp also has a twenty-page “Appendix on Historicity,”
and anyone who reads it carefully will never again think that
Moses really existed, especially not in the fashion inflicted upon
us every Easter-time in that childishly literalist film, The Ten
Commandments. Quoting Propp again: “Even de-supernaturalized, the story of the Exodus does not map well against the
historical and archaeological record. In fact, it hardly maps at

that paragraph with a section titled “So What?”—where he
basically gives up: “A good myth is mightier than history,
immune to both evidence and analysis. I have no doubt that,
the foregoing remarks notwithstanding, the Israelites’ Exodus
from Egypt will remain a historical fact for 99 percent of educated Americans.” Of course, it would be wildly optimistic to
think that even 1 percent of educated Americans will ever
open Propp’s two monumental volumes—which makes it all
the more urgent to bring his comments to a wider audience.
Propp also makes a pungent parenthetical remark that supports my previous comment about Bible translations: “Having
access to the Hebrew, I find the celebrated King James Version
excruciatingly dull!” And I can top even that: hidden away
quietly on page 722 of volume two, Propp states that he’s an
atheist—not exactly the “job description” you’d expect for an
Anchor Bible Commentary author.

Biblical Archaeology

There has been a sea-change, just in the past few decades, in
the academic field that used to be called “Biblical Archaeology.”
Beginning in the late nineteenth century, people went to “The
Holy Land” and confidently expected that if they started
digging, they’d easily prove the truth of the Bible.
Instead, the “massive efforts” that Carol Meyers
mentioned have led to the realization that, what“. . . We have a situation that has only a few parallels
ever else one may say about the Bible, its historical
in the whole long and depressing history of
truth-value is very low. Two helpful summaries of
religion—vast numbers of folks who have a fervent
this important development are Tom Davis’s Shifting
Sands: The Rise and Fall of Biblical Archaeology and
belief in their sacred text but have never actually
John Laughlin’s Archaeology and the Bible.
read it in its original languages.”
In fact, one of the leading figures in the field,
William Dever, now emeritus from the University of
Arizona, has proposed dropping the phrase “Biblical
all”—meaning that if the record is valid, then the story is false.
Archaeology” altogether and renaming the field “SyroPropp also says something really extraordinary: discussing Palestinian Archaeology.” I’ve put three of his numerous publithe problem we moderns have imagining a culture where oral cations in the references list; the most entertaining may be Did
transmission plays a large role, he says: “Let me offer a familiar God Have a Wife? The answer appears to be “Yes”—a heavenly
example of a proto-literate culture, one in which traditions consort named Asherah, who was apparently expelled from
are manipulated even as they grow organically . . . I am think- the written traditions by a wave of puritanical monotheism,
ing of the society of the very young. For I cannot escape the although there is archaeological evidence for her existence
queasy feeling that the biblical accounts of Israel’s origins are and importance. One can’t help noting that having the status
analogous to the hilarious versions of American and world his- of Divine Bachelor did spare God from potentially awkward
tory produced by our schoolchildren . . . George Washington, domestic complications when the time came to have a son by
Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King and Squanto—each “some other woman.”
commemorated in his own annual historical festival [three
In a move that reveals this shift of priorities with unusual
birthdays and Thanksgiving]—become contemporaries, directness, the preeminent English-language scholarly jourexchanging exploits and iconography. Imagine sifting that for nal in the field, after sixty years of being called Biblical
history!” Notice the significant metaphor, sifting.
Archaeologist, adopted in 1998 the less tendentious title Near
It’s pretty remarkable to find a first-order scholar describ- Eastern Archaeology. (They were probably also distancing
ing Exodus as, historically speaking, hilarious. Propp follows themselves from Biblical Archaeology Review, which has been
*This matter may not be quite as cut-and-dried as the foregoing sug- involved in a number of heated controversies in recent years.)
gests. I only recently learned, while talking with John Grebe of WZBC Finally, I should mention two outstanding examples of historiin Boston, that a large conference (“Exodus: Out of Africa”) was held at
the QualComm Institute of the University of California-San Diego from cal-critical revisionism, each coauthored by Israel Finkelstein, a
May 31 to June 3, 2013; forty-five scholars, representing a wide variety of professor at Tel Aviv University: The Bible Unearthed and The
disciplines and commitments, delivered papers, all of which are posted at
Quest for the Historical Israel. It’s often said that what is radihttp://exodus.calit2.net. Summarizing such a mass of material is imposcal in one generation becomes mainstream in the next; much
sible here, but I note that William Propp does not abandon the position
of the “undermining” of traditional opinion about the early
taken in his Exodus commentary.
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history of Israel has come from “young-Turk” Bible scholars,
who thus qualify as allies in the Second Wave, whether they
want to or not.

The Historical Jesus and the New Testament
The title of Finkelstein’s second book provides an easy segue
to the next topic, since that phrase clearly echoes Albert
Schweitzer’s Quest of the Historical Jesus, originally published
in 1906. In that work, Schweitzer used the historical-critical
method to demonstrate the fictionalized nature of most nineteenth-century Jesus biographies. About a fifth of his book
deals with the impact of Strauss’s Life; ironically, attempts
to refute or dismiss Strauss’s work consigned most of those
books to error and insignificance. Dissatisfaction with the
heavily negative results of early twentieth-century research
prompted a new quest in the 1950s and 60s and then a third
Quest, which began in the mid-1980s and is still “a work in
progress.” The often-criticized “Jesus Seminar,” organized by
the late Robert Funk (who was a well-trained scholar himself),
has been the most publicly visible part of this quest.
Father John Meier, a Jesuit priest and an
endowed-chair professor at Notre Dame, produced in 1999 a survey of the third quest’s
strengths and weaknesses. Given his position, I’m
an
pretty sure he wouldn’t want to be called an “ally”
of a secular humanist movement; nonetheless,
he makes a strong contrast between theological
and historical-critical approaches to Jesus. Here’s
a typical quote: “It is, after all, historical-critical
research that enables scholars of vastly different
backgrounds and commitments to propose, test,
and adjudicate claims in the public arena by commonly accepted criteria.”
Father Meier has surprisingly candid things to say about
Jesus’s reported miracles: “I felt that intellectual honesty
demanded that I proceed to probe every single miracle story
in the four gospels . . . After some 400 pages of testing [in
A Marginal Jew, volume two], I came to the conclusion that
at least some of the miracle stories and sayings went back
to the historical Jesus.” He specifies two or three exorcisms,
various healings of blind, deaf, and generally sick people,
and sayings of Jesus that assert he performed exorcisms
and healings. However, the “faith healers” pilloried in James
Randi’s very angry book, The Faith Healers, do that sort of
thing every week, and they’re obvious frauds. Furthermore,
Meier dismisses the “nature miracles” (except for suggesting
that the feeding of the multitude “has a fair claim to go back
to some remarkable event in Jesus’s lifetime”)—not exactly a
ringing endorsement for the wonder-working son of God. So,
whether he’d like it or not, Meier can be enlisted as an ally.
Meier’s four-volume, three-thousand-page study is already
the largest serious biographical work on the “Historical
Jesus.” But it’s surprising to see that while those four volumes
do have the imprimatur of the Catholic Church (allowing
them to be printed), they do not have a nihil obstat (meaning that they are not totally free of doctrinal or moral error).
There may be other reasons for the absence of the nihil

obstat, but one is clear from the first volume: Meier, like several other historical-critical Catholic scholars (as stated in a
1995 story by John Dart of the Los Angeles Times) does not
accept the doctrine of the “perpetual virginity” of Mary. That
is, he realizes that it’s not possible to explain away, as the
Church tried to do for centuries, the plain meaning of the
Greek in Mark 6:3, which mentions four named brothers and
at least two unnamed sisters of Jesus. In the newspaper article, Notre Dame professor Jerome Neyrey is quoted as saying,
“No linguistic evidence warrants our interpreting Gospel passages about Jesus’ brothers and sisters as his cousins.” Pheme
Perkins of Jesuit-run Boston College is even more emphatic,
saying that calling Jesus’s brothers cousins “is plain ridiculous.” In the intervening two decades, those scholars’ views
have not been embraced by the Church; in fact, they, like
professor Coogan, may be lucky not to have been disciplined
or excommunicated.
Another example of scholarship denying conventional
belief comes in journalist Charlotte Allen’s book, The Human
Christ; she says that the fellows of the Jesus Seminar (about

“. . . There is at the core of American Christianity
astonishing amount of sheer ignorance and brazen
hypocrisy; at least 99.99 percent of its adherents
have never actually read the Bible—and they
don’t seem to care.”

eighty scholars) were supposed to take a vote on the paternity of Jesus. But the majority refused to take a public position
that might expose them as rejecting the traditional claim of
God as father; Allen describes cofounder Robert Funk as reacting in irritation, calling them “a bunch of cowards—scholars
believe Jesus had a human father.” This nicely combines two
of my themes: that serious scholars often have decidedly
unorthodox views, at least in private, and that many of them
are reluctant to publicize those professional opinions, thus
demonstrating not ignorance but plain hypocrisy and a lack
of intellectual integrity.
One more item before I pass on to the Resurrection: the
problem of textual variants in the twenty-seven books of
the New Testament, which together have about 146,600
words in Greek. When the much-loved King James Version
was replaced in 1881 by the Revised Version, a committee
of scholars altered the readings of the underlying Greek text
in some five thousand places—on average, once every thirty
words. But the full set of ancient variants is far larger: a 2007
article in Harvard Theological Review by the respected textual
scholar Eldon Jay Epp suggests that the total number of variants, counting not only those in the Greek manuscripts but
also ancient translations into Coptic, Armenian, Syriac, and
Ethiopian, along with quotations of the fathers of the early
church, may be as high as a third of a million—an average
secularhumanism.org
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of two per word in the standard text. Even if many of those
variants involve minor details, the claim that there lies behind
them an original “perfect and inerrant” text representing the
true Word of God which might somehow be recovered from
that enormous mass, is pretty obviously delusional. One could
hardly ask for a better example of serious scholarship undermining the supposed bedrock of Christian beliefs.

spectives that clearly undermine Christian claims. Psychologist
Leon Festinger’s once-famous 1956 book, When Prophecy
Fails, tells what happened when the leader of a space-aliens
cult in the upper Midwest made a prediction of world
destruction by cataclysmic flood—and, rather injudiciously,
set a precise date for the event: December 21, 1954, with
alien contact and rescue of the cult at midnight, catastrophe
for everyone else at 7:00 a.m.
The Resurrection
Festinger’s team quietly infiltrated the group to observe
There are about a dozen reported postmortem sightings of
firsthand their reactions to the “cognitive dissonance” (a
Jesus. They occur first in Paul (1 Corinthians 15:4–8) and then
phrase Festinger coined) that would surely occur after an
in the Synoptic Gospels—two sources that, very awkwardly,
undeniable falsification. What took place was very striking:
have at most only one episode in common. This is critical
the group talked through their turmoil during the night—
because, as Paul says in that same letter, “If Jesus has not
and by mid-morning they had a new interpretation (arrived
awakened, then your faith is in vain . . . If, having placed our
at in defiance of the evidence) that didn’t require giving up
hope in Christ, we live only in this life, we are the most pititheir previous beliefs. Before the event, they were completely
able of all humans.” That’s a dangerous admission to make,
secretive, not wanting to cause panic; after it, they called a
but the failure of Christianity to validate those “if” clauses
press conference to declare that, by being receptive to the
hasn’t bothered the believers for two thousand years. In
aliens’ message, they had saved the world! Because they were
deeply committed and had a small but solid network
of mutual support, they came away—illustrating
the splendid illogic of religion—more committed
than ever. That, by the way, was what Festinger had
“After more than a century of research and the massive
predicted.
In the introduction, written in the depths of the
efforts of generations of archaeologists and Egyptologists,
McCarthy era, Festinger raises—only to hold carenothing has been recovered that relates directly to the
fully at arm’s length—the ominous parallel with the
account in Exodus of an Egyptian sojourn and escape, or Crucifixion, noting that present-day (that is, 1950s)
of a large-scale migration through Sinai.” —Carol Meyers New Testament scholars weren’t sure what the disciples believed on Good Friday or how they came
to reaffirm, rather than abandon, their worship of
Jesus. Casting doubt on the foundational Christian
story by drawing on the seemingly remote field of
experimental psychology seems a more plausible—
this area, our principal allies are some German “renegades,”
and potentially damaging—critique than simply invoking
Joachim Kahl, Uta Ranke-Heinemann, Gerd Lüdemann, and
individual and collective hallucinations; it’s another unusual
also Alexander Wedderburn, all very well-qualified scholars. I
but effective application of scholarship in order to undermine
highly recommend Wedderburn’s book, which in about one
religion’s claims.
hundred pages gives a lucid summary of the problems in the
The second “external ally” is Raymond Moody, famous,
resurrection narratives, clearly exposing their unacceptability
along with Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, for popularizing nearfrom the historical-critical standpoint.
death experiences (NDEs) in his 1976 best-seller, Life after
It’s commonplace of Christian apologetics that something
Life. But I suspect that very few people have ever heard of a
real and utterly convincing must have happened, or the dissmall volume, charmingly titled Elvis after Life, which Moody
ciples wouldn’t have gone from presumed despair on Good
wrote after traveling around the “Elvis Belt,” soliciting stoFriday to triumphant confidence and ready to face death for
ries of postmortem encounters. One of the most interesting
their beliefs. Of course, mere willingness to face death has
comes from a clinical psychologist, who at twenty-eight was
no connection to truth—otherwise, the 9/11 hijackers would
having an early midlife crisis when Elvis appeared in her office.
be better witnesses than the apostles. But there are also
He immediately asks profound questions that display deep
some opponents of this “true-conversion” view within the
insight and warm affection, and he calls her “Missy”; “No
scholarly community—which makes them people who have
one,” she adds, rather engagingly, “had called me that for
already declared themselves as allies. I’ve already mentioned
years”—treating this detail as confirmation of Elvis’s external
Kahl, Ranke-Heinemann, and Lüdemann; there’s also Michael
reality, not as a product of her own mind. The result was
Goulder, whose essay “The Baseless Fabric of a Vision” rather
an intense, life-changing experience, although the woman
breezily dismisses the resurrection appearances as a form of
didn’t try to start a “Church of the Risen Elvis.” Nonetheless,
hallucination.
one could argue that her firsthand report, coming from a
In addition, we have two “external allies,” not usually cited
highly educated twentieth-century professional, has far more
by secularist critics of conventional opinions but offering percredibility than anything in the Gospel stories, which were
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told and retold perhaps hundreds of times before being
written down some forty to sixty years later. Moody clearly
indicates that he doesn’t accept such “return of Elvis” stories
as factual, but, unlike Festinger, he appears not to notice their
potentially damaging implications for the “return of Jesus”
stories.

Conclusion
This article has presented more than a dozen Second-Wave
allies from within the sometimes arcane world of Bible scholarship who are well equipped to help undermine religious
claims. And, in a logical extension of the metaphor, Free
Inquiry readers can now become part of the “Third Wave”:
people who know about and can disseminate the work of the
Second Wave. This is something everyone in the secular
humanist world can do—and it should be especially encouraging to realize that so many experts “from over there” are
actually on our side.
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Tom Flynn Where Have All the Anti-altruists Gone?
pared to defend altruism; ultimately we
had to reach outside the movement,
recruiting the independent scholar and
author Alfie Kohn to face off against
secular humanists Joe Barnhart and
Joan Kennedy Taylor and libertarian
Jan Narveson.
This dispute is nothing if not longstanding. Since Plato’s time, philosophers and divines have disagreed about
altruism’s nature. Some viewed it as
the supreme moral quality or even the
highest manifestation of divine grace.
Thomas Hobbes disagreed, bluntly
calling altruism a hoax. He argued
in Leviathan (1651) that people are
selfish; whenever someone acts so as
to benefit another, we may be sure
that person is actually driven by selfish
motives, not altruism. If I give money
to a beggar, I do it because doing
so makes me feel good. Among later
thinkers, Jeremy Bentham said the wellspring of human behavior lay in the
individual’s maximizing pleasure and
minimizing pain, a powerful license for
selfishness. Nietzsche contended that
valuing others above oneself debased
the self and hampered one’s personal
development. According to science
writer Sam Kean, “Darwin considered
the trait [altruism] one of the gravest threats to his history of natural
selection.”* Outdoing Darwin, Herbert
Spencer painted natural selection as an
unforgiving contest in which creatures
must value themselves (and just perhaps their mates and offspring) above
all others. From such soil, how could
altruism grow?
The view that it could not was
widely adopted among freethinkers,
especially the harder-headed among
them. Few were harder of head than
Woolsey Teller, the flinty (and, truth
be told, virulently racist and eugenicist) associate editor of the freethought
periodical The Truth Seeker from 1936
to 1954. Teller could have been channeling Hobbes when he wrote that
“altruism is a delusion. All men are ego*Sam Kean, “The Man Who Couldn’t Stop
Giving,” The Atlantic, May 2015.
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ists, whether they know it or not, and
they do things for their own gratification rather than for a love of others. . . .
There are, therefore, no altruists.”
Spencer’s objection, too, held its
power. There seemed no getting around
“the difficulty of explaining how a virtue
that involves self-sacrifice for strangers
could have arisen, much less thrived, in
the course of evolution,” as I put it in a
1989 essay. Until late in the twentieth
century, science could little account for
altruism. Indeed, Christian apologists
often cited altruism as evidence against
evolution, arguing (shades of Spencer)
that it could never have originated in
the harsh crucible of natural selection;
altruism exists; therefore the theory of
evolution by natural selection must be
wrong. So we must keep in mind that
in the years before World War II—when
Teller drafted his harsh recapitulation of
Hobbes and, more famously, Ayn Rand
formed her doctrine that altruism is the
greatest human vice and selfishness the
greatest virtue—there was nothing in
the scientific consensus of that time to
say that they were wrong.
For all of these reasons, if you were
involved in organized humanism or
freethought in the eighties or nineties
(to say nothing of earlier decades), you
almost certainly recall individuals grimly
convinced that altruism was a hoax,
immoral, or contrary to science—so
much so that group leaders hesitated
to make statements taking altruism as
a given or to invite program speakers who championed it, knowing what
backlash would follow. Though many
egoists were libertarians or full-monty
Objectivists, substantial numbers did
not hail from either of these camps;
they were simply atheists, agnostics, or
humanists convinced that altruism was
false or harmful.

T

hings are different now. Since
around the turn of the twenty-first
century, local-group leaders and bloggers have found that they can nod toward altruism with less fear of controversy. Committed libertarians and Ob-
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jectivists still disparage it—as recently as
2012, libertarian Free Inquiry columnist
Tibor R. Machan wrote that generosity
“is a virtue any decent human being will
practice: it asks that one reach out to
deserving others in times of dire need.”
In contrast, altruism “is a policy of devoting oneself to benefiting others above
all. The former is admirable; the latter
is suicidal.”† But aside from libertarians
and Objectivists, few humanists, atheists, or other freethinkers now uphold
egoism. Much as their forbears did fifty-odd years earlier in regard to the Big
Bang, they’ve learned to deal with the
presumption that altruism is (a) real and
(b) a good thing. Why?
Once again (much as with the Big
Bang), science spoke.
Beginning in the 1970s, word
began to reach the public about new
research identifying mechanisms by
which a concern for others—particularly, others situated outside one’s own
family or tribe—could arise naturally
and prove evolutionarily robust. Kinselection theory proposed mechanisms
by which natural selection could preserve a tendency to aid distant relatives
if that enhanced the prospects that
one’s genes (instantiated in others)
would survive. Somewhat more controversially, theories of group selection
extended this effect to whole communities and peoples. From game theory
emerged surprising insights into the
power of reciprocity to impose a spontaneous moral character on seemingly
mundane interpersonal transactions.
Animal studies discovered that foundational aspects of morality were innately
present in social canids and primates.
Neuroscience revealed human mirror
neurons, which seem to provide a cellular matrix for other-regarding behavior.
This is still-developing science, to
be sure. Myriad details remain to be
filled in. Still, by the turn of the twenty-first century, all those books by E. O.
Wilson, Robert Axelrod, Frans de Waal,
and scores of others had had their
†Tibor R. Machan, “Altruism Isn’t Generosity,”
Free Inquiry, December 2012/January 2013.

impact. Educated Americans grew to
understand that natural selection was
not solely “red in tooth and claw.” Yes,
genes may be selfish, but altruism is
nonetheless as legitimate as it is constructive. Its rise and spread under natural selection seems not just possible
but nearly inevitable.
Because of this, altruism opposition
or denial has largely vanished among
secular humanists, atheists, agnostics,
and other freethinkers—save, of course,
for those libertarians and Objectivists
whose ideology demands continued
allegiance to egoism. (True confession:
I was one of the altruism skeptics until
that late-twentieth-century torrent of

science information changed my mind.)
Perhaps most remarkable is how
quietly changes of this sort can occur.
Returning to our initial example, consider that at fifty-odd years’ remove it’s
almost impossible to find writings that
capture the interval during which so
many freethinkers changed their minds
about the Big Bang. The reaction of
some activists and movement leaders
when I tested this column’s thesis in a
Facebook post suggests to me that no
small number who read this op-ed—
movement veterans in particular—
will shake their heads and say, “Wow,
grassroots hostility toward altruism has
almost gone extinct. It happened in the
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background over twenty-odd years and
I never noticed. Until now.”
It’s an intriguing social phenomenon, when a new normal becomes the
present normal so completely that we
can easily forget that the old normal
ever was.

Tom Flynn is editor of F ree I nquiry , executive director of the Council for Secular
Humanism, director of the Robert Green
Ingersoll Birthplace Museum, and editor of
The New Encyclopedia of Unbelief (2007).
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Faisal Saeed Al Mutar

Why Raif Badawi Matters

little motivation to change its behavior
in this regard: it has little concern for
world opinion.
Considering the economic interests
that the West has in Saudi Arabia, there
is not much hope in trying to effect
change on the government or policy
level. But there is something to do on
an individual level, not only concerning Saudi Arabia but the whole Muslim
world.
Thanks to the Internet, we have the
ability to connect with dissidents and
activists from Saudi Arabia, no matter
how closed the society is. Many Saudis
have access to the Internet through their
cell phones or computers. And despite
the fact that many websites are censored, including the Wikipedia page

Greta Christina

Free Inquiry

about the theory of evolution, many liberal dissidents know how to use proxies.
I have invested hundreds of hours in trying to find a solution to the problem of
helping dissidents in powerful countries.
Here is what we as freethinkers can do.
Inspired by Raif Badawi’s story and
struggle—as well as people like him—I
am working to support the human rights
of liberal dissidents through Movements.
org, a project funded by Google that
allows me to crowd source skills and a
way to match those who need help with
those who can. I have built a database
that includes activists in Saudi Arabia,
Iran, and many other countries in the
Muslim world (many in which secular
activists face death sentences if they are
apprehended by the government). I gen-

Skepticism and Emotional Responses to Terrible Ideas

tion. They act as a siren or a warning light, letting you know that people
see your idea not only as bad but as
seriously and dangerously bad. If you
tell an idea to everyone you love and
like and respect—and they all look at
you like you’re Hitler—you’re probably
more likely to rethink that idea. And you
should. Of course, everyone disagreeing with an idea doesn’t automatically
mean we should give it up. But it probably means, at the very least, that we
should stop and think about why they
all disagree and consider whether those
sirens are warning us off from going in a
wrong and terrible direction.
And it is not the least bit skeptical to
treat all questions as equal and as equally
deserving of consideration. We don’t do
that with scientific questions: if someone
asks if evolution is true or if Earth orbits
the Sun, we don’t treat those issues as
open to reasonable debate. We treat
them as settled, unless someone comes
up with some enormously compelling
reasons to question them. We do that
with moral issues as well. There are some
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moral issues that, in the absence of enormously compelling evidence to the contrary, we treat as settled. That doesn’t
make them “dogma” or “orthodoxy”
(to quote Lindsay again), any more than
evolution or heliocentrism are dogma
or orthodoxy. And since getting moral
issues wrong has real power to screw up
people’s lives, people respond to them
emotionally. When terrible moral ideas
are expressed, people often act as if
they’re being threatened or as if people
they care about are being threatened—
because they are. It’s unreasonable to
expect anything else.
In fact, a very strong case can be
made that calmly debating a question
gives it gravitas, makes it seem respectable. There are many pro-evolution
advocates and educators who will not
debate creationists because they think
it makes creationism look like a serious
idea that’s worthy of debate. If someone says that husbands should be able
to beat and rape their wives and you
reply, “Hmm, that’s an interesting idea,
I don’t agree, but tell me why you think
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uinely believe that everyone has a role
to play. Whether you are a journalist, a
policymaker, an artist, a technologist, a
public relations expert, a writer, an editor, a translator, or just someone who
cares about this issue, you can lend your
voice in support of threatened dissidents
in some way. Liberals and freethinkers living in the West can offer their
skills, including writing, editing, graphic
design, legal help, and many others to
help the activists.
Thus far, we have helped Badawi’s
wife, Ensaf Haider, connect with major
news media to publicize her husband’s
plight. We have helped get two Bengali
bloggers whose lives were in danger to a
Western European country. Many other
activists are being helped every day by

that and let’s debate it,” you’re treating
that proposition like a serious idea that’s
worthy of debate. Women who are vulnerable to being raped and beaten are
probably going to have an emotional
response to that. It’s absurd to want or
expect anything else.
Which brings me to my next, very
important point: It’s a whole lot easier
to be calm, detached, and coolly logical
when it isn’t your basic humanity being
debated. I don’t think it’s an accident
that, when the debate is over women’s
right to not be forced to donate our
organs, it’s usually men telling women
to calm down and have a rational discussion. Ditto cisgender people telling
transgender people to carefully consider
the logic and evidence about whether
they should control their own bodies
and their own names. Ditto white people telling black people to stop being
so emotional about the fact that, in the
United States, a black person is killed by
a cop every four days. It is wildly unreasonable to ask people to be unemotional when their lives, their autonomy,

other individuals.
Movements.org is not only about
mobilizing aid but also about building
solidarity. People such as Raif Badawi
are not only the tools for change; they
are the change itself. Badawi stands
for the principles all secular humanists agree upon, including freedom of
speech and equality for women, LGBT
rights, and the rights of minorities.
Badawi and people like him should not
be standing alone in facing giants who
are backed by lots of funding and other
kinds of support.
Hundreds of billions of dollars from
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Russia, and
China are funding forces of regression and radicalism. Many more people need to be mobilized if we are to

fight these influences. Many people
look at the Middle East today and see
a binary choice: dictators or religious
fanatics. Frankly, the West has been
supporting some dictators for decades,
while theocratic groups such as ISIS, the
Muslim Brotherhood, and Hamas have
gotten enormous support from Qatar,
Iran, and Saudi Arabia. David Keyes,
the executive director of Advancing
Human Rights, mentioned in an interview (http://www.samharris.org/blog/
item/crowdsourcing-freedom) with
Sam Harris, a writer who supports these
efforts, that we need to do something
as secularists and liberals living in the
West; we can’t wait for the U.S. government to offer support to the liberal
activists of the Middle East. Meanwhile,

they are being slaughtered, jailed, and
lashed every day.
The case of Raif Badawi should be
the spark of change that moves liberals
in the West to get involved in helping
their fellow liberals in the East. But
change takes a long time, and every
minute we wait is a minute wasted.

their basic humanity are on the line.
See, you have to look at who’s asking
the questions. When men are deciding
whether husbands should be allowed
to beat and rape their wives, when
straight people are deciding whether
gay people should be locked up, when
white people are deciding whether
black people are human beings—
the important thing isn’t necessarily
to answer those questions. There’s a
much more important question at the
root of all those questions: “Why are
you the ones deciding this? Why do
you get to decide whether other people have humanity and the right to
human autonomy? Do you really not
see the power dynamics, and the history of those power dynamics, inherent
in the very notion that you’re the one
who gets to make that call?” Or, to
put it more succinctly: “Who died and
made you king?”
I’m not saying there should be
skeptical or progressive dogma, ideas
we should never ever question. After
all, questioning what was previously

unquestioned, what was previously
considered unquestionable, is exactly
the reason we now think that husbands
should not be allowed to beat and rape
their wives, that gay people should not
be locked up in mental institutions,
that of course black people are human
beings and seeing them any other way
is repulsive. We questioned dogma, we
questioned received wisdom—and we
made ourselves better. We made our
ethical standards more humane, more
consistent, more . . . well, more ethical.
And we did it by questioning what was
once unquestionable.
I’m not saying there should be ideas
we should never question. I’m saying
there are some questions we should be
damn well careful about asking. And
I’m saying that some questions can’t be
treated as just neutral. I’m saying that
when we ask questions and start
debates about people’s lives, people’s
autonomy, people’s basic humanity,
we cannot expect them to react as if
this is an intriguing mental exercise,
like a brain-teaser in the newspaper.

Telling people to not show repugnance
to repugnant ideas is telling them to
not share information that’s crucial in a
moral debate—the information that
the idea in question is a violation of
basic human rights. It’s an attempt to
eradicate those moral sirens and warning lights and replace them with a discreet, soberly worded, easily ignored
handout. And it’s using the supposed
principles of skepticism to silence people who typically don’t get heard, who
can only make themselves heard by
setting off their sirens. It’s bad humanism. And it’s bad skepticism.
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Doerr's Way

Krauthammer’s Wolf Howl, God’s Bankers,
Potiphar’s Wife Edd Doerr

F

ox News pundit Charles Kraut-
hammer, who is reportedly “nonreligious,” devoted his May 1, 2015, syndicated column to an attack on the gripping six-episode PBS/Masterpiece series
Wolf Hall for being “anti-Catholic.” Emily
Nussbaum devoted her May 4 New Yorker
article to praising Wolf Hall. Let’s get to
the heart of the matter. Wolf Hall, based
on Hilary Mantell’s prize-winning novels,
is the story of Henry VIII’s struggle to get
the pope to annul his marriage to his
brother’s widow, Catherine of Aragon,
the daughter of Spain’s Ferdinand and
Isabella, so that he could marry Anne
Boleyn, who would hopefully bear him
a male heir. (She didn’t, producing
instead the future Queen Elizabeth.)
All of the characters in the drama, in
real life and on film, are rather despicable: Henry, Cardinal Wolsey, Thomas
More, Henry’s key adviser and fixer
Thomas Cromwell, Anne Boleyn, and
so on ad nauseam.
Why bring this up here? Because
the outcome affected history in this
way: if the pope had granted Henry
the annulment, which he would have
been justified in doing under Church
law, England might well have remained
Catholic, the Reformation might have
been confined to Scandinavia and parts
of Germany, there would have been
no need for the Spanish Armada and
Spain’s 1588 defeat, there would have
been no Tom Paine or John Locke or
Thomas Jefferson or James Madison,
and there would be no United States
as we know it today, which started
out in part as a haven for European
religious dissenters. Though that is necessarily pure speculation—maybe some
alternative history science-fiction writer
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such as Harry Turtledove, whose novel
Ruled Britannia dealt with the 1588
victory of the Spanish Armada and used
Shakespeare, Marlow, and Lope de
Vega as characters, could try his or her
hand at describing such a world. Pause
to think about that for a moment.
With that introduction, let’s turn
to two new blockbuster, five-star nonfiction books about popes, the upper
echelons of the largest religious organization in the world, and politics, power,
clericalism, money, sex, and secrecy,
secrecy, secrecy. Let’s note up front that
both authors were raised Catholic and
educated in Catholic schools, both are

If the Pope had granted
Henry VIII his annulment, there
would be no United States
as we know it today.

experienced lawyers, and the second
author prepared for the priesthood and
studied canon (church) law. Let’s also
note, importantly, that most Catholics
part company with the Vatican and
their Church’s unelected leadership on
such matters as divorce and remarriage,
contraception, abortion rights, clerical
celibacy, ordaining women, the need
for sending kids to Church-run schools,
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and the Church’s unending push for
tax support for its private schools. This
has been nowhere made more clear
than in the May 22 referendum in predominantly Catholic Ireland approving
same-sex marriage by the wide margin
of 62 percent to 38 percent, the very
same margin by which Maryland voters in 1992 approved locking abortion
rights and Roe v. Wade into state law.

God’s Bankers
From before the collapse of the Roman
Empire until cracks began appearing
with the Reformation in the sixteenth
century, Catholicism was the established religion in Western Europe. For
a thousand years, it was politically
dominant in Europe, ruled chunks of
it, and was a financial giant. All this
largely fell apart in the nineteenth century, especially after the unification of
Italy in 1870 and its absorption of the
Papal States. The Vatican remained a
secluded backwater until the rise of
Mussolini and fascism in the 1920s and
the coming together of the Vatican and
Italy in the lucrative 1929 Lateran Pacts,
which created the one-sixth square
mile Vatican City State and put the
Church back in business financially. The
Church’s fortunes grew again with the
1933 Concordat with Nazi Germany,
which eventuated in the German
church-tax (Kirchensteuer) of about 9
percent on nearly everyone, a development that spread from Germany to
Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, and parts of Switzerland.* By
*This history is examined in greater detail
in Gregory Paul, “The Great Scandal: Chris
tianity's Role in the Rise of the Nazis” (in two
parts, Free Inquiry, October/November 2003–
December 2003/January 2004. —Eds.]

2010, the most recent year for which
we have data, the church tax was yielding $14 billion per year. That figure,
cited in the book about to be discussed, does not include the $10 billion
annually diverted to private schools in
France (as La Raison, the French freethought journal, reported this year),
or the billions in public funds annually
that flow to private, mostly Catholic,
schools in the United States, the United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and other
countries.

“Gerald Posner . . . examines
the Vatican’s traditional
anti-Semitism, the possibility
that it profited from wealth
looted by the Nazis from
Jews and other victims of Nazi
tyranny, and the apparently
widespread practice of
money-laundering.”

The Church’s complicated, secretive
financial buildup is detailed in Gerald
Posner’s magnificent new book, God’s
Bankers: A History of Money and Power
at the Vatican (Simon & Schuster, 2015).
In exhaustive detail, with 172 pages
of documentation, Posner explores
the complicated history of the Vatican
Bank, largely run by clerics with little
business background, and its relationships with financial institutions worldwide, many of them rather shady but
all protected from outside scrutiny by
Church law and the Vatican’s microstate status as a sovereign country. The
author examines the Vatican’s traditional anti-Semitism, the possibility that
it profited from wealth looted by the
Nazis from Jews and other victims of
Nazi tyranny, and the apparently widespread practice of money-laundering.
The book examines the roles of popes

from Pius XI in the 1920s until today
and leaves open the possibility that
things will change significantly under
Francis. (To my mind, it’s too early to
tell.) This book merits wide readership,
especially in the United States, where
efforts are building to divert more public funds to church institutions.

Potiphar’s Wife
Moving on, we come to the history of
the Vatican’s problems with the sexual abuse of minors, which burst into
the open in recent decades. For 1,500
years, Catholic Church law allowed
not only church punishment of sexual abusers but also permitted abusers
to be reported to civil authorities. All
this shifted rather abruptly in 1922,
with a number of changes in canon
law designed to protect and privilege
clergy abusers at the expense of the
vast numbers of sexually abused minors
worldwide. This subject is thoroughly
analyzed in canon law–trained lawyer
Kieran Tapsell’s book, Potiphar’s Wife:
The Vatican’s Secret and Child Sexual
Abuse (ATF Press, 2014). Tapsell’s
book, with abundant documentation,
explores this issue mainly in the United
States, Ireland, and Australia, places
where civil law has gotten involved,
clerics have been outed and punished,
and gaps have appeared in the nearly
century-old wall of secrecy.
Tapsell winds up with this citation
from the 2014 report of the United
Nations Committee on the Rights of
the Child, “Concluding Observations
on the Second Periodic Report of the
Holy See”: “Due to a code of silence
imposed on all members of the clergy
under penalty of excommunication,
cases of child sexual abuse have hardly
ever been reported to the law enforcement authorities in the countries where
such crimes occurred. On the contrary,
cases of nuns and priests ostracized,
demoted, and fired for not having
respected the obligation of silence have
been reported to the Committee, as
well as cases of priests who have been
congratulated for refusing to denounce
child abusers, as shown in the letter
addressed by Cardinal Castrillon Hojos
to Bishop Pierre Pican in 2001.”
secularhumanism.org

And there is this, from Thomas C.
Fox, publisher of the National Catholic
Reporter, on January 21, 2014: “Despite
Pope Francis’ heartfelt expressions of
lament over priest sexual abuse last
week, the Geneva hearing suggests to
date he does not understand the full
magnitude of the related sex abuse
issues, or, if he does, is yet unwilling or
incapable of responding to it.”
Tapsell concludes: “Bishops in the
United States, Canada and elsewhere
have claimed to be unaware of the serious nature of clergy sexual abuse and
its impact on victims, but the historical
record shows that this is not true. They
may not have been aware of the scientific nature of the sexual disorders
of these priests or the clinical descriptions of the impact on victims, but
they always knew it was criminal and
damaging. The 2004 John Jay College
survey shows that the American bishops were well aware of the problem as
far back as the 1950s, and consistently
mishandled it.”
Tapsell’s book helps us understand
why devout Catholic author Carol
Kuhnert (No Longer on Pedestals, iUniverse, 2014) could get nowhere for
years in trying to get church officials to
deal appropriately with her priest older
brother who was a serial abuser. (My
review of her book appears on p. 64.)
To wrap matters up, the Church officials discussed in these two books,
unelected and out of sync with most of
their remaining members, are the same
guys who have been promoting the
diversion of public funds to faith-based
private schools, obstructing women’s
reproductive choice, and impeding
progress in dealing with the climate
change and overpopulation problems
that I have written about often and
that this journal spelled out so well in
its last issue.

Edd Doerr is the president of Americans for
Religious Liberty and a former president of
the American Humanist Association. He is a
columnist and senior editor of F ree I nquiry .
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International Humanism

The Madness of King Charles

S

oon, perhaps sooner than you
think, Britain will have a change
in monarch. That much is simple biology. What will follow, though,
is far from scientific. Elizabeth II,
who has sat on the throne for over
sixty years, will die, and arcane rules
will determine that her son, Prince
Charles, will succeed her and become
king. Aside from complaints about
the anachronistic, hereditary manner
in which royal power is passed on,
there are many reasons to be unhappy
about King Charles III’s ascension to
the throne.

“Charles has promoted the
impression that he will be
an interventionist, keenly
involving himself in the affairs of
the elected government
of the nation he will rule.”

The first and most obvious of these
objections is Charles’s own nature.
Unlike his mother, he is not a traditionalist. Simply existing in silence and
ceremony is not his style. Charles has
promoted the impression that he will be
an interventionist, keenly involving himself in the affairs of the elected government of the nation he will rule. To some
extent, he has already done this, and in
no small way. And his intervention has
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James Snell

hardly been benign. Anyone invested
with a great deal of political status by
an accident of birth is vulnerable to conceit and self-importance, and Charles
exhibits these far-from-desirable traits
in abundance. Some of his enthusiasms
make for unhappy reading.
He writes a lot of letters. Some of
them (popularly dubbed “black spider memos” due to the shape of the
prince’s scrawled handwriting) were
sent to ministers of state throughout the terms of several governments
and address relatively minor things. In
1969, Charles apparently sent a note to
Harold Macmillan, then prime minister,
about his concerns regarding Atlantic
salmon.
While other examples of his letter-writing are less absurd and parochial, some are worrisome. Charles and
Secretary for Health Jeremy Hunt, no
less, have a shared interest in the pseudoscientific promotion of homeopathy.
The prince once went on the record to
suggest that horticulturalists ought to
speak encouragingly to plants in order
to ensure their growth.
It must be noted that while amusing snippets have occasionally been
leaked to the press, and two tranches
were released this year to satisfy the
legal victory of a national newspaper, many of the letters themselves
remain embargoed; the government
has fought a gargantuan legal battle
in the Supreme Court to keep them
private. This action goes beyond simply interfering; it is entirely illiberal
in essence. Information, as the cliché
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has it, is power, and it seems as if the
prince and successive governments are
attempting to limit adverse attention
and therefore stifle legitimate criticism.
At this point, a North American
reader might be tempted to lose interest in the subject. Sure, Charles may be
eccentric, meddling, and even downright damaging in his behavior at times,
but his direct influence, it appears, only
extends over one or two countries.
If only that were true. The reality is
that Charles exerts a worrying degree
of interest and involvement over matters of international importance. He has
been a vocal critic of legitimate scientific inquiry, especially avenues that
contradict or come into conflict with
his pet projects. Edzard Ernst, a leading authority on the study of so-called
“alternative” medicine and a fellow of
the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry,
has alleged that he was forced out of
his research post at Exeter University
after an investigation instigated by the
prince’s private secretary. Ernst had
criticized the practices of nonscientific therapists, including some who
employed methods or substances that
Charles had endorsed. That was that;
Ernst was compelled to leave his position at the head of a unique and vital
research unit. The output of the operation then dwindled. Such events have
international repercussions.
Another royal brainwave that could
cause turmoil worldwide is Charles’s
loathing for genetically modified organisms (GMOs), which he dismissed in a
2010 speech as an “absolute disaster.”

This is the sort of discussion that should
be left to those who have insight into
the matters at hand; even leaving that
aside, Charles’s opinions could cause a
disaster of their own. Many scientists
see the further development of GMOs
as one of the few ways in which we can
continue to feed an ever-expanding
human population. Were Charles on
the throne when he expressed those
views, I doubt it would have been easy
for research scientists—many of whom
are subsidized directly or indirectly by
the state—to simply shrug them off
and get on with their vital work.
Prince Charles is dangerously antiscientific in public on a disturbingly
regular basis. In a speech delivered in
2004, Charles mentioned that someone he knew had survived cancer by
adhering to a particular diet. This regimen involved daily coffee enemas.
Needless to say, this was not a rigorous
or scientifically tested hypothesis, and
it did not actually cure cancer. But still
the prince had said it; he still broadcast his ill-informed opinions to the
masses. This was worse than his being
simply ignorant or stupid, unfortunate
though both those situations are. This
was actively harmful.
Professor Michael Baum, a cancer
surgeon of some repute, responded
to this quackery in a fashion that merits quoting at length. He wrote: “The
power of my authority comes with
knowledge built on 40 years of study
and 25 years of active involvement
in cancer research. Your power and
authority rest on an accident of birth. I
don’t begrudge you that authority but
I do beg you to exercise your power
with extreme caution when advising
patients with life-threatening diseases
to embrace unproven therapies.”
Those words speak for themselves,
but they also require a brief postscript.
As soon as this fair and measured
rebuke was delivered, Charles’s press
people leapt into action, defending
him from any and all criticism. They
also connived to further attempt to
promote his insidious agenda. Rather
than undermining science, they simpered, Charles was “simply reflecting
the wishes of 80 percent of cancer
patients who wish to use alternative

treatments alongside conventional
treatments.” When a hereditary princeling is defended from the full force of
scientific fact by a gaggle of sycophantic advisors, I don’t think much must
be done to demonstrate the absurdity
of the situation. But it is more than
absurd; it is also profoundly immoral.
On the subject of morality, Charles
has some odd ideas encompassing that
area, too. For him, science itself, and
the pursuit of scientific inquiry, have
created a “moral and spiritual vacuum”
in Europe. Other royal views can be
simply ignored. This one cannot, not
least because it comes from the same
basic impulse that motivates those who

“Anyone invested with a
great deal of political status
by an accident of birth is
vulnerable to conceit and
self-importance, and Charles
exhibits these far-from-desirable
traits in abundance.”

say that Europe and North America
need a new, stronger Christian direction—or indeed those who wish to turn
the secular and decadent West into an
outpost of the resurgent caliphate. It is
the same notion, the same idea, and it
must be combated and denounced for
the thing it is: sinister nonsense.
Royalist elements within the British
media—and there are many—say with
a knowing wink that the heir to the
throne has “influence” with his oil-rich
counterparts in the Gulf. What form
this influence takes is never stated.
Whether Charles should be associating
with the widespread exporters of jihad
at all is never questioned. Instead, it
is suggested that this influence might
be useful in intervening in high-profile
human rights cases, such as that of
the Saudi blogger Raif Badawi, who
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has been convicted of blasphemy and
flogged by the Saudi kleptocracy.
Moral issues aside—and there are
many, not least concerning the use of
Prince Charles as an unofficial arms
envoy, charged with selling as many
instruments of death as he can to some
of the most repressive regimes in the
world—there is also a question to be
asked about de facto endorsement.
Prince Charles may well bring up the
fate of poor Badawi when he next sits
down for dinner with the king of Saudi
Arabia, but will he have time both to
make that case and to remonstrate
about the treatment of women in the
desert kingdom? I doubt it. In dealing
with some of the nastiest regimes in
the world, and especially when sharing
their dinner tables, one cannot hope
to remain entirely spotless in the light
of day.
Prince Charles has occupied his
extended period in the anteroom of
monarchy with commissions of prying
and scheming on every level. This trait,
one which appears to be a permanent
feature of the prince’s character, cannot be expected to evaporate upon his
inevitable accession to the throne. He
will not simply then engage in proper
behavior, especially having transgressed on constitutional convention
so readily in the past. And his interventions matter, not just for British and
Commonwealth subjects, but for the
whole world. To have at the top diplomatic tables a man who endorses pseudoscience and encourages chatting to
houseplants, who bullies scientists out
of research positions, and who has a
far-too cozy a relationship with Gulfstate royalty is simply more than I—and
I hope many others—can bear.

James Snell is a British journalist and columnist for The Transnational Review who
has written for The American Spectator,
New Humanist, and F ree I nquiry magazine.
He is a Huffington Post UK blogger.
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God on Trial

Imprisonment and Religiosity

Richard G. Dumont

Once you’re labeled a felon, the old forms of discrimination—employment discrimination, housing discrimination, denial of the right to vote, denial of educational
opportunity, denial of food stamps and other public benefits, and exclusion from jury
service—are suddenly legal. As a criminal, you have scarcely more rights, and arguably
less respect, than a black man living in Alabama at the height of Jim Crow. We have not
ended racial caste in America, we have merely redesigned it.
—Michelle Alexander,
The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, 2011

A

ccording to a recent report issued
by the Population Reference
Bureau, the United States has
the highest incarceration rate in the
world. For countries that are comparable to the United States (affluent democracies, such as in, namely,
Western Europe and Australia), the
incarceration rate is 100 inmates per
100,000 population, whereas for the
United States it is 500, a full five times
greater.1 What accounts for this variability? Among the other well-documented differences between the
United States and comparable nations
is its high degree of theism or religiosity. The purpose of this research
exercise is to examine the relationships
between religiosity and prison incarceration rates. In doing so, we shall
also investigate the potential involvement of other probable explanatory
variables, namely race and income.

Data and Methodology
The units of analysis are the fifty
states and Washington, D.C. Data on
incarceration rates derive from official 2010 statistics published by the
National Institute of Corrections.2 Table
1 displays the 2010 incarceration rates,
arrayed in descending order, from the
highest to the lowest.
Among the top twelve are a preponderance of Southern states, while
the twelve with the lowest incarcer52
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ation rates are found in the North,
including all of New England, with the
exception of Connecticut.
Religiosity data are taken from the
Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life
U.S. Religious Landscape Survey for
the year 2013.3 Although we examine
differences among the major denominations of Evangelical Protestant,
Mainline Protestant, and Catholic, particular attention is paid to five religious beliefs and practices, namely,
“Belief in God or Universal Spirit,”
“Importance of Religion in One’s Life,”
“Frequency of Attendance at Religious
Services,” “Frequency of Prayer,” and
“Interpretation of Scripture.”
The response alternatives to each of
the above beliefs and practices are as
follows:
• “Belief in God or Universal Spirit”:
“Absolutely Certain that God Exists,”
“Fairly Certain that God Exists,” “Not
Too Certain that God Exists,” and
“Does Not Believe in God.”
• “Importance of Religion in One’s
Life”: “Very Important,” “Somewhat
Important,” and “Not Too or Not at
All Important.”
• “Frequency of Attendance at 		
Religious Services”: “At Least Once a
Week,” “Once or Twice Monthly/A
Few Times a Year,” and “Seldom
or Never.”
• “Frequency of Prayer”: “At Least 		
Once a Day,” “Once a Week/A 		
secularhumanism.org

Table 1: Incarceration rates (inmates per 100,000 population)
for the 50 states and Washington,
D.C., for the year 2010, presented
in decreasing order of magnitude
867		
686		
654 		
648 		
648
572 		
556 		
553		
552 		
508 		
495 		
479 		
474 		
472 		
468 		
458 		
448 		
445 		
445 		
443 		
439 		
434 		
432 		
416 		
403 		
387 		
385 		
378 		
376 		
373 		
373 		
366 		
363 		
361 		
340 		
323 		
317 		
309 		
302 		
288 		
286 		
269 		
265 		
247		
238 		
226 		
209 		
200 		
197 		
185 		
148 		

Louisiana
Mississippi
Oklahoma
Alabama
Texas
Arizona
Florida
Washington, D.C.
Arkansas
Missouri
South Carolina
Georgia
Idaho
Nevada
Virgina
Kentucky
Ohio
Colorado
Michigan
Delaware
California
Indiana
Tennessee
South Dakota
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Wyoming
Montana
Connecticut
Illinois
North Carolina
Wisconsin
West Virgina
Oregon
Alaska
New Mexico
Kansas
Iowa
Hawaii
New York
New Jersey
Washington
Vermont
Nebraska
Utah
North Dakota
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Minnesota
Maine

Source: National Institute of Corrections
http://nicic.gov/statestats

Few Times a Week,” “A Few Times a
Month,” and “Seldom or Never.”
• “Interpretation of Scripture”: “Word
of God, Literally True Word for 		
Word,” “Word of God, But Not 		
Literally True Word for Word/Unsure
Table 2: High Religiosity (HIGHREL)
z scores for the 50 U.S. states and
Washington, D.C., for the year 2013,
arrayed in descending order of
magnitude
11.88
8.36
8.09
7.73
7.35
7.1
5.82
5.78
5.15
5.03
4.56
4.3
4.08
2.86
1.92
1.9
1.28
1.02
1.00
.69
.69
-.04
-.18
-.21
-.36
-.36
-.36
-.53
-.75
-1.23
-1.26
-1.6
-1.6
-1.63
-1.76
-2.86
-2.9
-2.92
-3.22
-3.41
-3.85
-4.29
-4.34
-5.05
-6.2
-6.2
-6.9
-7.42
-7.84
-8.67
-8.67

Mississippi
Alabama
Lousiana
South Carolina
Tennessee
Arkansas
North Carolina
Kentucky
Oklahoma
Georgia
Utah
Texas
West Virgina
Kansas
Indiana
Missouri
Nebraska
Virgina
Idaho
North Dakota
South Dakota
Florida
Ohio
Hawaii
Delaware
Washington, D.C.
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Illinois
Iowa
Montana
Wyoming
New Mexico
Minnesota
Nevada
New Jersey
Arizona
Washington
Wisconsin
California
Oregon
New York
Colorado
Connecticut
Rhode Island
Massachusttes
Maine
Alaska
New Hampshire
Vermont

if Literally True,” and “Book Written by
Man.”
The first response alternative for
each of the above five beliefs and practices are considered indicative of a high
degree of religiosity, the last alternative
constitutes low religiosity, and the middle response alternatives reflect moderate levels of religiosity.
For each of the five beliefs and
practices variables, the percentages of
respondents falling into identified categories were converted to standardized z scores. Subsequently, for each
of the three sets of five z scores, the
scores were combined to constitute the
resulting composite variables of “High
Religiosity” (HIGHREL), “Moderate
Religiosity” (MODREL), and “Low
Religiosity” (LOWREL). This study is concerned exclusively with the most extreme
degree of religiosity, namely, HIGHREL.
Table 2 shows the HIGHREL z scores for
the fifty states and Washington, D.C., for
the year 2013.
As was the case with Table 1,
Southern states predominate among
the top twelve, while the bottom twelve
are all in the North, with the exception
of California. Data are analyzed using
simple bivariate descriptive statistics and
scatter-diagrams, as well as multivariate
regression analysis, as appropriate.4

Findings
Correlational analyses involving Incarceration Rates (INCRATE) and the
three major religious denominations, Evangelical Protestant (EPROT),
Mainline Protestant (MPROT), and
Catholic (CATH) yielded the following
correlations with INCRATE; EPROT =
.574 (p=.000); MPROT= -.425 (p=.002);
and CATH= -.348 (p=.012). States having the highest proportional representation of Evangelical Protestants have the
highest incarceration rates, while states
with proportionately more Mainline
Protestants and/or Catholics have lower
rates of incarceration.
Figure 1 is a scatter diagram displaying
the relationship between High Religiosity
(HIGHREL) and the Incarceration Rate
(INCRATE). The correlation coefficient (r)
of .634 (p=.000) is indicative of a strong
positive relationship. This finding supports the hypothesis that the higher the
religiosity, the higher the incarceration
rate.
Although it may be tempting to conclude that our work is done (this may be
especially true for those of us self-identifying as secular humanists or atheists),
we are obliged to consider additional
and/or alternative potential explanatory
variables. Our commitment to reason and
the scientific method compels us to do so.

Figure1: Relationship between High Religiosity (HIGHREL) and the incarceration rate
(Inmate per 100,000 population) for the 50 U.S. states and Washington, D.C.
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Table 3: Results of ordinary least squares regression analysis of Incarceration
Rate (INCAR) on %BLACK, INCOME, and HIGHREL
		
r
%BLACK
0.579
INCOME
-0.435
HIGHREL
0.634
Intercept		

Beta
0.44
-0.263
0.247
0

B
5.85
-0.004
7.43
571.58

s.e.b.
1.7
0.002
4.93
119.72

P
0.001
0.069
0.138
0

R²=.524, F=17.25, D.F.=3.47, p<.001		
Adjusted R²=.494					
Note: All correlations (r) are statistically significant at p<.001; n=51 (50 U.S.
states and Washington, D.C.)
In that regard, the Population
Reference Bureau report, cited at the
beginning of this article, provides useful guidance. The report notes that the
incarceration rate for blacks or African
American men was 3,074 per 100,000
population, as compared with 459 per
100,000 population for white men.
That study also suggests the effects
of low income on incarceration rates.
Accordingly, it is incumbent upon us
to examine the joint effects of our
three independent variables, High
Religiosity (HIGHREL), Percent Black
(%BLACK), and Median Household
Income (INCOME) on the Incarceration
Rate (INCRATE).
An Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
Regression Analysis was performed
to address this research question, the
results of which are displayed in Table 3.
Although all correlations are statistically significant, it is clear from the
regression analysis that %BLACK is the
strongest predictor of Incarceration
Rates (INCRATE), followed by Median
Household Income (INCOME). By comparison, High Religiosity (HIGHREL)
plays a minor, and nearly inconsequential role. In fact, by performing an
additional multiple regression analysis
involving only %BLACK and INCOME as
variables, I am forced to conclude that
HIGHREL accounts for but 2.7 percent
of the variation in Incarceration Rates
(INCRATE).

Conclusion
I began this study by examining the
relationship between high religiosity
and the incarceration rates for the fifty
states and Washington, D.C., and found
a strong positive relationship. As a secular humanist, I was gratified by this
54
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finding, since it conformed with my
beliefs and values, as well as hoped-for
results. My commitments to reason and
science propelled me to consider other
possible explanatory variables, however. Guided by the findings of previous research, I incorporated race and
income into my analyses. Including
those two independent variables, along
with high religiosity into a multiple
regression analysis, I found race to be
the most powerful predictor of incarceration rates, followed by income.
Contrary to prior expectations, high
religiosity was revealed to play a very
minor and basically inconsequential
role. In the parlance of statistical analysis, the relationship was revealed to be
a spurious one.
Notes
1. Tsai, Tyler, and Paola Scommegna, “U.S.
Has World’s Highest Incarceration Rate,”
Population Reference Bureau. Accessed at
http://www.prb.org/Publications/Articles/
2012/us-incarceratioon.aspx.
2. National Institute of Corrections.
Accessed at http://nicic.gov/statestats.
3. Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public
Life Project. Accessed at http://reoligions.
pewforum.org/maps.
4. I am indebted to William Miller for the
free online use of his versatile and powerful
statistical analysis package, OpenStat. See his
book, Statistics and Measurement Concepts
with OpenStat. New York: Springer, 2013.

Richard G. Dumont is the author of numerous articles and books in the field of sociology. His most recent books are Economic
Inequality and What YOU Can Do About It
and When Hate Happens, So Does Other
Bad Stuff (both from Friesen Press, 2012
and 2013 respectively) He is a frequent
contributor to F ree I nquiry .
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One Last
Alexander Nussbaum
Bitterly cold was the night and a torrential rain
did pour.
All I wanted was sleep, but there came a blasted
knock on my door.
Under my breath I said a curse, to get out of bed
I was loath.
But I had taken the Hippocratic oath, I hastened
lest the patient grow worse.
I was drenched to the skin by the time of my
arrival.
It was clear the patient had no chance for survival.
In a home for the aged, a decrepit old man near
lifelessness laid in a bed.
Just wrinkles and bones, any second he would
fade, and no one cared whether or not he
was dead.
My bones ached, I started to leave, but he feebly
motioned me to come near.
He still had a last victory to achieve, his words
were soft, but they were clear.
My death near, it is expected I now repent, lest to
the fiery depths of Hell I am sent.
But because my existence shall soon reach
conclusion, am I to fall victim to absurd
illusion?
I lived my life, of its pleasures I had taste.
On delusion, not a second did I waste.
They tell you that in God you must trust, but hear
me, the meaning of life is lust.
This is the only world, there is nothing beyond
man, true virtue is desire.
Invent, create, accomplish while you can and avoid
what the collectivists require.
Those who seek power the world fill, into you they
try to instill, notions of religion, tradition, and
conformity.
But enjoy each hour, experience every thrill, the
supreme authority is your own will and most
of all be free.
That was all he ever was to say, with those words
he passed away.
But my life was given meaning by the greatness I
saw that day.
Alexander Nussbaum teaches in the Department
of Psychology at St. John’s University. He has
previously written articles for Free Inquiry; his
most recent, “In Praise of Statistics,” appeared
in the December 2014/January 2015 issue.

Great Minds

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar

I

f you think adolescents are a trial,
please consider my all-time favorite
teen.
Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar was
born in 1910 in Lahore (now in Pakistan),
where his father was an Indian railway
official. His uncle was physicist C. V.
Raman, who had won a Nobel Prize.
After attracting notice as a brilliant
science student, young Chandrasekhar
won an Indian government scholarship
to Cambridge University. During the boat
trip to England, at age nineteen, he pondered equations for the ultra-dense matter inside white dwarfs.
In that era, white dwarf stars had
newly been discovered. They were amazing bodies: old stars collapsed by gravity
until they were no larger than Planet
Earth. Their matter was unbelievably
heavy—ten thousand times denser than
steel, weighing ten tons per thimbleful.
They seemed almost inconceivable.
Other physicists had speculated that
resistance by compressed electrons
would oppose the crush of gravity and
stabilize a white dwarf at Earth’s size. But
Chandrasekhar’s calculations reached a
stunning conclusion: If the mass of a
collapsing star is more than 1.4 times the
mass of our sun, gravity will overwhelm
electron resistance. The larger star will
continue collapsing.
The teenager’s findings were published and became known as
“Chandrasekhar’s Limit.” Other scientists scoffed at his theory. The great
astronomer Arthur Eddington publicly
declared that laws of nature would
“prevent a star from behaving in this
absurd way.”
But Eddington was wrong. Like
many aging scientists, he was locked
into past theories and unable to accept
new concepts. Younger geniuses eventually would surpass him. (An old wise-
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crack says that science advances funeral
by funeral.)
In ensuing decades, astrophysicists
found that Chandrasekhar had discovered something incredible: as larger stars
collapse, electrons are squeezed into protons to form solid masses of neutrons.
The substance of a neutron star (pulsar)
weighs an astounding ten million tons
per thimbleful. And still-larger stars collapse into unthinkable black holes that
defy comprehension.

“In ensuing decades,
astrophysicists found that
Chandrasekhar had discovered
something incredible.”

Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar
Speaks
“I am not religious in any sense;
in fact, I consider myself an atheist.
Nonetheless, because the Hindu
religion, despite its outward trappings, is an essentially rational way
of life, it’s easy to live with it.
It’s so tolerant.”
Interviewer: “Would you call
yourself a religious person?”
Chandrasekhar: “No, I am an
atheist.”
“I can read the Bhagvad Gita,
recognize it as great literature,
recognize that parts of it are wholly
noble instructions to people. But
I am unable to accept it as divine
and—as one commonly says, a testament directly of God— because
I know, at least I think I know, the
Bhagvad Gita was written by man,
and to attribute it to anything more
seems irrational.”

Chandrasekhar became a professor at
the University of Chicago, where he pursued many venues of physics. In 1983—a
half-century late—he was given a Nobel
Prize for his teenage breakthrough.
(When reporters came to give him the
news, he told them that he had to hurry
Interviewer: “Do you have any
to class. But he wasn’t teaching the class—
strong convictions of a relihe was a student in it, in his seventies.) He
gious or philosophical nature?”
died in 1995 at age eighty-four.
Chandrasekhar: “No. In fact, I can
Although raised a Hindu, Chandcharacterize myself definitely as
rasekhar scoffed at supernatural religion.
an atheist.”
In public discussions, he said, “I consider
myself an atheist.” He fit a well-known
pattern: most of the world’s most brilliant
thinkers, scientists, writers,
philosophers, democracy
James A. Haught is editor of West Virginia’s largest newsreformers, and others called
paper, the Charleston Gazette, and a senior editor of F ree
“great” can’t accept magical
I nquir y. He is author of an illustrated book for youths, Science
gods, devils, heavens, hells,
in a Nanosecond, as well as numerous other books and artimiracles, and other religious
cles, including for this magazine.
dogmas.
secularhumanism.org
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“We MuST FinD neW WaYS oF coMBaTinG ThiS leThal DeluSion [ReliGion] in The
PuBlic SPheRe juST aS We have leaRneD To FRee ouRSelveS oF iT in PRivaTe.”
CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS
From His Last Message To The
2011 American Atheist Convention.

HERE IS A NEW WAY — AND PROVEN!
REACTION BY A READER of The
New York Times to one of the ads:
“I very much related to & was impressed
by your ad…loved what you said, then
threw the paper in the recycling. The
next morning I dug it out and read it
again. Then again this morning.”

more of The New York Times, The
Harvard Crimson, The South Bend Tribune
or Free Inquiry and Reason magazines.
Each ad presents its subject in a manner
designed to gain the attention, interest
and readership of a mass audience based
on my forty years in direct marketing.
They have special power because all
proofs offered come from the Bible,
creeds, other Christian authorities and the
common meaning of words everywhere.

FOREWORD by Robert M. Price, the
renowned, double PhD religion scholar
and author: “Feather’s gift as well as his
technique is to set forth the issues in a
manner that is short, sweet and right to
the point. And one might even say, right
to the jugular.”

6 oF The 22 TiTleS

Who ShoulD love ThiS Book
• Freethinkers — who will see here new,
very short and irrefutable reasons why
they are right.
• Those on the weak end of the skepticism curve — who need reinforcement
in their thinking. They will love seeing why they are right.
• Those already on the weak end of the faith curve — but too
busy to spend a lot of time looking into the endless scholarly
works for reasons to support their doubts, will find the solid
reasons to look deeper.
• Divorcees, contraceptive users, unmarried partners — will find
nothing but comfort in all the compelling reasons for seeing it is
all man-made nonsense.
• lGBT — the disaffected millions and their loved ones who are
told by their religions that they are courting hell for simply being
who they are.

PReMiSe
Christianity at bottom is not just wrong and packed with absurdities, it is evil. This is not seen because it is smothered in endless
talk of love, justice, mercy and forgiveness; and the compassionate
deeds and sayings of Jesus. Nevertheless its remorseless and
mandatory finality for each of us is either correct belief or condemnation — forever.

WhaT iS DiFFeRenT heRe?

The book includes over twenty, one and two page pieces, all but
two, written by me and run as paid “advertisements” in one or
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• Joseph Merrick (the Elephant Man) and
His Fellow Man (John F. Kennedy) — In
One Thing, Perfectly Equal
• Christianity Stands on Four Pillars of Evil
• The Great Christian Deception
• Free Will, The Achilles Heel of
Christianity
• The Pitiless Arithmetic of Hell
• Jesus Created Adam and Eve
• and sixteen more

RoBeRT G. inGeRSoll — TiTan oF huManiTY

Included are ten rarely seen works of this great man, including:
Why I Am An Agnostic [meaning he did not believe there was a
supernatural being, not that he knew there was none]; Foundations of Faith; Some Reasons Why and Orthodoxy.

MoRe PuBlic ReacTion To The aDS aS ReceiveD

• Sam Harris is that you? great ad. best thing that I read in the
times yesterday.
• Thank you for an eloquent and well-reasoned philosophical
statement.
• Loved the ad, would like to know more.
• Read your ad several times.…Thanks for stimulation to THINK.
• Thank you for an excellent article on “Free Will”
• Heavy, dude! or dude’ette…I shared with all whom i thought
would ppreciate.
• Wow! You nailed it. It is not even remotely believable
• Am a slow horse, but your ad has been with me ever since it was
published
• Thanks for your brilliant concise summary about the errors of
Christianity. You have nailed it.

The Faith I Left Behind

Why I Am an Atheist Jew

I

t may seem a paradox, but being
Jewish set me on the path to atheism. Judaism taught me to question
assumptions, to argue for and against
differing points of view, and even to
challenge voices of authority. Even
a cursory look at the Talmud reveals
page after page with a central theme
or teaching presented by one learned
person and followed by different or
dissenting views by others, equally
learned. Jews argue and always have.
When I was quite young—perhaps
nine or ten—I began arguing with
myself about the existence and nature
of the god that everyone around me
seemed to worship. I came to the juvenile conclusion that there was a spelling error here. It wasn’t God that that
was important in the world, but Good
that was meant to rule our lives.
I liked then—and still do—many
aspects of my birth religion/culture/civilization: the teaching that saving even
one life is more important than any
ordained rule; that examining one’s
thoughts and behavior (the theme of
Yom Kippur) can lead to improved relationships; that asking forgiveness of
anyone you may have hurt in thought
or deed can improve the community;
and that we are obligated to try to
improve the world.
What I increasingly pushed away
was the fawning prayer-book liturgy
and sermons that elevated God above
all else. When I read “lean not upon
your own understanding,” I thought,
“but my own understanding—and that
of people I respect—is all I have to

Shirley Blumberg

guide me.” The prayer books and other
literature repeated beliefs from ancient
times written by authors from those
times, not truths dictated by a supernatural being. I have discarded this
religious Judaism, but I can never shed
my connection to the “peoplehood”
that has shaped me and my ancestors.

“When I read ‘lean not upon your
own understanding,’ I thought,
‘but my own understanding—
and that of people I respect—is
all I have to guide me.’”

When I voiced my religious disbelief to a friend, she asked, “Did something terrible happen to make you lose
faith?” I told her “no,” and I realized
that I had better keep my convictions
to myself if I wanted to avoid unpleasant conversations. I was still a coward.
Yes, terrible things happened to me
(stillbirths, a heart attack, the deaths
of loved ones), but I never attributed
these to any god. They were just part
of life. When my beloved husband
died after sixty-five years of marriage,
I couldn’t draw on religion for comfort,

secularhumanism.org

but I could—and did—draw on the
comfort of friends.
When my group of about ten
women friends, who meet weekly for
lunch, opened their hearts to me in
sympathy, we discovered that none of
us were religious believers. This was a
great surprise to all of us. We had hidden our convictions for years, believing
that publicly acknowledging our atheism would prevent general acceptance
in our community and deny us access
to employment or public office. Several
of us are politically active, so this was
a real consideration. Others simply did
not think their beliefs were anyone’s
business, or they didn’t want contentious conversations.
I have since been open about my atheism. I have mentioned it some books I
have written, and I no longer avoid the
subject in conversation. I even talk about
it with religious family members who
seem to accept my idiosyncrasy.
I believe that the fear of the inevitable
end of life and consciousness drives most
people into a religious faith that promises
eternal life or a return to earthly life in
some other form, although Reform
Judaism says only that people live on in
the memories of others. I believe that, just
as I had no life before I was born, I will
have no life after I die. I am now in my
nineties, and I have come to terms with
this sad reality.

Shirley Blumberg lives in Mammoth Lakes,
California.
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Humanism at Large

They Burned with Strange Lusts
(A knock is heard at the door.)
Ruthie: Yes?
Kim: Have you been washed in the
blood?
Ruthie: Excuse me?
Kim: The lamb. Have you been
washed in its blood?
Ruthie: I—I don’t know. I’ll have to
think.
Kim: It’s something you’d remember.
Ruthie: I guess so. Is that what they
mean by a bloodbath? “Blood makes
the grass grow.”
Kim: It does?
Ruthie: As they say in basic training.
Are you trying to sell something?
Kim: Yes. Eternal life! And Amway
products.
Ruthie: It’s the American way. Oh
please do come in.
Kim: I bet you have questions.
Ruthie: No.
Kim: Sure you do. All of eternity
hinges upon it!
Ruthie: What if I have a question you
don’t know the answer to?
Kim: Then I’ll go “Ho ho ho, you’ll
just have to ask the Lord on Judgment
Day.”
Ruthie: Won’t he be too busy?
Kim: Ho ho.
Ruthie: I do have something to confess. It’s really . . . dirty.
Kim: Oh! Let us take it to the crossss.
Ruthie: I have a nervous habit I
indulge in when I’m alone, when no
one’s looking.
Kim: Go on. Go on.
Ruthie: And it really is a filthy habit
but I just can’t stop.
Kim: Let’s get down on our knees
and take it to the crossss. (She kneels
and takes out her foot-long crucifix and
holds it to her mouth.) On your knees.
Do it! Do it! (Ruthie remains seated. Kim
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M. C. McDonald

plunges on, speaking into the “mic.”)
Almighty God, this is your servant Kim.
I’m kneeling here with sister Ruthie
who is desirous of knowing your divine
truth. We know Jesus writhes in agony
with her every evil transgression.
Ruthie: Eee-veel.
Kim: So Ruthie. Confess your crime
before the throne of God.
Ruthie: Okay. Okay. I’m really nervous. I—I pick my nose.
Kim: The flames of Hell are stoked
for the likes of you.
Ruthie: Sometimes it’s a solid, sometimes a liquid.
Kim: Meriting the flaming agonies of
the eternal pit!
Ruthie: Sometimes I dig out pellets,
which I flick across the room. Then
there are the gooey ones I rub onto my
belly and scrape off later.
Kim: You know you’re bound for
Hell. Rrriiight?
Ruthie: You determined that quickly.
Kim: A single blemish in the ledger
commits you to eternal fire!
Ruthie: What a system. Superior to,
say, American justice.
Kim: Yes. Five years for smoking a
marijuana cigarette? Where’s the torture in that?
Ruthie: Just so long as the punishment fits the crime.
Kim: Yes.
Ruthie: What happens to aborted
babies when they die?
Kim: They go straight to Heaven!
Ruthie: Isn’t that good?
Kim: What?
Ruthie: Isn’t Heaven better than
Earth? Being in the presence of the Lord
and all. They could keep the fetuses in
big jars. And God could walk into the
room, and they’d all burble “Wow.”
Kim: Huh.
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Ruthie: Now that I think of it, what
happens to Satanists when they die?
Kim: Why, they go to Hell like all little bad boys and girls.
Ruthie: Why would Satan punish
them? They’ve served him faithfully.
Maybe they get to be demons that
torment others. Say, I bet that’s a job
you’d like.
Kim: (Her face lights up, then dims.)
No.
Ruthie: You’d still be in Hell. I guess
that’s bad. So, are these the end times?
Kim: These are the end times! Signs
and wonders abound. The saints are
newly invested with supernatural powers of discernment.
Ruthie: If you have magical powers
of discernment, you should be able to
tell when I’m kidding.
Kim: Are you?
Ruthie: Only my stylist knows for
sure. Actually, I can’t be seen talking to
you. Worse: I’m going to have to turn
you in to the authorities. I guess you
didn’t hear. President Obama outlawed
Christianity about thirty minutes ago—
Oh my gosh, I didn’t mean to frighten
you so. I was just fooling. My partner Rachel—oh my gosh, are you all
right? My partner Rachel and I attend
church. We’re Christians. Many gays are
Christians. Rachel is my wife.
Kim: Ah-WOOOO! Ah-WOOOO!
Harlot! Strumpet! Spawn of Satan! (She
slices through the air with the crucifix.)
Stay back! Stay back!
Ruthie: Good grief.

M.C. McDonald is a playwright operating
out of Kansas.

Reviews

Faulty Vision

Bernard M. Patten

T

he reason this kind of rubbish gets
published is that it sells. And it sells
because people want to read about
heaven in the hope that heaven really
exists and that they some day (but not
quite yet) might get there. The book
Heaven Is for Real was published in
2010 and sold over one million copies;
as of January 2015 it was still at the top
of Amazon’s list of “Christian Books &
Bibles”—far outselling versions of the
King James Bible.
Proof of Heaven, a copycat of Heaven
Is for Real, published in 2012 and was still
a best seller as of January 2015. It is number two on Amazon’s list of “Christian
Books & Bibles.” Heaven might not be
real, but the money made from writing
about it is.
Dr. Eben Alexander is a highly trained
neurosurgeon who has performed thousands of operations; he believed that
what religious people call the “soul” is
really a product of brain chemistry and
that near-death experiences might feel
real to the people having them, but
in truth they are simply fantasies produced by brains under extreme stress.
He changed his views and wrote Proof
of Heaven after developing a rare brain
illness that put him in a coma for a week
and threatened his life. He did recover.
As a board-certified neurologist and
a fellow of the American Academy of
Neurology, I am qualified to talk about
the medicine in Proof of Heaven. Let’s
start with his Glasgow Coma Scale scores.
The Glasgow Coma Scale or GCS is a neurological scale that aims to give a reliable,
objective way to measure the conscious
state of a person for initial as well as subsequent assessment. A patient is assessed
against the criteria of the scale, and the
resulting points give a score between 3
(indicating deep unconsciousness) and

Proof of Heaven: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the
Afterlife by Eben Alexander, M.D. (New York: Simon
and Schuster Paperbacks, New York, 2012, ISBN
978-145695199). 196 pp. Softcover, $15.99.

“Heaven might not be real,
but the money made
from writing about it is.”

either 14 (original scale) or 15 (the more
widely used modified or revised scale).
We are told that Dr. Alexander’s score
was 8 out of 15. He claims that 8 means
severe. That is not true; 8 is a moderate
score. “Severe” would be in the range of
3 to 7; “Moderate” is 8 to 12; “Mild” is 13
or higher. The details are not given, but
from the descriptions of Dr. Alexander’s
behavior, he had to have at least a 4 on
motor (withdraws) and a 3 on verbal (he
had said, “God, help me”). That leaves a 1
for eyes (meaning the eyes do not open
at all, and yet even when Dr. Alexander
secularhumanism.org

was in the intensive care unit, his eyes
did open on their own—that would be
a 4). Scoring a 4 on eyes would bring his
total up to 11.
Conclusion: Dr. Alexander exaggerated his Glasgow Coma Scale score to
make his condition look more serious
than it was. Other exaggerations include
his statement that his cortex and brain
were destroyed. His recovery proves they
were not. His statement that meningitis
primarily involves the cortex is not true.
Meningitis primarily involves the meninges, the connective tissues surrounding
and protecting the brain, and that is
why it is called “meningitis.” His CAT
scan showed just that—swelling of the
meninges. His cortex was OK.
Dr. Alexander also places much
importance on his spinal fluid sugar level
being low at 20. Every patient whom
I have taken care of with meningitis,
including patients with tuberculosis
meningitis, syphilitic meningitis, and torula meningitis, has had a spinal sugar
level of 0 and made a nice recovery with
treatment. A sugar level of 20 is low but
not as bad as Dr. Alexander would like
us to think. In fact, a sugar level of 20 in
this clinical setting would favor recovery,
which is what happened in his case.
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Alert readers will notice that nowhere
in this book does Dr. Alexander mention
the results of his electroencephalogram
(EEG). Why not? I think it is because his
EEG showed electrocortical activity and
that would have thrown his case for
complete cortical brain destruction right
out the window. It would be interesting
to know if it also showed REM (rapid eye
movement sleep), because I think he had
a dream of heaven, nothing more. By the
way, even if an EEG shows no activity,
it would not mean a brain is dead or
destroyed. I took care of a young woman

“Before his death, my father
promised me that if there was
anything on the other side, he
would come back and tell me.
My father never went back on
his word, and his silence on this
issue says a lot.”

who was in a real coma for six weeks (a
Coma Scale score of 3, the lowest score
one can get, indicating that motor, verbal, and eye responses were all absent).
Her EEG on repeated tests showed no
activity, and yet she woke up and recovered completely. That miracle occurred
because of all my hard work keeping her
alive with management of infections,
electrolytes, nutrition, and so forth, plus
the fact that she had a reversible cause
of coma.

N

ow let’s talk about the author of
this book. Dr. Alexander presents a
classic case of what may happen when
people do not feel loved. He admits
that he didn’t feel loved, and he knows
it is because of the resentment he has
toward his (sixteen-year-old unwed)
mother who abandoned him. Multiple
studies of humans and animals show
that lack of mothering during early
infancy may lead to psychological problems in adulthood. He admits that is
60
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true in his case. He spent months alone
in a crib in an orphanage. His feeling
of not being loved (he tells us) played
a role in his abuse of alcohol, depression, and the slumping of his academic
neurosurgical career, both of which
led to “lost years” during which he did
not and could not function normally.
His solution to his lack of love problem is his discovery that he is loved by
the spirit that created the entire universe. Rejected by his real parents, he
was accepted by God. Furthermore, Dr.
Alexander thinks he is someone very
specially favored by the great spirit
because, as he says, “I was granted full
access to the cosmic being that I really
am. I was allowed to die harder, and
travel deeper, than all NDE (near-death
experience) subjects before me.” It is
unlikely that he has had access to all
the data on all the previous near-death
patients in the world. Exaggeration
appears to be the author’s forte and
fault.

B

ut the real question is: Does this
book prove the existence of heaven?
To prove something one needs evidence, which has to be relevant and
adequate. The evidence of one person
sick with meningitis is not adequate:
it is not enough in kind, quality, number, or weight to prove anything. A
more natural explanation is that Dr.
Alexander had a dream that he still
thinks was real. Me too. I have dreamed
that I made love to Raquel Welch. My
dream seemed super real until I woke
up in a pile of goo.
Notice that Dr. Alexander’s view of
heaven includes a beautiful woman. That
woman is blond and sexy, and she understands and loves him without hesitation
or reservation. That is the classic male
dream—the dream about the unknown
woman who loves and understands the
dreamer. A dream is a wish that the heart
makes when you are asleep.
On the basis of probability, the existence of an afterlife is remote. The dead
don’t come back. Before his death, my
father promised me that if there was
anything on the other side, he would
come back and tell me. My father never
went back on his word, and his silence
on this issue says a lot. And how probable is it that the great creator of all
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things, the spirit that made the 100 billion stars in the Milky Way and 100 billion
known galaxies, would choose only very
sick people on this very small planet to
reveal heaven to? If God wants us to
know about heaven, why doesn’t he
just arrive on a white cloud and make an
announcement for broadcast on all the
television and radio stations?
During his illness, Dr. Alexander
believed that his doctors and his wife,
Holley, were trying to kill him. He
believed he was flying. He believed he
was skydiving. He believed the Florida
police were chasing him. He believed
ninja photographers were on cable pulleys (what?). Why we are so ready to call
those delusions “crazy” but reluctant to
say that his vision of heaven is also a
delusion and just as crazy?

Currently, Dr. Bernard M. Patten teaches
courses on memory, neuroscience, and
logic at Rice University and at the Women’s
Institute of Houston. Formerly he was vice
chair of the department of Neurology and
Chief of Nerve and Muscle Diseases at the
Baylor College of Medicine.

Reviews

God Makes Us Eat Them

Brooke Horvath

T
D
fo
IS

“O

ur religion,” wrote Montaigne
more than four hundred years
ago, “hath had no surer human foundation than the contempt of life.” No
lives have been held in greater contempt than those of nonhuman animals, argues Kim Socha, in her zealous if sometimes unsatisfying new
book, Animal Liberation and Atheism:
Dismantling the Procrustean Bed. For
Socha, author of Women, Destruction,
and the Avant-Garde: A Paradigm for
Animal Liberation (2011) and contributing editor to both Confronting Animal
Exploitation (2013) and Defining Critical
Animal Studies (2014), all religions are
culpable, although Christianity is most
often her target of choice.
Because religion is antithetical to
any genuinely enlightened defense
of animal rights, Socha’s first chapter
focuses on the failure of religiously
based animal advocacy. The problem is that such defenses invariably
require cherry-picking passages from
Scripture and subjecting them to what
she dismisses as the misreadings of
progressive revelation or the essentially secular arguments of liberation
theology. Although such pleas may
encourage the religious to think more
kindly of nonhuman animals, they fail
despite often “confounding” creativity, because each necessitates forcing
religion onto the Procrustean bed of
her book’s subtitle. “Despite the compassion behind them,” she writes, religious arguments “merely hack away
at or stretch the parameters of religion
to make animal liberation fit what is

Animal Liberation and Atheism: Dismantling the Procrustean
Bed, by Kim Socha (Minneapolis-St. Paul: Freethought House,
2014, ISBN 978-0-9884938-1-0) 209 pp. Softcover, $20.00.

essentially an anthropocentric, spieciesist, hierarchical belief system that fails
to speak to the liberation of nonhuman
animals.” That most religions are also
patriarchal, she adds later, helps not
at all.
Socha waffles on the wisdom of
making ad hoc alliances with “progressive believers” to forward the cause of
animal emancipation—“I don’t think
it has to be an either/or situation for
everyone, even for me”—although she
insists that the more ethical position
requires “problematiz[ing] the role of
religion” while forwarding an atheological argument. Such arguments are,
however, in short supply, as “the corpus
of secular thought” surveyed in chapter two makes clear, for even those
who think they have liberated themselves from religion have not escaped
the “cruel worldviews and mindsets
embedded in religious doctrine,” views
that have been “internalized” and so
remain operative though unrecognized.
secularhumanism.org

Unable therefore to take arguments
to their logical conclusions, most secularists have failed to espouse the cause
of animal rights strenuously or to act
upon their lackluster sympathies by
becoming animal activists and/or vegans. Because Socha has a penchant
for digression, she adds that secular
thought’s contamination by religious
doctrine explains why not all atheists
are “against the heterosexism, sexism,
ableism, and racism that arise from
religious traditions”—as though it were
otherwise inconceivable that someone
could be a secular homophobe.
Because even the most outspoken
atheists (save Socha) have the germ
of religion lurking inside them like
some ideological Varicella-zoster virus,
a review of their thoughts provides
more opportunities to find fault than
to forge alliances: Richard Dawkins and
Sam Harris are guilty of “logical slip[s]”
that permit them to justify eating meat;
atheist activists “have bought and swallowed the myth, perpetuated by all reliAugust/September 2015
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Obituary

Anne Nicol Gaylor,
Feminist, Activist,
and Freethinker,
1926–2015

A

nne Nicol Gaylor, the principal
founder of the Freedom From
Religion Foundation (FFRF), died
at the age of eighty-eight in Wisconsin
on June 14.
Gaylor received a degree in English in
1949 from the University of WisconsinMadison. She owned several businesses
with her husband before beginning her
lifelong career as an abortion-rights
activist with a 1967 editorial in The
Middleton Times-Tribune proposing
legalized abortions. She penned her
book, Abortion Is a Blessing, in 1975,
and led many legal and political battles
in support of abortion rights. Gaylor
cofounded the Women’s Medical
Fund Inc. in the mid-1970s, a charitable organization that continues to
provide financial resources to women
who could not otherwise legally obtain
an abortion. She volunteered with
the organization for over forty years,
helping more than twenty thousand
women.
In 1976, she founded the FFRF with
her daughter, Anne Laurie, because
they saw a need for a separation of
church and state watchdog group. They
took the organization national in 1978.
Anne Gaylor served as executive director until 2004. FFRF is now led by Annie
Laurie and her husband, Dan Barker.
The Center for Inquiry extends its
sincerest condolences to the family of
Anne Nicol Gaylor and thanks her for
her contributions to the abortion-rights
movement and the freethought community.

gions, that nonhumans are disposable
bodies”; Peter Singer’s acceptance of
animal testing that benefits humanity
is reprehensibly utilitarian; professional
skeptic Michael Shermer, in an article
for Scientific American, is disturbingly
“blasé” when admitting he is speciesist.
Socha acknowledges that there are
people for whom animals may still be
necessary as sources of food, transportation, and clothing, but this, she
observes, is not the case in America or
elsewhere in the developed world. We
can get by nicely, she explains, without
meat and dairy. Even medical research,
she contends, no longer requires animal

“For Socha . . . all religions are
culpable, although Christianity is
most often the target of choice.”

subjects (the proof of this assertion is
accomplished in less than a paragraph),
and we certainly can make do without using animals as suppliers of such
things as wool and leather. Likewise,
employing animals as entertainment
or pets (however kindly we think we
are treating them) is merely a shameful
legacy of religiously sanctioned human
exceptionalism.
So far, so good. One can quibble
over how heinous it is to use dogs for
therapeutic or drug-sniffing purposes,
but Socha’s position is clear. What was
less clear as I finished chapter 2 was
that Socha’s argument had largely
been made and that the remainder of it
would arrive as had the points already
summarized here: in bits and pieces
tucked amid much else that, while
				 interesting, isn’t the focused, sustained
atheism-based animal-rights argument
—Nicole Scott, Free Inquiry
I had been anticipating. Although a
Assistant Editor
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third and final chapter remains, what
it offers is a rebuttal of the idea that
veganism is a religion, a rejection of
the use of religion “as a conversion
device” to woo others to veganism, and
a comparison of animal-rights activism
to other social-justice movements with
“nonhumans as heirs apparent within
the advancement of social progress.”

S

ocha’s agenda is an important one,
and she has many compelling things
to say, but, among other things, she
is reluctant to make what strike me as
useful distinctions. Reading Socha, one
might think that grandma keeping a
canary is as grievous an affront to all
that is decent as the slaughter of thirty
to thirty-four thousand hogs each
day at the Tar Heel, North Carolina,
Smithfield processing plant. Nor has
Socha much interest in distinguishing
the moral difference between the consumption of eggs and the large-scale
lethal effects of habitat destruction, air
and water pollution, human overpopulation, and climate change, all of which,
according to the Center for Biological
Diversity, help explain why “99 percent
of currently threatened species [both
plants and animals] are at risk from
human activities.” Indeed, Socha might
usefully have included “Veganism” in
her book’s title, for convincing people
of the wrongheadedness of consuming
meat and other animal products seems
her principal purpose and chief hope
for improving the lot of nonhuman
animals.
Additionally, Socha’s fondness for
substituting assertion for argument often
undermines persuasiveness: nutritionists
who claim meat is a necessary part of
one’s diet are dismissed as “a few notable individuals,” and Richard Dawkins’s
refusal to give up meat means he is
“thinking and eating like a Christian. . . .”
Similarly, quoting Sam Harris’s contention that humans alone possess the
capacity for “complex language,” Socha
sneers, “according to Harris, it would
seem Homo sapiens have divine favor
after all, albeit in a lay sense.” By that concluding phrase, I take her to mean that
Harris imagines he is making a secular
observation when of course he is not; it

seems not to occur to Socha that Harris,
a neuroscientist, may in fact be voicing
an informed (secular) opinion, or that
perhaps he is simply wrong, or that he
and Socha, two atheists, simply disagree.
The problem may be that Socha
underestimates the market, politics, and
popular culture as more immediate,
powerful, and frequent influences upon
our attitudes and behavior than is religion’s tacit anthropocentric approval of
animal abuse.

Call It Terrorism

Although marred by enthusiasm,
Animal Liberation and Atheism is a usefully provocative book, one that often
articulates its ideas memorably, as when
Socha suggests that people stop “looking
to the heavens” and look instead “at the
research labs, [at] the slaughterhouses . . .
in their closets, and on their plates when
thinking about living moral lives.” Socha
will in large part fulfill her purposes if she
encourages those who think their minds
are made up to reopen the case. As for

those of us who have not given animal
rights much if any thought, she provides
plenty of reasons to contemplate our
moral and ethical shortcomings.
Brooke Horvath teaches at Kent State
University. His most recent review for F ree
I nquiry was of Mitchell Stephens’s Imagine
There’s No Heaven (June/July 2014). His
poem “Redbud” appeared in the April/May
2015 issue.

Tom Flynn

B

etween 1993 and 2009, Christian
extremists assassinated eight physicians who provided abortion services. (One of them was Dr. Barnett
Slepian, who died in his home only a
few miles from Free Inquiry’s editorial
offices in 1998. I knew Dr. Slepian; my
wife worked beside him as a counselor
during hundreds of abortion procedures.) Harrowing as that may seem,
it was the tip of the iceberg. Doctors,
nurses, counselors, other clinic workers,
and even landlords were subject to
relentless harassment. Six years have
passed since a doctor has been killed
(the last was George Tiller of Wichita,
Kansas, who was shot at close range
while ushering in church), promoting
a false impression that the intensity of
antiabortion activism has flagged. In
fact, lower-order harassment has never
stopped—and when I say “lower-order,” I mean only in relation to murder.
Though abortion remains legal, the
procedure has become ever more difficult to access as physicians discontinue
abortion care and clinics close. Partly, this
is due to increasingly restrictive legislation in some conservative states; much
of the rest results directly from ongoing harassment by Christian radicals. In
Living in the Crosshairs, law-school professor David S. Cohen and young attorney Krysten Connon blend able historical

Living in the Crosshairs: The Untold Stories of Anti-Abortion
Terrorism, by David S. Cohen and Krysten Connon (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2015, ISBN 9780199377558). 336 pp.
Hardcover, $29.95.

“Doctors, nurses, counselors,
other clinic workers, and
even landlords were subject
to relentless harassment.”

reportage with wide-ranging interviews
with abortion providers from all parts
of the country and from every level of
the health-care system. As Cohen and
Connon demonstrate, harassment is too
mild a word to describe what these men
and women undergo. The more accurate
word is terrorism, and the authors do
not hesitate to apply it to characterize
secularhumanism.org

the tactics of the radical antiabortion
Christian Right.
If, like many Americans, you thought
the intensity of antiabortion activism had
declined since the bad old days of mass
clinic sit-ins and killings of doctors, read
Living in the Crosshairs and think again.
The war against legal abortion still grinds
on. And right now, despite the bravery
and determination of health-care professionals determined to keep their clinics
open (many of whom you will meet in
the book, though under assumed names)
the terrorists are winning.

Tom Flynn is the editor of F ree I nquiry .
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A Fall from Grace

Edd Doerr

B

y now, the clergy child-abuse scandals, worldwide and of long duration, are out in the open. No Longer
on Pedestals, by Carol A. Kuhnert, a
devout Catholic woman from the St.
Louis area whose older brother was a
priest who abused numerous minors,
is a courageous, detailed, well-documented account of one abuser and
the author’s years-long though rather
fruitless efforts to get her church to
clean up the mess. She makes clear
that the cover-ups of and indifference
toward the abuse by church officials
were/are every bit as bad as the abuse
itself. Kuhnert’s persistence, courage,
and decency are inspiring.
Kuhnert’s older brother, Norman
Christian, was ordained a priest in 1961
by St. Louis Archbishop Joseph Ritter.
(Coincidentally, as a high-school kid in
the mid-1940s, I sang in the choir at
Ritter’s consecration as an archbishop in
Indianapolis.) But the author only found
out about her brother’s long career as
a pedophile in the mid-1980s from her
daughter, who had been, shall we say,
“negatively influenced” sexually by her
priest uncle. Things went downhill from
there. Church officials knew about Father
Norman’s criminal activity but simply put
him in an ineffective church rehab program without defrocking him or reporting him to the police. Her brother was
eventually laicized, and he died in 2004.
Kuhnert declined to attend his funeral,
which she regarded as part of the church’s
cover-up of abuse generally.
Most of her book exhaustively details
her years of frustrating efforts to get
Church officials to confront its pedophile problem. It highlights the fact that
her brother was not the only victimizer
and praises the work of the Survivors
Network of Those Abused by Priests
(SNAP). Though remaining Catholic,
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No Longer on Pedestals, by Carol A. Kuhnert
(Bloomington, Ind.: iUniverse, 2014, ISBN 9781491750674). 385 pp. $23.00.

Kuhnert repeatedly vents her frustration,
as in these examples: “In Norman’s 43
years as a predator priest, the church
had failed miserably in dealing with the
sexual-abuse problem” ; “The church’s
policies must stop protecting its reputation before they protect children”; “Their
[the hierarchy’s] number-one concern
has always been to protect the church’s
money from future lawsuits”; “I’ve come
to the conclusion that Catholics are
brainwashed from infancy to do as they
are told, not to think for themselves or
ever question anything when it comes to
religion”; “ I’m not sure what hurts more:
learning that my brother was a pedophile priest or knowing that the church
does not truly care about its flock. It cares
only about protecting its reputation, its
assets, and covering up what my brother
and other predator clergy have done.”
This is harsh, as a great many Catholics
disagree with the Church on the pedophilia mess, divorce and remarriage, contraception, abortion, the need for faithbased schools, and other matters.
Among the Church officials criticized
in the book is Timothy Dolan, the auxiliary bishop of St. Louis in 2002, who went
on to become Archbishop of Milwaukee,
where he was involved with efforts to
preserve Church assets from being used
to compensate victims of clerical abuse.
This year Cardinal Dolan, now head
secularhumanism.org

of the New York archdiocese, pushed
the New York legislature to divert public funds to faith-based private schools,
despite the fact that Article XI, Section
3 of the New York constitution, upheld
72 to 28 percent by the state’s voters in
1967, forbids such misuse.
Her effort joins a sizable list of books
on this subject, just a few of which are
Perversion of Power: Sexual Abuse in the
Catholic Church, by Mary Gail FrawleyO’Dea (Vanderbilt University Press, 2007);
Sacrilege: Sexual Abuse in the Catholic
Church, by Leon J. Podles (Crossland
Press, 2008); and Child Abuse, edited
by Lucinda Almond (Greenhaven Press,
2006), to which I contributed a chapter.
Comparable to the abuse scandals is
the Vatican’s long, persistent, and influential opposition to contraception,
locked into official dogma by Pope Paul
VI’s 1968 encyclical Humanae Vitae,
which is ignored by the vast majority of
Catholics but is politically powerful. On
these and other problems involving the
world’s largest single religious denomination, the world is waiting for action
from Rome.

Edd Doerr is president of Americans for
Religious Liberty and a columnist and senior
editor for F ree I nquiry .
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Thanks for dedicating the June/
July issue to the deplorably
neglected problem of overpopulation. This problem has been recognized for decades, but public
attention has never focused on it
in an effective way. This issue of
FI is a step in the right direction.
Congratulations.

Philip Appleman
(author of The Silent
Explosion, Beacon Press,
1965)
New York, New York
Regarding the articles about the
U.S. population and immigration
policies in the last issue, I can find
no fault in the logic, but I’m not
too sure about the moral/ethical
aspects. In the short term, lowering the number of immigrants
we allow into this country might
work. But what about the future,
assuming we do not adequately
cope with global warming and
climate change in time to prevent
the upcoming worldwide disaster? What if the United States
finds itself someday in serious
trouble, with drought and starvation imminent? Do you really
think that Canada would be
willing to admit the hordes of
Americans who would be crossing its borders, desperately seeking food and water in order to
survive?
If civilization collapses, there
will be no safe place to hide, no
matter how high you build the
walls around you.

Kerwin L. Schaefer
New Bern, North Carolina

I found the series of articles about
“Population, Immigration, and the
Global Future” to be hopelessly
biased. Where is the balance?
These articles all advocate progressive, more-control-to-government
dogma, with the only alternative
being a Malthusian catastrophe.
Thomas Malthus was wrong
when he published “An Essay
on the Principle of Population”
in 1798. Paul Ehrlich was
wrong when he published The
Population Bomb in 1960. The
writers of these articles are

wrong, too. We’re not running
out of water (there is all the
water we need in the oceans,
and we are getting better and
better at economically purifying
it). We’re not running out of metals (none of these metals ever
“disappear,” and we’re getting
better and better at finding new
sources and reclaiming metals).
And we’re nowhere near running out of fossil fuel material.
It’s only a matter of how much it
will cost to get more of it, and we
keep getting better and better at
doing this (e.g., fracking, metal
reclamation, etc.).
Losing agricultural land to
suburban growth is not a serious
issue, when we have gained huge
amounts of reforested land from
former farmland that is no longer
needed.
The world population doesn’t
need coercive solutions, when
increasing wealth leads to this
“problem” mostly solving itself.
The whole idea of planning for
declining economies and lower
standards of living is silly. Even
with a declining population, the
economy can be strong.
Are the writers for Free Inquiry
so inbred that only progressives
need apply? I would have hoped
for more balance. There are other
ways to view the current population situation that do not involve
the idea of imminent catastrophe. Free thinking does not
require us to adopt a hopelessly
impractical progressive view of
the world.

Ben Fishler
Dennis, Massachusetts

Look around you: virtually everything you see, hear or touch exists
because of oil, coal, and natural
gas—all temporary resources. We
must immediately stop putting
CO2 into the atmosphere, but we
can’t. To do so would cause an
immediate collapse of our “civilization” and the economy and
cause the death of billions of
humans. Continue on with business as usual, and the result will
be even worse— runaway global
warming resulting in the death
of most life on Earth. I do not
see us ending the burning of fos-

sil fuels, so we have condemned
ourselves and life on this planet
to extinction. Our legacy will be a
hot, dead planet devoid of visible
life. Only our vast ruins will be
testament that once there was
intelligent life here, but it wasn’t
wise. We are like yeast in a petri
dish and just as doomed.

Sheila Chambers
Brookings, Oregon

Is Free Will an Illusion?
“Is Society Accepting That Free
Will Is an Illusion?” by Jonathan
MS Pearce (FI, June/July 2015)
appears to assume the truth of
determinism. However, if determinism is true, we would not
really know it is true because our
belief would be determined. The
bona fides of a belief in determinism requires the capacity to
choose whether it is true or false.

Charles D. Hoornstra
Madison, Wisconsin

Unless one believes in magical
free will, choice must ultimately
be grounded in scientific principles. But that doesn’t necessarily eliminate free will, the
ability to influence an indeterminate future. At best, Jonathan
MS Pearce has referred to scientific examples that constrain
our choices more than we might
realize. This constraint is statistical, not absolute. Now, if a hundred guys are starving, one might
predict that they will choose to
join a nearby public feast. Does
that mean they have no free will?
Perhaps, that is not the way to
refute free will.
The argument against free
will invariably turns to a deterministic universe. From an evidential perspective, that idea
got rolling with Newton’s clockwork universe that was refined
by Einstein. People forget that
scientific laws are mathematical
idealizations of reality, not reality
itself. They work quite well, but
I doubt they confer accuracy to
one hundred decimal places! Ever
hear of the butterfly effect? In
all likelihood, scientific laws give
secularhumanism.org

us a probabilistic distribution for
the future and do not compel us
to buy into determinism. Because
of quantum mechanics, rolling
back the universe to a certain
point in time would not guarantee that the future would unfold
as before.
We also have a paradox.
In a deterministic universe we
could, in principle, hook up a
super-duper computer having
access to the relevant facts
and predict that I will choose
the Queen of Spades an hour
from now. Remember, the future
is fixed in stone and can’t be
changed. I am then informed
of this prediction. What prevents
me from choosing the King of
Diamonds? Is there a magical
force that will grab my arm? One
might argue that a determined
future need not be amenable to
calculation. However, if we can’t
know the future even in principle, that being the only operational definition I know of for
a determined future, then the
two extremes collapse into the
same pot.
Whatever the nature of that
mystery called “free will,” it’s a
little early to just dismiss it.

Dave E. Matson
Pasadena, California
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Letters
As Jonathan MS Pearce points
out, there is just no evidence
that the causal universe makes a
special exception for human free
will. So it’s difficult to justify the
punishment of criminals.
One of the primary errors of
secular humanism is its holierthan-thou (!) emphasis on moral
behavior principles, possibly in a
bid for acceptance among believers. “Yes, we are atheists, but we
are the good atheists! Free will
intact and directed toward lofty
purposes.” Certainly they are
lacking at least one important
virtue: humility. It seems to me
that people, atheist or otherwise,
are by nature moral because, as
social animals, moral humans
have a better shot at survival.
Whether we claim we are serving God or serving humanity, the
fact is that it feels good to do
nice things, and we do. Thanks,
evolution.
The more fundamental question that Pearce avoids is: Who
is this “I” to whom he refers?
What is the self? In other words,
is only free will an illusion, or is

consciousness itself an illusion?

Sandra Bidwell
Tucson, Arizona

Jonathan MS Pearce spends much
space convincing readers that
autonomous agents are deterministic, as if that were sufficient
to rule out free will. Philosophers
would do well to learn about
a modern insight into complex
systems: they can be completely
deterministic yet at the same
time chaotic in the sense of being
unpredictable. Edward Lorenz of
“butterfly effect” fame summed
up the now well-developed
mathematical theory of “Chaos:
When the present determines
the future, but the approximate
present does not approximately
determine the future.”
Human minds are sine qua
non examples of completely
determined yet essentially unpredictable systems. Indeed, the simple fact of having a subconscious
forever robs us of the perfect
self-knowledge needed to accu-

rately predict future behavior.
The appropriate name for our
black hole of essential self-ignorance is “free will.” It spans the
gap between the precise determinants of our actions and our
(often self-serving) rationales.
It also leaves us responsible for
our actions whenever the many
causal chains to precise external
antecedents cannot be established—which is almost always
the case.

Paul Bassett
Barrie, Ontario, Canada

This is the sort of piece that can
kick-start a debate with ease,
with the resulting ironic spectacle of determinists mightily using
their will to get their opponents
to change their opinion of their
own free will and agree that they
have no free will. And the contradictions don’t stop there. Maybe
part of the problem is that this
debate is heavily influenced by
the law of the excluded middle,
which actually has no place here.
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The debate is always framed
in either/or terms—either one
is taken to be as an omnipotent god with full power over
all aspects of life or a pathetic
and helpless feather in the wind.
Probe further into this maze of
either/or and you will discover
a most delicious paradox. The
determinists scoff at the notion
of a conscious free choice, since
any action is said to be a slave
to the limited knowledge, temperament, and prejudices of the
chooser. The omnipotent God at
the other pole of existence will
have none of that, surely, and
by logical conclusion will have
no desires, opinions, character, or
inclinations that would make him
want to proceed with anything.
And so here sits an all-powerful
lump, chock-full of power and
with no “enslaving” inclinations
to do anything—an all-powerful
sluggard too free of the urge
to act freely. Maybe Oceania’s
slogan, “Freedom is Slavery,” has
more angles than Orwell envisioned.
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Letters should be 300 words or
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We are committed to the application of reason and science

We believe in the cultivation of moral excellence.

to the understanding of the universe and to the solving
of human problems.

We respect the right to privacy. Mature adults should be

We deplore efforts to denigrate human intelligence,
to seek to explain the world in supernatural terms,
and to look outside nature for salvation.

We believe that scientific discovery and technology
can contribute to the betterment of human life.

We believe in an open and pluralistic society and that
democracy is the best guarantee of protecting human rights
from authoritarian elites and repressive majorities.

We are committed to the principle of the
separation of church and state.

We cultivate the arts of negotiation and compromise

allowed to fulfill their aspirations, to express their sexual
preferences, to exercise reproductive freedom, to have
access to comprehensive and informed health care,
and to die with dignity.

We believe in the common moral decencies: altruism,
integrity, honesty, truthfulness, responsibility. Humanist ethics
is amenable to critical, rational guidance. There are normative
standards that we discover together. Moral principles are
tested by their consequences.
We are deeply concerned with the moral education
of our children. We want to nourish reason and compassion.

We are engaged by the arts no less than by the sciences.

as a means of resolving differences and achieving mutual
understanding.

We are citizens of the universe and are excited by

We are concerned with securing justice and fairness

We are skeptical of untested claims to knowledge,

in society and with eliminating discrimination
and intolerance.

and we are open to novel ideas and seek new
departures in our thinking.

We believe in supporting the disadvantaged and the

We affirm humanism as a realistic alternative to

disabled so that they will be able to help themselves.

We attempt to transcend divisive parochial loyalties based
on race, religion, gender, nationality, creed, class, sexual
orientation, or ethnicity and strive to work together for
the common good of humanity.

discoveries still to be made in the cosmos.

theologies of despair and ideologies of violence and as a
source of rich personal significance and genuine satisfaction
in the service to others.

We believe in optimism rather than pessimism, hope rather

We want to protect and enhance Earth, to preserve
it for future generations, and to avoid inflicting needless
suffering on other species.

than despair, learning in the place of dogma, truth instead of
ignorance, joy rather than guilt or sin, tolerance in the place
of fear, love instead of hatred, compassion over selfishness,
beauty instead of ugliness, and reason rather than blind
faith or irrationality.

We believe in enjoying life here and now and in

We believe in the fullest realization of the best and noblest

developing our creative talents to their fullest.

that we are capable of as human beings.

*by Paul Kurtz
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